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ABSTRACT 

The intersection of critical creative practices and HCI was explored in an effort to create a 

design framework for developing material speculations in the form of communication tools that 

evoke critical reflection. In an effort to resurrect the individual within option-oriented 

technologies, Identity Centered Design was created. Identity Centered Design is an alternative 

conceptual framework for approaching HCI design that emphasizes communication, interaction, 

and physicality in an effort to diversify ‘users,’ giving emphasis to the ‘individual-as-user.’ The 

application of an Identity Centered Design methodology to the creation of material speculations 

leverages social disfluency in the form of creative tools to reintroduce discretionary use and 

individuality within digital-communication systems. This was demonstrated within a case study 

that featured the creation of a situated artifact in the form of a chat-based application entitled 

Digital Penmanship. Digital Penmanship relies on the use of disfluency through the encoded 

presence of the individual-as-user as a way to induce critical reflection on the limitations of 

modern-day communication systems. The Digital Penmanship application features the visual 

encoding of an individual’s biometric data, specifically their keystrokes, to the non-verbal 

elements of type design. 
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FOREWORD 

Ever since I was a child, I always wanted to receive a doctorate. While my desired 

profession changed, from Writing to Chemistry to Vocal Pedagogy, etc., the one thing that never 

faltered was the desire to learn and make a meaningful contribution to a body of knowledge. When 

I decided to pursue design, that was not going to change. I knew it was not going to be an easy 

task, especially since here in the United States, the MFA is typically the terminal degree for 

designers, but one way or another, I was going to make it happen. It took a few wrong turns to get 

here, but after 27 years of schooling, I am happy to present this work as my contribution to the 

disciplines of design, humanities, and arts.  
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1. INTRODUCTION & HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

This research stems from a desire to explore the intersection of critical, creative practices 

(art, critical design, and traditional design) with HCI in an effort to create material speculations in 

the form of tools for promoting critical reflection. Using material speculations as a foundation, we 

can create a new framework for integrating critical, creative practices into the field of HCI that 

emphasizes interaction and physicality rather than fiction. Under this new framework, we can 

generate situated artifacts in the form of creative tools that challenge social conventions and offer 

alternative definitions for reality.  

This research lives under the umbrella of Arts but is rooted in the interdisciplinary nature 

of the humanities. As such, the work done here is as much about the writing and research as it is 

about the making. And the writing informs the making just as much as the making informs the 

writing.  

This research aims to answer two questions:  

1. How can criticality be used as a methodology for developing HCI technology that causes 

the users to engage in critical discussion about the systems and technology created by HCI 

practices?  

2. How can space be created for individuality in communication systems that use option-

oriented making (OOM)?  

To answer the aforementioned questions, this text rejects the post-discretionary user’s 

condition where the post-discretionary user is the user who believes they have a choice whether or 

not they use technology however social norms, manipulative technology, and an innate desire to 

form connections prevent them from being in control. And their condition is the loss of 

individuality and identity due to option-oriented making within communication systems.  
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This research is the amalgamation of ten plus years of research on design, identity, 

perception, and making. It is a true synthesis between my undergraduate senior independent study 

project entitled “Persuasiveness of Typefaces: How Non-Verbal Factors Impact the Effectiveness 

of Emotional and Rational Advertisements,”1 my MFA thesis “Hacking for Intimacy: Breaking 

systems to allow for intimacy and expressivity,”2 and my creative works and explorations during 

my doctoral studies that have a reoccurring theme of identity and communication.  

In many ways, this research is part two of my MFA thesis. My MFA thesis was about 

identifying the loss of intimacy between the communicator and their message, and this dissertation 

focuses on reinserting the communicator back into their message. 

1.1 Human-Computer Interaction 

The following is a brief overview of the history of HCI, emphasizing its advent, pivotal 

moments within its evolution, and the shifting dynamic between the human and the machine. 

Through this textual overview, it will become evident that the discipline of HCI suffers from two 

shortcomings: 1) An emphasis placed on optimizing for the novice vs. the expert; 2) An over-

simplification of the construct of human to a user, resulting in the condition of the post-

discretionary user. 

The use of research methodologies to observe, analyze, and improve the efficiency of 

individuals interacting with technology can be traced back to 1911. In 1911 Frederick Taylor, a 

mechanical engineer from America whose work was focused on improving industrial efficiency, 

 
 

1 Arielle Nicole Cerini, “Persuasiveness of Typefaces: How Non-Verbal Factors Impact the Effectiveness of Emotional 

and Rational Advertisements” (Bachelors of Liberal Arts Independent Study, College of Wooster, 2015), https:// 

openworks.wooster.edu/independentstudy/6540.  

2 Arielle Cerini, “Hacking for Intimacy: Breaking Systems to Allow for Intimacy and Expressivity” (Masters of Fine 

Arts MFA, Pratt Institute 2017), https://issuu.com/acerinidesigns/docs/hacking_for_intimacy_3. 

https://issuu.c/
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used photography, motion pictures, and statistical analysis “to improve work practices by reducing 

performance time.” 3  Taylor’s innovative application of the newly invented image capturing 

technologies and mathematic methods was controversial. In his text “A Moving Target: The 

Evolution of Human-Computer Interaction,” Jonathan Grudin, a human-computer interaction 

researcher who currently works for Microsoft, writes: “Despite the uneasiness with ‘Taylorism’ 

reflected in Charlie Chaplin’s popular satire Modern Times, scientists and engineers continued 

applying this approach to boost efficiency and productivity.”4  

 In 1914, Lillian5 and Frank Gilbreth built upon Taylor’s time-and-motion studies to aid in 

designing efficient technologies that improve the worker’s experience. 6 In the years that followed, 

World War 1 (WW1) began, and in the United States research shifted towards understanding the 

relationship between people and technology within the context of war. During WW1 and World 

War 2 (WW2), the United States government began to help optimize wartime weapons, tools, and 

machinery. A primary goal of this initiative was to decrease the amount of time needed for 

someone to learn how to use the technology. The works and findings from these initiatives helped 

support WW1 and WW2. During the two world wars, there was an increase in support needed for 

creating technologies that were easy to master and use. Jonathan Grudin writes,  

 
 

 3. Jonathan Grudin, “A Moving Target: The Evolution of Human-computer Interaction,” in Human-computer 

Interaction Handbook: Fundamentals, Evolving Technologies, and Emerging Applications (3rd edition), (London: Taylor and 

Francis, 2012), 4. 

4. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 4. 

5. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 4. Lillian Gilbreth was the first person to receive a PhD in Industrial Psychology and is 

often attributed with being the founder of modern Human Factors.   

6. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 4.  
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Early tool use, whether by assembly-line workers or pilots, was not discretionary. If training was 

necessary, people were trained. One research goal was to reduce training time, but more important was 

to increase the speed and reliability of skilled performance.7 

Following WW2, there was an increase in the need for understanding the “behavior 

requirements of design.”8 In addition, WW2 saw thousands of casualties attributed to design flaws 

in planes.9 The unnecessary casualties of WW2, paired with an apparent need for technologies to 

be more intuitive, led to the reappropriation of government funding from the Department of 

Agriculture to “academic or industrial research that addressed national goals.”10 The work done 

by Human Factors post-WW2 existed under the new umbrella of government-funded research. 

Through these new initiatives came Engineering psychology and terms like ‘human engineering,’ 

‘human factors,’ and ‘ergonomics.’11 

After WW2, the discipline of Human Factors picked up where it left off, building upon the 

works done by Gilbreths and Taylor. Early HCI research emphasizes the tangible relationships 

between human and machine.12 This research primarily centered around flight controls and other 

military interfaces.13 The emphasis was on the sensory, perception, and motor functions of human-

 
 

7. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 5. 

8. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 4.  

9. Mark S Sanders and Ernest James McCormick, “Human Factors in Engineering and Design,” Industrial Robot: An 

International Journal 25, no. 2 (1998): 153, https://doi.org/10.1108/ir.1998.25.2.153.2. 

10. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 4-5. 

11. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 4-5.  

12. David Meister, The History of Human Factors and Ergonomics, 1st ed. (Boca Raton:CRC Press, 2018), 8, https:// 

doi.org/10.1201/9781315276069.  

13. Grudin, “A Moving Target,” 7.  
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machine interactions.” 14  It was not until the late-1970s/early-1980s that the cognitive and 

communicative relationships between humans and machines joined the discourse.  

 The next few decades after WW2 saw advancements in computational technology and 

information studies. Through the 1960s, specialists who underwent extensive training on the 

technology were the primary users.15 During this time, much of the foundational work for today’s 

technology was theorized and predicted. Cognitive engineers and computer scientists like Douglas 

Engelbart saw the potential for these technologies to “augment the human intellect.”16 Where 

“augmenting the human intellect” meant “increasing the capability of a [hu]man to approach a 

complex problem situation, to gain comprehension to suit [their] particular needs, and to derive 

solutions to problems.”17 

Engelbart believed that computers would “become congenial tools that people would 

choose to use interactively in the future.”18 In many ways, Engelbart was ahead of his time. While 

most engineers of the 1960s were interested in computational research, Engelbart spent his Ph.D. 

at Berkley taking classes in the humanities studying Philosophy and Logic.19 He was interested 

 
 

14. Meister, The History of Human Factors and Ergonomics, 8.  

15. John M. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro,” The Encyclopedia of Human-Computer Interaction, 

2017, accessed December 7, 2021, .https://www.interactiondesign.org/literature/book/the-encyclopedia-of-human-computer-

interaction-2nd-ed/human-computer-interaction-brief-intro.  

16. Douglas C Engelbart, “Augmenting Human Intellect: A Conceptual Framework,” Stanford Research Institute, on 

Contract AF 49, no. 638 (1962): 1.  

17. Engelbart, “Augmenting Human Intellect,” 1.  

18. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - brief intro.” 

19. Thierry Bardini, Bootstrapping: Douglas Engelbart, Coevolution, and the Origins of Personal Computing 

(Redwood City, CA: Stanford University Press, 2000), 13, https://books.google.com/books?id=CEc1OOGmA5IC.  

 

https://books.google.com/books?id
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“in the social and the human aspects of contemporary problems,”20 which caused him to favor 

augmentation over automation.21 Engelbart’s diverse thinking allowed him to see beyond the 

current scope of reality and ideate innovations in user experience that were decades before their 

time. In his text “Looking Back: a very brief history of HCI,” Nicolas Roussel, a senior researcher 

at Inria, writes:  

At the Stanford Research Institute, [Engelbart] and his colleagues created the first system realizing this 

vision. Their oN-Line System (NLS) was not only designed to augment the capabilities of its users, but 

also to foster their collaboration. Among other firsts, its 1968 demonstration featured the introduction 

of document processing, hypermedia, shared files, messaging, real-time distant collaboration, multiple 

windows and the computer mouse. NLS was way ahead of its time. It impressed and inspired many 

people. Few realized the vision behind it, however. Due to complex hierarchies of modes and 

commands, it was also difficult to use and required substantial training. This difficulty with initial use 

and its reliance on networked time-shared computers were fatal to the system, and Engelbart’s vision of 

personal computing as an augmentation tool somewhat faded away.22 

In the above text, Roussel is describing Engelbart’s oN-Line system, whose use of mouse, 

hierarchies, and metaphors make it an early example of the WIMP interface, which stands for 

Windows, Icons, Menus, and Pointers.23 The demo Roussel is describing took place on December 

9th, 1968 and has since been referred to as the “Mother of All Demos.”24 Roussel writes, “Their 

oN-Line System (NLS) was not only designed to augment the capabilities of its users, but also to 

 
 

20. Bardini, Bootstrapping, 16. 

21. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro.”  

22. Nicolas Roussel, “Looking Back: A Very Brief History of HCI,” Unpublished Working Draft (2014): 1. 

23. Stephen Kimani, “WIMP Interfaces,” in Encyclopedia of Database Systems, ed. Ling Liu and M. Tamer ÖZsu 

(Boston, MA: Springer US, 2009), 3529-33. 

24. Douglas C Engelbart, “Mother of All Demos [Online Video] December 8 1968,” (Filmed December 8 1968); 

Bardini, Bootstrapping, 123-41, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJDv-zdhzMY. 
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foster their collaboration.”25 Engelbart and his team saw beyond the potential for computing 

technology to analyze and solve complex problems, they saw it as a way to augment human 

capabilities. The features demonstrated in the “Mother of All Demos” more-or-less served as an 

outline for the technological advancements of the next half-a-century.   

While Engelbart’s technological innovations played a pivotal role in shaping present-day 

technology, their complicated user interfaces made it difficult for people to understand them 

without thorough training.26 Engelbart’s usability issues stem from his belief that engineers should 

optimize interfaces for the expert user, not the novice user. Engelbart believed that user testing and 

usability should be geared towards the skilled user, not the novice.27 While he acknowledged that 

doing this will result in the novice user having to undergo training, however “[he] felt that people 

should be willing to tackle a difficult interface if it delivered great power once mastered.”28 

Engelbart’s belief that systems should be designed to be easy for skilled users versus new users 

were, and still are, highly debated within the field of HCI. Unfortunately, Engelbart did not help 

his case when his 1969 demonstration of NLS in the DARPA offices flopped because users found 

it too difficult to use.29 

Engelbart’s system was not the only computational device whose high barrier for entry 

rendered it unusable by non-specialists. By the early 1970s, the cost of memory and other hardware 

 
 

25. Roussel, “Looking back,” 1. 

26. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro.”  

27. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro.” 

28. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro.” 

29. Bardini, Bootstrapping, 123-41. 
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started to decrease, making the production of the computer more affordable. 30  The problem 

became the complexity of the systems. With the computer’s problem being one of useability, 

programmers turned to engineering (Human Factors), cognitive science, and information studies 

for assistance. In his text “Human-Computer Interaction — a brief intro,” John M. Carroll, 

regarded as one of the founders of human-computer interaction, speaks to the state of the fields 

during the late-1970s and early-1980s: 

The challenge of personal computing became manifest at an opportune time. The broad project of 

cognitive science, which incorporated cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, linguistics, cognitive 

anthropology, and the philosophy of mind, had formed at the end of the 1970s. Part of the programme 

of cognitive science was to articulate systematic and scientifically informed applications to be known 

as “cognitive engineering.” Thus, at just the point when personal computing presented the practical need 

for HCI, cognitive science presented people, concepts, skills, and a vision for addressing such needs 

through an ambitious synthesis of science and engineering. HCI was one of the first examples of 

cognitive engineering.31 

In the above quote, John M. Carroll refers to HCI as “one of the first examples of cognitive 

engineering.”32 Don Norman from the Norman-Nielsen Group defines cognitive engineering as “a 

type of applied Cognitive Science, trying to apply what is known from science to the design and 

construction of machines.”33   

 
 

30. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro.” 

31. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro.” 

32. Carroll, “Human Computer Interaction - Brief Intro.” 

33. Donald A Norman, “Cognitive Engineering,” User Centered System Design 31 (1986): 31. 
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In the 1970s, HCI emerged as a sub-group of Human Factors.34  If Human Factors was 

about the mechanical and tactile relationships between human-and-machine, HCI was, at its 

fruition, the cognitive and later evolved into the communicative. Cognitive HCI practices were 

concerned with constructing models to understand human perception and other cognitive 

processing.35 Under this school of thought, researchers viewed “human being[s] as a subject to be 

studied through rigid guidelines, formal methods, and systematic testing.”36 The thought was that 

if researchers could understand the complexities of human cognition, they could use that 

information to shape behaviors and communicate purpose/usability of the personal computer.37 

An example of modeling used by cognitive engineers can be seen in Stuart K. Card, Thomas P. 

Moran, and Allen Newell’s Human Processor Model also referred to as the Model Human 

Processor (MHP), created in 1983.38  

The Model Human Processor (MHP), depicted in Figure 1.1, serves as a framework for 

estimating how much time and mental processing is needed to complete a task or series of tasks.39 

Under MHP, humans are thought of as processing systems. Card et al. developed MHP using the 

same logic used to assess the performance of a machine, considering the overall capacity, 
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processing times, and performance limitations of the system. Within MHP, this translates into the 

limitations of humans’ mental processing, such as the limited capacity of working memory and 

attentional blinks.  

 

Figure 1.1: Human Processor Model. The Human Processor Model, also known as Model Human Processor 

or MHP, helps designers and researchers gain insight into the usability of an interface. MHP becomes 

applicable for assessing the learnability and error rates of new interfaces or if new guidelines are being 

established for user interface design. Adapted from Card, Stuart K, Thomas P Moran, and Allen Newell. 

“The Model Human Processor: An Engineering Model of Human Performance.” Handbook of Perception and 

Human Performance 2, no. 45–1 (1986): 1-5. 
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The emphasis on modeling came from a desire to understand how people think. Computer 

programmers believed that if they could understand how people think, they could make it easier 

for people outside of HCI to use the computer.40 Aligning with the Human Processor Model, the 

goal was to limit the user’s interaction cost and make the user’s experience more efficient. 

Interaction-cost, in this scenario, refers to “the amount of physical and mental effort a user must 

exert when using the knowledge.”41 

1.1.1 HCI in the Workplace  

In its initial form, the computer was a single-purpose non-discretionary device that 

improved efficiency.42 Whether it was breaking enemy encryptions during WW2 or indexing 

company records, the machines were created and configured for their singular use, and as new 

needs arose, new machines were built.43 Finally, with the support of government Research and 

Design (R&D) funding, advancements were made that led to the realization of ENIAC (Electronic 

Numerical Integrator and Computer), the first general-purpose computer built by John Mauchly 

and J. Presper Eckert at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering of the University of 

Pennsylvania in 1943.44  ENIAC is said to have weighed over 30 tons and took up over 1,800 

square feet.45 While ENIAC was instrumental in the history of computational technology, it was 
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never made available for mass production or public sale because of its size and the cost to recreate 

it.46 

In the early 1960s, IBM made massive strides towards solving the scale and weight issue 

of computers with their release of the 1401 computer model, the first in the 1400 series that 

featured smaller resistor tubes in place of the larger vacuum ones.47 The initial demand was for 

more than 10,000 machines, and by the mid-1960s, the vast majority of computers in existence 

across the world were IBM 1401s.48 The popularity of IBM’s device helped to support the case for 

why general-purpose computers should be pursued over specialized ones.  

By the late-1960s/early-1970s, businesses were spending millions of dollars on computers 

to help address structural problems within their company and/or make them seem more modern.49 

With little knowledge on how to use the devices and, in some cases, no plan of action on what to 

use them for, businesses needed some guidance. By 1967, the journal of Management Science 

created the column “Information Systems in Management Science,” which played an instrumental 

role in the entanglement of Information Systems Managers with technology.50  

Information Sciences became a tool for HCI to overcome the issues regarding how to 

effectively integrate computational technology into a business so that you can maximize the 

business’s return on investment. Within the context of Management Systems, information systems 
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are “integrated man/machine system for providing information to support the operation, 

management, and decision-making functions in an organization”51  and “the effective design, 

delivery and use of information systems in organizations.”52 

 Through their research, Information Specialists helped address issues surrounding data 

entry and display. A primary focus for Information Specialists was “[s]ociotechnical approaches 

to system design [that] were developed in response to user difficulties and resistance. In addition, 

they involved educating representative workers about technological possibilities and involving 

them in design.”53  

The increased integration of computers within the workplace eventually led to workers 

beginning to see the value of this technology as more than just a tool for work; it could apply to 

their own everyday activities.54 The workers’ realization is representative of the transition that 

took place where the non-discretionary user (users who are required to use the technology for 

work) became a discretionary one. 

1.1.2 Discretionary Users: The Willing Participant  

The inclusion of the personal computer in the home was the birth of the truly personal 

computer and the emergence of the discretional user.55 However, it should be acknowledged that 

every user is both discretionary and non-discretionary. For example, the 1970s workers whose jobs 
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adopted the new computing technologies were predominantly non-discretional users because they 

were required to use it. However, they are also a discretionary user because they choose to remain 

at the job and adhere to the new requirements. In the same regard, the family from the early 1990s 

who decided to purchase a computer for their household were discretionary users because they 

chose to bring the computing technology into their home. However, they are also non-discretionary 

because of social influence and the illusion of needs that led them to make that decision.   

The emergence of the discretionary user emphasizes the importance of usability.56 When 

it comes to discretionary users, usability holds greater importance because the users do not have 

to use the system. Therefore, it is the job of the once cognitive engineers and now product 

engineers to make them want to use the system. HCI research has shown us that if a system is too 

difficult to use, the user will not want to use it.57 This means that if a product is only profitable if 

it is used and the user only uses the product if it is not too difficult for them to use, then the product 

engineers should value usability above all else. The greater emphasis on making the product usable 

and accessible to most consumers led to the creation of ‘walk-up-and-use’ interfaces.58 A ‘walk-

up-and-and-use’  interface is defined by the Interaction Design Foundation as a “system intended 

to be used by first-time and one-time users who need to be able to use the system without any 
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training effectively; for example, public information kiosks, museum displays, and ticket-

purchasing systems.”59  

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) was one of the many influential innovations that came 

out of a research group at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) in the 1970s. In 1970, Xerox 

brought together all of the world’s best engineers and computer programmers and created a think 

tank.60 Among the researchers working on the team were Alan Kay, Larry Tesler, Dan Ingalls, 

David Smith, and Clarence Ellis, all of whom had a background in Human Factors. Over the ten 

years that they worked together, the team pushed the boundaries of what technology was and could 

be.61 They used cognitive psychology and programming to examine how the individual mind 

thinks and perceives things.62 Much of the work done by this team was, in a sense, a continuation 

of what was presented in Engelbart’s “Mother of All Demos.”  

The work being done at Xerox was groundbreaking, and innovators like Steve Jobs were 

eager to see behind the curtain. In fact, Steve Jobs was so enthusiastic that he made a deal with 

Xerox allowing them to purchase 100,000 shares of his company for a million dollars if they let 

Steve Jobs come and tour their facility and be shown demonstrations of some of their new 

innovations.63 After a bunch of back and forth, they reached an agreement, and Jobs, along with 
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Bill Atkinson, a software engineer at Apple, was given a tour of PARC. While there, Steve Jobs 

became inspired by Xerox’s personal computer, ‘Xerox Alto.’ The Xerox Alto personal computer 

was the inspiration behind Apple’s Lisa and many innovations made by Apple and Microsoft in 

the years to follow.64  

In an article in the New Yorker from May 9, 2011, entitled “Creation Myth: Xerox PARC, 

Apple, and the truth about innovation,” Malcolm Gladwell, a journalist, wrote the following about 

an interview he conducted with Larry Tesler, an engineer who worked on the PARC team.65  

An engineer named Larry Tesler conducted the demonstration. He moved the cursor across the screen 

with the aid of a “mouse.” Directing a conventional computer, in those days, meant typing in a command 

on the keyboard. Tesler just clicked on one of the icons on the screen. He opened and closed “windows,” 

deftly moving from one task to another. He wrote on an elegant word-processing program and 

exchanged [emails] with other people at PARC, on the world’s first Ethernet network. Jobs had come 

with one of his software engineers, Bill Atkinson, and Atkinson moved in as close as he could, his nose 

almost touching the screen. “Jobs was pacing around the room, acting up the whole time,” Tesler 

recalled. “He was very excited. Then, when he began seeing the things I could do onscreen, he watched 

for about a minute and started jumping around the room, shouting, ‘Why aren’t you doing anything with 

this? This is the greatest thing. This is revolutionary!’66 

Following the demo at PARC, Steve Jobs and Bill Atkinson returned to their offices, where 

they directed the team to completely shift what/where their focus was.67 Steve Jobs was adamant 

that he wanted the work they were doing to be inspired by what he saw at Xerox, but it should not 

be a direct copy. Instead, jobs wanted to push Xerox’s work with the creation of UI elements like 
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the menu bar, resizing windows through dragging, and the use of metaphors such as the trashcan 

to communicate functionality.68 Gladwell writes:  

The difference between direct and indirect manipulation—between three buttons and one button, three 

hundred dollars and fifteen dollars, and a roller ball supported by ball bearings and a free-rolling ball—

is not trivial. It is the difference between something intended for experts, which is what Xerox PARC 

had in mind, and something that’s appropriate for a mass audience, which is what Apple had in mind. 

PARC was building a personal computer. Apple wanted to build a popular computer.69 

In the quote above, Gladwell is speaking about an interview he had with Dean Hovey, the 

co-founder of IDEO, who was commissioned by Apple to make a cheaper version of the Xerox 

mouse.70 The main take-away from Gladwell’s quote is that Apple wanted to build something that 

everyone could approach and use while Xerox was creating for the experts. The dichotomy 

between Xerox and Apple’s approach is reminiscent of the debate surrounding Engelbart’s work 

more than a decade earlier: Engelbart believed interfaces should be designed and tested for the 

skilled user and not the novice.71 In the case of Xerox and Apple, Xerox would be Engelbart, and 

Apple would be the opposing perspective.  

Unfortunately, the difference in approach could be attributed to why Apple’s product was 

successful, and Xerox’s was not. After seeing the untapped potential of Xerox’s demo, Jobs 

decided to shift the focus of his team, placing greater significance on the UI of their device by 

creating a GUI. On the other hand, Xerox chose to continue down the same path, and in 1981 after 

the successor to the Alto underperformed, the company decided to no longer pursue personal 
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computers. Historically, though, the 1981 Xerox Star workstation is still attributed to being the 

“first production computer to use the desktop metaphor, productivity applications, and a three-

button mouse.”72 

Apple understood the user and designed a system grounded in what the user already knew 

to help make it more approachable. Rather than causing the user to ultimately move into the world 

of the machine, Apple’s Lisa met the user halfway through the use of metaphors. This signified 

the turning point away from the expert user, who was the focus of the 1970s, towards the novice 

user, aiming to create a learnable system.73  

While Xerox was the first to bring the desktop metaphor and WIMP interfaces to the public, 

Apple and Microsoft were the ones who pushed the metaphor and made it successful. The initial 

Xerox Star workstation, released in 1981, served as the framework for all innovations that came 

after it.74 While technology, processing, and other computer components changed, the desktop and 

its core functionality persisted.75  As a result, much of the original desktop innovations can still be 

seen in today’s interfaces, with the most referenced one being the trash can.  

While mental modeling and cognitive psychology continued to play an influential role in 

HCI research, the advent of the personal computer and its movement into the discretional user’s 

home expanded the HCI dialogue to include social and behavioral psychology.76  
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The 1990s brought with it the commercialization of the internet.77 In its initial form, the 

internet was, in a sense, an extension of the original functionality of the workplace computers: one 

giant database. The commercialization of the internet caused the discipline of HCI to refocus its 

efforts on the novice user.78 The following is an excerpt of text that was taken from a blog post on 

the Norman-Nielsen website entitled “Novice vs. Expert Users”:  

Web users are notoriously fickle: they take one look at a home page and leave after a few seconds if 

they cannot figure it out. The abundance of choice and the ease of going elsewhere puts a huge premium 

on making it extremely easy to enter a site. There is no such thing as a training class for a website. In 

fact, a website with a help system is usually a failed website.  

At the same time, as intuitiveness became the main goal of Web design, there were also reasons to care 

less about the performance of experienced users. First, as mentioned above, most sites do not have very 

many expert users. Second, the website is not paying the user’s salary. Who cares how much time a user 

spends on performing a task? As long as users buy, it does not matter whether they do so slowly. It is 

their nickel (or their employer’s). Finally, the Internet has motivated huge numbers of less-technically-

minded people to start using interactive systems (say, WebTV), and such users need even simpler 

systems.79 

Thematically the personal-computer era of HCI has grown and expanded throughout the 

years, evolving to include more humanities-focused topics,80 such as social constructs like ‘values’ 

of the consumer, seeking ways to further the perceived necessity of the platform and devices.  
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1.1.3 The Post-Discretionary User 

By the early 2000s, the discretionary user had morphed into what I am calling the post-

discretionary user. The post-discretionary user is the user who believes they have a choice whether 

or not they use technology; however, social norms, manipulative technology designs, and an innate 

desire to form connections prevent them from being in control. 

During the 1990s the attempts to commercialize the internet seemed to be a success. The 

new medium was attractive to developers and investors alike. With millions of people flocking to 

the internet to try and capitalize on the new digital revolution, the market was up and only 

continuing to rise. By 1999 the stock market was at an all-time high. This period of rising has since 

become known as the dot-com bubble.81 In 2000, Pets.com went public in an attempt to raise 

capital to help fund their losses. The company opened and closed the first day of trading at $11.00 

a share, which dropped to $7.50 over the following week.82 And by April 2000 the NASDAQ was 

down 34.2% from its peak value which occurred a month prior.83 This decline in Pets.com’s share 

price and rapid decline of the NASDAQ was indicative of the dot-com boom bust.  

Following the dot-com bubble burst, the public no longer trusted the internet. It quickly 

became apparent that if the internet was ever going to reach its full potential, it was going to need 

a rebranding. The new internet, Web 2.0, became centered around human’s instinctual drive to 

socialize.84 In addition, free social platforms emerged, creating a new need within the digital space. 
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In his text Writing on the Wall, Standage writes the following as an attempt to explain what makes 

social networking technologies so compelling:  

The first, and most fundamental, is that as primates, humans are inherently social animals. Primate 

brains appear to have evolved specifically to process social information to enable primates to function 

more effectively in groups. Second, one of the main ways humans assess and maintain their positions 

within social networks is by exchanging information with and about others (i.e., gossip). Through the 

exchange of gossip, individuals can advertise their status within the group and demonstrate their 

expertise, trustworthiness, and suitability as an ally or mate. Humans are, in short, built to form networks 

with others and to exchange information with them. The third component, media technology starting 

with the emergence of writing, enables literate humans to extend this exchange of information across 

time and space to include people who are not physically present. With its instant global reach, the 

[i]nternet does this particularly effectively, allowing users to share information with unprecedented ease. 

But it is by no means the first technology to have supported such a social-media environment; it is 

merely the most recent and most efficient way that humans have found to scratch a prehistoric itch.85 

In the above excerpt, Standage speaks to social media’s role in constructing an individual’s 

identity, effectively communicating information, and overcoming the issues of time and space.86 

Humanity’s natural inclination has driven the development of these social networking technologies 

for connectivity and the desire to maximize the potential of these three key ideas. In his text, 

Standage speaks to the issues surrounding social networking technologies today and their 

repetition throughout history, suggesting that the issues that we are facing today are not new but 

are, instead, ones that can be seen throughout history.87  

In the documentary Social Dilemma, technological innovators who have worked for 

companies like Google, Facebook, and Pinterest speak to the intent behind creating these many-
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to-many technologies.88 For example, when the like button was first created, it was done with the 

best intentions. The programmers saw it as a positive thing that would better society; however, 

over the years, it has proven to have a significant impact on social media platforms like Facebook’s 

role in the widespread political division89 in the United States and the rise in suicide among young 

adults across the world.90  

Big tech corporations like Pinterest, Instagram, and Facebook have developed technology 

that is highly persuasive and addictive.91 The same psychology that was once being applied to the 

field of HCI as a means of understanding and augmenting the human condition, is now being used 

to hack the human psyche and manipulate users.92 In 2010 Sean Ellis, the first self-proclaimed 

Growth Hacker, created the term Growth Hacking when he was trying to come up with a new job 

description for the individual that would assume his role when he left companies that he was 

consulting at.93 

Every decision that a growth hacker makes is informed by growth. Every strategy, every tactic, and 

every initiative, is attempted in the hopes of growing. Growth is the sun that a growth hacker revolves 

around. Of course, traditional marketers care about growth too, but not to the same extent. Remember, 

the power of a growth hacker is in their obsessive focus on a singular goal. By ignoring almost 

everything, they can achieve the one task that matters most early on.94 
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Today, developers are required to take courses like Growth Hacking where they learn how 

to hack a user’s psychology, allowing them to manipulate users, giving them the ability to have 

real-world impact and control over their users’ emotions.95 

While developers and UI/UX designers claim to engage in Don Norman’s ‘user centered 

design,’96 the reality is that the user is only ever considered within the context of the stakeholder’s 

asks. Much like everything else within the commercialized digital space, the very idea of user 

centered design is an illusion.  

If you Google ‘define user’ the dictionary section of the returned results will look similar 

to those depicted in Figure 1.2. The four definitions shown are the following: “a person who uses 

or operates something, especially a computer or other machine”;97 “a person who takes illegal 

drugs; a drug user”;98 “a person who manipulates others for personal gain”;99 and “the continued 

use or enjoyment of a right.”100 By its very definition, a user only exists within the context of the 

thing being used.  
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Figure 1.2: Define user. Google search result for 'define user.' 

Interestingly enough, the Oxford English dictionary has an additional definition for user 

that is excluded from the google results: “A useful or profitable animal. Frequently with modifying 

word. Now rare.”101 The dictionary labels the definition as rare, however I would argue it is still 

very much synonymous with today’s user. While the cow provided milk for the farmer, today’s 

user provides data.102 
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Recently In their article “The Dark (Patterns) Side of UX Design,” Colin M. Gray, Yubo 

Kou, Bryan Battles, Joseph Hoggatt, and Austin L. Toombs state that the “supplant[ing]” of the 

user’s value “in favor of the stakeholder’s value” results in dark patterns.103 Dark patterns, in this 

case, can be defined as “instances where designers use their knowledge of human behavior (e.g., 

psychology) and the desires of end-users to implement deceptive functionality that is not in the 

user’s best interest.”104 Despite being referred to as user centered design, a better name for this 

design philosophy is stakeholder-centered design.  

Under stakeholder centered design, technology is created to fulfill the needs/wishes of the 

customer. In most cases, this means creating easy to use interfaces that are geared towards the 

novice user. For others, like in the case of many-to-many communication platforms like Facebook, 

it means creating persuasive technology that can capture the users’ attention and behavioral 

biometric data, increasing the user’s exposure to Facebooks’ customers’ advertisements.  

1.2 Critical Creative Practices 

A common misconception about design is that for it to be successful, it needs to solve a 

problem or fulfill an already established need; however, this definition omits the discipline’s 

potential to act as a catalyst for provocation. Critical, creative practices like Critical, Adversarial, 

and Interrogative Design apply the methodologies of International Avant-Garde art movements to 
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their design practice, activating the imaginations of their audience in an effort to raise awareness 

and provoke critical discussion.105  

Design originated as a tool for capitalism and industrialization. In the early 1900s, design 

helped with mass production by developing standardized components and tools like the Allen 

wrench (hex key) and the Philips screwdriver.106 The creation of standardized components and 

tools that occurred during the Industrial Revolution is an example of Universal Design and the 

one-size-fits-most mentality. Over the years, this promotion of the one-size-fits-most mentality 

has become engrained within traditional design practices. While Universal Design has helped 

increase the usability and lifespans of products, it has also restricted expression and 

communication within design. 

Despite the unintended consequences of design promoting the one-size-fits-most mentality, 

we should not devalue the innovative and creative work done under traditional design practices. 

The work of designers like Paul Rand helped push the field of design as an artform forward. This 

forward movement of design has helped it grow over the last century and should not be devalued 

or thought of as insignificant. However, by grounding design in traditional practices and 

definitions, we restrict the practice’s potential to the client’s needs. In the same regard, by 

perpetuating a need for a division to exist between design and art, we create arbitrary distinctions 

on what the fields should and should not do. Therefore, the potential of design is in need of a re-
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imagining that will allow for the removal of its disciplinary boundaries. In doing so, we can 

reposition the field of design to allow for more collaborative and interdisciplinary work.   

The present structuring of design is technologically deterministic. Designers are organized 

using their tools and the types of works they create; for example, a designer who creates clothing 

is thought to be a fashion designer. By emphasizing the things that are being created and the tools 

to create them, we are positioning the designer as being in service of the tool rather than the tools 

being in service of the designer. Repositioning this relationship would allow the designer to take 

on a more active voice in developing these technologies, legitimizing the designer’s role as a 

change-maker and breaker of conventions.  

To date, the majority of the designers that have served as pioneers within the field of design 

were designers who also identified as artists and did not limit themselves to one-specific creative 

medium. These critical creatives cared less about these arbitrary restrictions and focused more on 

the reasoning behind their design work. Among these critical, creatives were El Lissitzky, 

Krzysztof Wodiczko, and David Carson. Their refusal to accept the status quo has helped shape 

the field of design as it exists today. However, it is important to note that the work of a critical, 

creative practitioner is never done. The very nature of critical, creative practices requires a constant 

state of destabilization for it to be successful. Laranjo states: 

Critical Design aims to challenge the status quo. Therefore, its practice will always have to be marginal. 

To become mainstream would be paradoxical, losing its raison d’être and effect. Yet, this utopia has 

been imagined and attempted in the past, laying the foundations for a socially, politically and culturally 

engaged design practice. Although still being today generally identified as an artistic practice rather 

than a design activity, Critical Design positions itself at the margins of the graphic design discipline, by 
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both living in and stretching the discipline’s boundaries on the on the quest for cultural, political and 

social change.107   

In the late-1950s/early-1960s, an alternative design practice emerged with the intent of 

altering social standards. Many believe that anti-design was the origin of Critical Design; however, 

the discipline has a much more complex history. Following WW2, Europe faced a series of 

economic and political challenges, which helped to facilitate the emergence of critical, creative 

design practices throughout Europe. However, Anti-design did not join the scene until the late-

1950s/early-1960s, nearly 15 years later. So, while Anti-design is one of the earliest known 

movements where design was seen as something beyond a tool or a skill, it is not the origin point 

of Critical Design. Among the critical, creative design practices were the work of Dutch designer 

Jan van Toorn.  

Jan van Toorn was a Dutch designer who is most famously known for his conception of 

the three dimensions that all designers should consider when designing: personal, professional, 

and social.108 Jan van Toorn saw the designer as an “expert on the socio-cultural context.”109 He 

believed that it is not enough for designers to consider themselves and their profession when 

designing; they should also be aware of the social dimension. Van Toorn raised awareness of the 

importance of causality and designers’ role in shaping society. In addition, Van Toorn believed 

that the three dimensions have as much effect on a designer’s work as their work has on the three 

dimensions.  
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Jan van Toorn’s work sparked the start of the designer questioning the nature of design, 

ultimately leading to, still unanswered, questions like the ones written by Rick Poynor, British 

design critic, in his book Critical Practice:  

So where does that leave the designer who takes the view that design, as a means of public 

communication, should be about more than merely providing promotional endorsement for our current 

version of reality? While many designers envy the freedom of artists to follow their own agendas, 

designers are required, by contrast, to focus their skills and commitment on the transmission of their 

clients’ messages. Leaving aside overt forms of graphic protest, is it possible (was it ever possible?) to 

embed an alternative or contrary way of thinking in the everyday commercial practice of design?110  

1.2.1 Origin Story  

The emergence of Anti-Design in the 1950s was facilitated by the shift in the economy in 

Western Europe post-WW2. Following World War 2 in 1945, Europe was in an economic crisis.111 

To offer economic support, in 1948, the United States put into effect the Marshall Plan, which 

lasted for four years—until 1951.112 While the impact of this aid and the role it played in improving 

Western Europe’s economy is highly debated,113 the stipulations that were placed on the financial 

aid did play a role in the industrial growth of Western Europe during this time. By the mid-1960s, 

mass-production and industrial manufacturing were seen as the norm. 114  This rise of mass 

production fostered the notion of “ideal, universally valid design,” a school of thought that began 
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in the 1920s during the international modern movement in architecture and design.115 In the late-

1950s/early-1960s, Anti-Design collectives were created in Italy by recent university graduates 

and industrial designers out of a desire to find an “alternative to the limitations of post-war modern 

design.”116  

This period in Italy—from 1956 to 1970—is referred to as the Lineament Italian or Bel 

Design era.117 Much like the Situationists and other International Avant-Garde art movements, 

Anti-Design—also known as Radical Design—was about going against conventions and 

challenging preconceived notions. In his book, Critical Design in Context, Matt Malpass writes, 

“Here a provocative design culture emerged out of dissatisfaction with the role of design solely 

serving production and consumption.”118 This critically reflective design perspective truly existed 

as a hybrid between International Avant-Garde art movements and traditional design: “…to hold 

a design view where electronic objects function as criticism, one must move closer to the world of 

fine art because the design profession finds it difficult to accommodate such research.”119 At its 

synthesis, Anti-Design studios like UFO were inspired by the Dadaists from the early 1900s, 

particularly their use of the unconventional and absurd to push public perspectives and 

definitions.120 In his text Critical Design in Context, Industrial Designer Matt Malpass writes:   
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Anti-design projects aimed to open an intellectual discourse through design. The collectives established 

explicit ideological and intellectual positions, where protest was seen as essential and the work was 

grounded in direct political action. Rather than design positioned as being in service to problems, design 

was used to facilitate active participation through happenings, interventions, exhibitions, and 

publications. The designers aimed to engage consumers in shaping and questioning forms of 

consumption, community, and industrial models of production at large.121 

1.2.1.1 Superstudio 

Superstudio was an Italian Anti-Design collective founded in 1966 by Adolfo Natalini and 

Cristiano Toraldo di Francia.122 The two designers met in Italy while studying architecture at the 

University of Florence. Other members of the group included Alessandro Magris, Roberto Magris, 

and Piero Frassinelli, designers who also attended the University of Florence. The Superstudio 

Collective believed that “It is the designer who must attempt to re-evaluate his role in the nightmare 

he helped to conceive, to retread the historical process which inverted the hopes of the modern 

movement.”123 In this respect, “the nightmare” that they are referring to is about the focus of 

international modern designers in the 1920s, who were interested in creating “universally valid 

designs.”124 Superstudio thought that designers should take responsibility for the field’s past and 

that it was the designer who created this problem, so it is the designer who should fix it. While 

their practice was grounded in architecture, much of their work existed in the scope of industrial 

design. They created furniture designs, interior designs, and interior lighting that aimed to push 
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back against the homogenizing of products and alter the way designers and consumers view 

capitalism and design.125  

1.2.1.2 UFO 

UFO was an Anti-Design collective created by Lapo Binazzi in the 1960s.126 Binazzi was 

fascinated with the absurd and the use of “…humor and free association to topple the existing 

hierarchies of quality as a reaction to Italy’s political and economic strife.”127  A significant point 

of inspiration for Binazzi and UFO was the work of the Dadaists in the early 1900s. Like the 

Dadaists, the members of UFO were interested in breaking conventions and norms. They aimed to 

create experiential work that suggested an alternative way of life, evoking a need for change.   

1.2.1.3 Archigram  

Archigram (Architecture and Telegram) consisted of six members: Warren Chalk, Peter 

Cook, Dennis Crompton, David Greene, Rob Herron, and Michael Webb.128 The collective/studio 

began as a magazine entitled Archigram that was created by Cook, Greene, and Webb in 1961. 

The magazine was intended to be a free-form platform for exploring new ideas and critical, creative 
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work. Although the magazine was free-form, its central theme challenged the “strict modernist 

dictates of the 1960s.”129 

Archigram evolved into a collective/studio when the three other members were invited to 

join them.130 Although no longer just a magazine, the collective decided to stick with the name 

Archigram. 

Archigram are amongst the most seminal, iconoclastic and influential architectural groups of the modern 

age. They created some of the 20th century’s most iconic images and projects, rethought the relationship 

of technology, society and architecture, predicted and envisioned the information revolution decades 

before it came to pass, and reinvented a whole mode of architectural education–and therefore produced 

a seam of architectural thought with truly global impact.131 

The Anti-Design movement was about breaking the homogenization that had over-taken 

the discipline.132 The movement stemmed from industrial design practices, and it was seen as a 

direct rebellion against capitalism and industrialization, which had become the norm in 1960s 

Western Europe. Anti-Design is the first design movement of its kind, but it borrowed heavily 

from the whimsical and speculative natures of art movements like Dada and the surrealists. What 

makes it unlike any other design practice is the application of these critical art movements within 

the context of design. Anti-Design collectives created products and industrial design works that 

employed whimsy and speculation to impose criticality on the field of design. Design leaders like 

Matt Malpass and Dunne and Raby have come to regard the practitioners of Anti-Design during 
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this period as predecessors to Critical Design. Malpass writes: “designers began to question 

orthodoxy and dogmatic approaches in practice in a way that lays the foundation for Critical 

Design practice today.”133 

1.2.1.4 Why Anti-Design Died Out 

Just as Europe and Italy’s governmental and economic states made Anti-Design possible, 

they are also responsible for the gap in its practice from the late-1970s to the late-1990s.134 In the 

late-1970s/early-1980s, the world underwent a drastic shift in ideals. With politicians like 

Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Regan taking office, there was a shift in power towards capitalism 

and neo-libertarianism.135 Around this time, we began to see a separation between government and 

economics; establishing a free market led to the end of government support programs like welfare 

and health care. This dynamic shift created an environment where there was no choice but 

capitalism, and little to no space existed for social critique. This rigid, monetarily fueled social 

structure removed the space that had been carved out for practices like Anti-Design and allowed 

traditional commercial design practices to re-establish their dominance over the discipline. While 

some practitioners continued to exist—such as David Carson’s deconstructive design—it was not 

until Anthony Dunne’s text Hertzian Tales, written in the late 1990s, that Anti-Design was able to 

reemerge as Critical Design, as Dunne says: 
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As soon as a design work does not address a problem with a functional solution, it is considered 

redundant, abstract, self-serving or simply a manifestation of self-expression, thereby forcing a tension 

and crossover between design and art.136  

1.2.2 Critical Design 

Critical Design exists as the re-imagining of the Anti-Design practices from Italy in the 

1950s-1970s. Practitioners from the field, directly and indirectly, borrow from the practices of 

collectives like UFO and Superstudio, using speculation and design fiction as methodologies to 

design through. This relationship can be seen in the Critical Design practices of design leaders 

Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby, whose methodologies resemble that of Lapo Bianazzi (UFO) and 

Superstudio. Much like Bianazzi, Dunne and Raby use humor and the absurd to break 

conventions.137  

In their book Speculative Everything Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby define Critical 

Design as a design practice that “uses speculative design proposals to challenge narrow 

assumptions, preconceptions, and givens about the role products play in everyday life.”138 The 

term Critical Design was first introduced by Anthony Dunne in his book Hertzian tales: Electronic 

products, aesthetic experience, and critical design. Since then, he and his wife, Fiona Raby, have 

further developed the practice under the name Dunne and Raby. Dunne and Raby view design as 

a “medium to stimulate discussion and debate amongst designers, industry and the public about 

the social, cultural and ethical implications of existing and emerging technologies.”139  
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Since its origin in the late 1990s, Critical Design has helped to re-ignite the ‘spark’ of 

design as something other than a tool for problem-solving. Over the years, it has inspired the 

creation of alternative design methodologies like Adversarial Design, Discursive Design, and 

Interrogative design. In their manifesto “A/B, A Manifesto,” Dunne and Raby provide an overview 

of what Critical Design is (B) and is not (A) in the form of two lists.140 Dunne and Raby’s list 

serves as a framework for organizing the discipline of design, where most design practice exists 

in list ‘A’, and their practice is outlined in list ‘B’.  

While Dunne and Raby do create a clear separation between traditional and radical design 

practices, they do not intend for non-traditional design practices to ever replace or merge with 

traditional design.141 Both Dunne and Raby acknowledge the importance of traditional design and 

believe it should continue to play a prominent role in the future of design. It is their hope that list 

‘B’ will help to inspire others to push the boundaries of what design is and can be.  

For the better part of the last three decades, Dunne and Raby have been working to develop 

a design methodology that focuses on using fiction as a creative tool to “extrapolate and challenge 

the status quo and physical, social, or political laws, instead of affirming them.” 142 Over the years, 

Dunne and Raby have developed an evocative and effective design practice for social change by 

using anti-design's critical, creative methodologies to question and make others question Van 

Toone’s 3-dimensions.  
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Dunne and Raby take an object-oriented approach to Critical Design, viewing the prototype 

as the primary component of the practice. For them, the prototype is meant to promote the 

“construction of a speculative narrative to help us rethink designed objects and consumer 

culture.”143 While the prototype is the focus, the functionality is not essential. What is essential is 

the provocativeness of the prototype and its ability to activate the user’s imagination, creating 

space for critical thought. 

1.2.2.1 Matt Malpass 

Matt Malpass is a Critical Industrial Designer and researcher who has written one of the 

most recent accounts of Critical Design: Critical Design in Context. Malpass defines Critical 

Design as being not objective or explanatory but focuses on inter-subjectivity and proposition. In 

this context, design aims to generate debate where the purposive function of the design is 

discursive.144 In a way, Malpass’ perspective of Critical Design could be thought of as an early 

predecessor to Discursive Design. 

Malpass is interested in creating prototypes and objects that push the boundaries and 

understandings of realities.145 Under Malpass’ definition of Critical Design, prototypes are created 

with the intent of “generat[ing] debate where the purposive function of the design is discursive.”146 
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Like Dunne and Raby’s Critical design, the prototype and its ability to effectively communicate a 

potential functionality are essential, but the actual functionality is not.  

1.2.3 Critical Making  

Critical Making involves thinking critically about the making process and what it means to 

be a maker. Two creative leaders within the practice of Critical Making are Matt Ratto and Garnet 

Hertz.  

1.2.3.1 Matt Ratto 

Matt Ratto is an engineer and creative interested in the intersection of theory and making.147 

In 2008, he coined the term Critical Making to categorize his creative practices. Matt Ratto’s  

definition of Critical Making emphasizes the making process, implementing criticality 

reflexively.148 What differentiates Ratto’s work from Critical Design's is his emphasis on process. 

While Ratto’s practice of Critical Making does involve the creation of a prototype, it only exists 

as a remnant of the making process. For Ratto, it is more important for the creative process to be 

infused with criticality than for the final prototype to be provocative.  

Ratto’s practice of Critical Making is both process- and scholarship-oriented.149 His work 

is strongly intertwined with critical theory, serving as a critique within itself. Emphasizing 

methodology, Ratto’s explanation of Critical Making defines three stages to the process that are 
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“analytically, though not functionally, separable” 150 : 1) Review of relevant literature and 

compilation of valuable concepts and theories; 2) individuals come together to generate 

prototypes; 3) An iterative process of reconfiguration and conversation, and reflection begins.151  

1.2.3.2 Garnet Hertz  

Garnet Hertz views Critical Making as the intersection point between “experimental media 

art, critically engaged industrial design, and computer science interaction research.”152 Through 

this intersection, Hertz believes that Critical Making can be used to create functional technology 

and material speculations, which causes the user to think critically about the roles of technology 

and capitalism in their lives, and the individual to think critically about maker culture and how 

they are represented within these digital systems. 

Within Garnet Hertz’s definition of Critical Making, material speculation “utilizes actual 

and situated design artifacts in the every day as a site of critical inquiry.”153 These material 

speculations can exist as online documentation, a public exhibition in an art gallery, and published 

case studies in an academic paper. For Hertz, this rethinking of Critical Making to include material 

speculations helps create a space for criticality within HCI, allowing critical thought to exist when 

developing new systems.  

Hertz’s definition of Critical Making exists as a hybrid of Dunne and Raby’s Critical 

Design and Matt Ratto’s Critical Making.154 Borrowing from both practices, his Critical Making 
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is object-oriented while also focusing on process and scholarship. This hybrid between physicality 

and scholarship allows for criticality to exist in the form of the final prototype and throughout the 

making process.155 

An example of this practice is the work, Phone Safe by Garnet Hertz, which is a safe that 

creates a situation where users can willingly give up their phone and disconnect. 156 Users place 

their phone into the device and cannot retrieve it until the timer at the top of the safe runs out. Each 

time a passerby presses the red button at the top of the safe, time is added to the clock. There is no 

way to reduce time; you can only add it. There is no way to override the time and open up the safe. 

This project creates a space for users to disconnect from their devices and brings awareness to our 

dependencies on our mobile phones. The project was displayed at the 21st International 

Symposium on Electronic Art (ISEA 2015) at the Museum of Vancouver from August 16 to 

October 12, 2015. 

1.2.4 Discursive Design 

Discursive Design is an umbrella term that was created by Bruce and Stephanie Tharp for 

design practices interested in creating works that help to facilitate the “thinking about big, 

complicated, or contested issues.”157 The Tharps created Discursive Design with the intent of 

redefining what design is and can be. They view design as something that should think beyond 
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creating tools for the market. Design has the potential to enact real critical reflections and make 

positive impacts.158  

The name Discursive Design comes from the importance the practice places on discourse. 

Under discursive design, discourse is defined as “a system of thought or knowledge.”159 There are 

three different types of discourse that can exist under Discursive Design: discourse-about-design 

(the subject of the discourse is about the field, designers, and design processes), discourse-for-

design (the discourse helps to inform or support the design), and discourse-through-design (the 

discourse is done through the designed artifact).160  

While I agree with the categorizations that the Tharps have created to help organize the 

many areas that fall under Discursive Design, I think that they are still falling victim to the same 

pitfalls that the rest of the design has: 1) They are still creating a clear dividing line between 

traditional (commercial) design and Discursive Design; 2) By breaking down Discursive Design 

into three types of discourse where designs exist in one-or-the-other, the concept becomes more 

digestible, but its potential is restricted. Therefore, to maximize the potential of the creative 

practice, we should remove the boundaries and ‘absolutes’ allowing for some ambiguity to exist. 

In doing so, we are expanding not only how we look at Discursive Designs but also the spectrum 

of what is considered a Discursive Design.  
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1.3 Entanglement and Reflective HCI 

The main distinction between traditional design and critical, creative practices is reactive 

versus proactive. Traditional design is reactive, seeking to solve pre-existing problems presented 

to the designer by a client. Under traditional design, the successfulness of the design is, therefore, 

dependent upon whether or not the problem was solved. Critical, creative practices take a more 

proactive approach to design. Practices like Critical Design use design methodologies combined 

with Avant-Garde art practices to create designs that activate the imaginations of their audiences, 

raising awareness and provoking critical discussion. 

In their article “Expanding and refining design and criticality in HCI,” Pierce et al. address 

the need for the inclusion of design within the field of HCI. However, they attribute the field’s 

lack of adoption of design practices to the existence of Critical Design.161 In their article, they 

write:  

While this signals a welcomed interest in new modes of design practice and possibilities for engaging 

designed products, we believe that the attachment to ‘Critical Design’ is problematic and there is a need 

for other articulations of criticality in HCI design.162  

In their quote, Pierre et al. state that while the field is open to including design and 

criticality within their processes, Critical Design, as it is largely understood, is not the answer. An 

underlying issue with Critical Design is its emphasis on the theoretical and lack of formality; the 

success of a Critical Design project is not always quantifiable. The field of HCI could find the 
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expressive and subjective nature of Critical Design practices to be too much of a departure from 

their norm.  

Material speculations, a term coined by Wakkary et al. in their text “Material Speculation: 

Actual Artifacts for Critical Inquiry,” offers an expansion of speculative and fictional design 

methodologies as a way of inserting criticality into the field of HCI through the production of 

interfaceable objects, such as a space or a product, that evoke critical dialogue from its users.163 In 

their text, Wakkary et al. write:  

To date, fictional thinking in design has focused on science fiction and scenarios, and on conceptual 

artifacts like non-functioning prototypes, storytelling props, and fictional objects. As a result, the HCI 

community has paid less attention to other theories of fiction in addition to science fiction. Relatedly, 

HCI researchers have largely overlooked the role that actual and situated artifacts in the everyday can 

offer for speculative and critical inquiries in design. This shift in attention to actual situated artifacts 

would reveal design artifacts and everyday settings to be sites for speculative and critical inquiry.164  

 Material speculations create a space for Critical Design to exist in HCI as consumer 

products or spaces that bring about critical dialogue and discussion; however, it is grounded in the 

fictional.165 Using material speculations as a foundation, we can create a new framework for 

integrating critical, creative practices into the field of HCI that emphasizes interaction and 

physicality rather than fiction. Under this new framework, we can generate situated artifacts in the 

form of creative tools that challenge social conventions and offer alternative definitions for reality.  
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In his text “Entanglement HCI the Next Wave?” Christopher Frauenburger proposes a 

framework for a new form of HCI, which he calls Entanglement HCI.166 The primary initiative of 

Entanglement HCI is to stop trying to preserve the notion of humanity. Instead, Frauenburger says 

we should recognize that entanglement exists between humans and technology. By accepting this 

entanglement, rather than fighting it, we can play a more active role in shaping the evolving 

phenomenon that is humanity. Frauenburger writes: 

 [O]ur ethical and moral deliberations in HCI should not only centre around the question what impact 

the technologies we create have on humans, but rather, what humans we become in the intra-actions 

with these technologies—and whether this is who we want to be.167 

Building upon Frauenburger’s idea of Entanglement HCI, I am proposing a new design 

philosophy called Identity Centered Design that rejects the post-discretionary condition. Identity 

Centered Design is an alternative conceptual framework for approaching HCI design that 

decentralizes the ‘user,’ emphasizing the ‘user’s identity.’ Under Identity Centered Design, we 

should create technology and seek out places within Option-Oriented Making (OOM) systems to 

make space for the individual. 

1.4 Option-Oriented Making and Identity Centered Design        

Option-oriented making (OOM) is the application of systematic design methodologies 

within making technologies where the design system and its creative potential are controlled by 

the tools and system and not the maker or communicator. OOM technologies give the individual 

the illusion of having control through the presence of options, but for the individual to participate 
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within the system, they must give up some control to the system. These option-oriented making 

systems are the product of the ‘one-size-fits-most’ mentality and the desire to create products that 

maximize the number of people who can use them. Examples of OOM systems can be seen within 

many-to-many communication technologies such as social media platforms like Instagram and 

Facebook; there is control over the content inputted into the system, but the system's rules restrict 

the overall formatting and shaping of the output.  

Within these OOM systems, the post-discretionary user is left to express themselves 

through controlled, reductive filters that aim to systemize their individuality and creativity. This 

means that within these OOM systems, the post-discretionary user no longer has control over if 

they participate in the system or what that participation looks like. This loss of individuality within 

option-oriented making systems is the post-discretionary user’s condition.  

The monotonous act of rapidly creating within these OOM systems leads to what I defined 

in my MFA thesis as creative automaticity.168 Creative automaticity is “the act of creating while 

using minimal mental process[ing].”169  The opposite of this creative automaticity is creative 

consciousness. Creative consciousness can be defined as “the state of complete awareness and 

control of the creative process.”170 The way to move from the automatic creative state to the 

conscious one is through the internal realization of self or inserting disfluency into the system, 

destabilizing it.  
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Social disfluency is the breaking of social conventions or norms. Social Disfluency as 

criticality is the creation of tools for making that use rule-bending or loopholes within a system to 

break conventions, provoke critical discourse, and redefine the scope of the original system.  

 The application of an Identity Centered Design methodology to the creation of material 

speculations leverages social disfluency in the form of creative tools to reintroduce discretionary 

use and individuality within digital-communication systems.  

 It is important to note that while the goal is to disrupt the fluency of a system, we are not 

trying to break it. Instead, the hope is that through the creation of new tools and features that can 

be integrated within the OOM system, we can expand its capabilities. Throughout the history of 

many-to-many communication systems, we see similar examples of this type of appropriation of 

external functionalities based on users' widespread integration of them. Within the context of 

Instagram, much of their photo editing features were created in response to external applications 

defining a new need for users. For a visual depiction of how Identity centered design works, see 

Figure 1.3. 
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Figure 1.3: Social disfluency as critical intervention. By inserting social disfluency into OOM communication 

system, we can gradually move the system in the direction of our preferred reality. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Identity Centered Design: The Anti-design of Modern 

Computing Technologies 

Identity Centered Design is a purpose-driven design philosophy that uses design as a 

medium for creating material speculations in the form of tools for communicating or making. 

Unlike traditional design practices, Identity Centered Design is less about solving problems and 

more about facilitating critical discourse by creating designs that propose alternative ways of 

looking at the tools used to express, communicate, and curate our identity. As such, Identity 

Centered Design does not offer a universal truth, nor does it assume one position over another. 

Instead, it is about empowering people to be able to make their own decisions and formulate their 

own opinions. But, to do so, they need first to be made aware that there is an alternative to their 

current scope of reality.  

As mentioned in section 1.2 of this text, in the 1960s, anti-design emerged from a desire to 

find an “alternative to the limitations of post-war modern design”171 and move the discipline away 

from “ideal, universally valid design.” Identity Centered Design (aka anti-user-centered design) 

aligns with the critical creatives of the anti-design movement, emerging out of a desire to overcome 

the limitations afforded by modern communication systems. Where anti-design took issue with the 

over the adoption of ‘universally valid designs’, Identity Centered Design seeks to reform the over-

emphasizing of the novice user and the intuitive interface, seeing them as a recontextualizing of 

the one-size-fits-most mentality.  
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3. ACTIVATION OF IDENTITY CENTERED DESIGN:  

DIGITAL PENMANSHIP 

The following case study is intended to serve as a demonstration of the activation of 

Identity Centered Design. This case study aims to answer the question: How can space be created 

for individuality in communication systems that use option-oriented making (OOM)? Identity 

Centered Design tells us that to free the individual from its utilitarian role as a user, we must first 

reject the post-discretionary user’s condition and acknowledge that their condition is the byproduct 

of communication systems that use option-oriented making.  

Identity Centered design is the preservation of the individual as an individual and the 

decentralization of the individual as a user. Within this case study, the use of an individual’s 

biometric data, specifically their keystrokes, is explored as a way to enhance the presence of the 

individual in their message through the visual encoding of their keystroke biometric data into the 

non-verbal elements of type design.  

Entitled Digital Penmanship, this case study explores the relationships between keystroke 

biometrics and the psychology of fonts to create meaningful mappings of biometric data onto 

typeface parameters to enhance the meaning of the individual’s message. It is hypothesized that 

the creation of this technology will make people more aware of the following: 1) The limitations 

that presently exist in their many-to-many communication systems; 2) The vulnerability that exists 

for their keystroke biometrics to be unknowingly collected and documented. 
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3.1 Typeface & the Non-Verbal 

The word font originates from the French word fonte, which means ‘molding’ or ‘casting.’172 

A font is all of the needed ingredients to construct and depict a typeface.173 Fonts contain character 

outlines, character sets, a width table, and a kerning table. 174  A typeface is the graphical 

representation of words, letters, and numbers.175 Typography is the field/practice of typesetting.176 

Typesetting is the laying out of these characters within a particular composition.177 Typesetting 

pays specific attention to kerning, leading, and alignment of text.178 All compositions adhere to a 

grid, whether the designer is conscious of it or not. This grid can be followed or broken to enhance 

the meaning of a text. The experimental typesetting of a text to communicate a deeper meaning is 

referred to as Visual Poetics.179 Radical typographic designers are poets who communicate through 

the non-verbal.180  

Type designers use a set of rules and specifications when designing a typeface to ensure 

consistency of the letterforms. By adhering to these pre-determined design parameters, a type 

designer can ensure that the typeface is unified and looks coherent to the user or reader. Appendix 
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C depicts the anatomy of a typeface, including the prominent global parameters that govern a 

typeface’s design. These design elements come together to create the characteristics of a font and 

are responsible for the font’s communicative potential.  

3.1.1 Typeface Families 

Typefaces can be organized into typeface families using shared attributes.181 However, 

throughout the field of design, there are differing opinions on what the individual font families are. 

To simplify things, I will be using the categories that Ellen Lupton lists in her book, “Thinking 

with Type.”  

3.1.1.1 Blackletter Typefaces  

At the advent of the printing press, typefaces were created to emulate the written word.182 

Before the invention of the printing press, all text was handwritten using ornate calligraphic 

lettering; not wanting to differ too much from the reading experience that the public was used to, 

typefaces were created to look like calligraphic lettering. These early typefaces have since been 

referred to as Blackletter typefaces and differed based on their region of origin.183 Despite being 

region-specific, these highly ornate characters can be classified into four categories: Textura, 

closely associated with  calligraphy lettering and includes a large number of ligatures; 184 

Schwabacher characters contain a more “simplified and rounded form”;185 Cursiva, classified by 
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its cursive like form, these letterings are easily identified by their looped ascenders and descenders; 

and Fraktur the most iconic form of Blackletter typefaces that are characterized by their ‘broken 

strokes.’186 

3.1.1.2 Serif Typefaces  

Serif typefaces get their name from the dashed lines and ornate terminals at the endpoints 

of a character’s stroke. Serifs are also referred to as ‘roman’ typefaces.187 The first category of 

serif typefaces dates back to as early as the 15th and 16th centuries. The different serif type families 

can be differentiated using the ball terminals, axis, and the styling of their serifs-, whether they are 

sharp, thick, or bracketed).188   

In the mid-eighteenth century, Transitional serif typefaces were created. Transitional serif 

typefaces feature sharp serifs and a straight vertical axis.189 The Transitional serif typeface family 

got its name because it marks the transition from Humanist serif fonts to Modern serif ones. 

Although there are variances among the families in the Transitional category, members of this 

typeface family have a more vertical axis than Humanist serif typefaces, bracketed serifs, and high 

amounts of contrast.  
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Modern serif typefaces (also called Rational serifs190), originating in the early 19th century, 

were seen as a radical shift in the font design paradigms.191 Modern serifs are classified by their 

high levels of contrast, thin unbracketed serifs, ball terminals, curved legs, and an upturned tail.192 

These typefaces can also contain thin serifs and ‘ball’ terminal strokes.193 

Slab serifs, also known as Egyptian typefaces, were first created in the 19th century to be 

used in advertising. 194  These typefaces are identifiable by the large thick slabs that cap the 

endpoints of their strokes. Slab serif typefaces are typically found in movie posters and other large 

print materials that need to be viewed at far distances. This is because the thick slabs make it easy 

to read the characters from far away but are ill-suited for smaller type materials where thinner 

characters with higher contrast are preferred to maintain legibility.  

3.1.1.3 Sans-serif Typefaces  

Sans-serif, also known as gothic, typefaces feature characters whose endpoints are not 

capped by serifs.195 Historically, these simplistic character forms date back to as early as the 5th 

century; however, during the Italian Renaissance period, people began to prefer ornate writing 

styles, which caused them to disappear until they were resurrected in Germany as a push back 

against Blackletter typefaces.196  
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The first popularized category of sans-serif typefaces in the 20th century was Grotesque 

sans-serifs.197 The Grotesque sans-serif typeface is reminiscent of its serif counterpart, Modern 

serif Typefaces. Grotesque character forms have low contrast between thick and thin strokes with 

virtually no observable vertical stress.198 Grotesque sans-serif typefaces are characterized by their 

squared, curved letterforms and their unique shape for the letter ‘G’.199 In Grotesque sans-serif 

typefaces, the capital ‘G’ is spurred, and the lowercase ‘g’ is double-bowled;200 see Figure 3.1. 

Later contributions to this typeface family, often referred to as Neo-Grotesque sans-serif typefaces, 

no longer contain the double-bowl g or the squaring of the curves.201  

 

Figure 3.1: Identifying grotesque san serifs. Grotesque san serifs can be distinguished from other san serif 

typefaces using the letter G: capital G is spurred, and the lowercase g is double bowled. 
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Transitional sans-serif (also known as Anonymous sans-serif) typefaces are characterized 

by their straight, consistently weighted characters.202 This uniform typeface style was a product of 

the Swiss Design movement, also known as the International Typographic Style,203 which took 

place in Switzerland in the 1950s. 204  The main principles of Swiss design were cleanliness, 

geometry/grids, readability, objectivity, and uniformity.205 The most iconic typeface to come out 

of the Swiss Design movement was Helvetica.206  

Swiss Design is basically synonymous with Helvetica—the very name of which in fact means “Swiss” 

(in Latin, Switzerland was the Confederatio Helvetica)—which was designed in 1957 and hit the market 

in 1960.207  

Due to the uniformity of the characters within these Transitional sans-serif typefaces, they 

are the preferred choice for digital systems, such as operating systems.208 

Humanist sans-serif typefaces were created to help improve the legibility of sans-serif 

typefaces.209 The characters of Humanist sans-serif typefaces used the proportions of classical 
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Serif typefaces for capital letters and old-style for lowercase.210 Much like their serif counterpart, 

the Humanist sans-serif typefaces’ characters were inspired by “classical and Renaissance 

letterforms.” 211  Humanist sans-serif typefaces can be characterized by their medium stroke 

contrast and the slanted stress of their letterforms.  

Geometric sans-serif typefaces are characterized by their low-contrast, geometric 

letterforms.212 The most famous Geometric sans-serif typeface to date is Futura.213 Typefaces 

belonging to this family are most identifiable by their O, G, and C character shapes, which should 

be a perfect circle.214  

3.1.2 Non-Verbal Communication and the Psychology of Fonts 

In the disciplines of Visual Rhetoric and Psychology of Fonts, fonts are said to be 

situational, possessing stylistic characteristics that can impact how a message is understood.215 For 

example, writing ‘HELLO’ in all caps is perceived as louder than if you were just to write ‘hello’. 

The same is true for font-weight—the thickness of typeface characters. Font-weight can be used 

to communicate a significance of a word or phrase—as was the case for “font-weight” in the 

previous sentence—or it can be used to express intensity. For example, STOP reads differently 
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than STOP. In psychology, alterations in aesthetic (visual design) elements, such as characteristics 

of a typeface, are referred to as the non-verbal of a written message.216  

Non-verbal communication helps to emphasize or clarify what is said with words; it can 

stand on its own or be used in conjunction with verbal messages.217 For example, people could 

shake their heads to emphasize their agreement or shrug their shoulders when saying they are 

Okay. Non-verbal communication can communicate situational information and contextualize a 

message. The same is true for fonts. Font selection can help to strengthen a message or reveal a 

deeper meaning within the text.  

All verbal communication is affected by the non-verbal communication that accompanies it. On the 

telephone the tone of voice conveys nuances of meaning. Face to face, expression, gestures and posture 

also play an important part. We use demonstrations and models to supplement words, visual aids to 

clarify lectures, and maps, diagrams, charts, and graphs, enhance both spoken language and written 

communication.218 

The situational context that a font is best suited for and the non-verbal information that it 

communicates are determined by the font's overall anatomy and the lens the audience views the 

message through. A font that does not align with the message's content is said to be incongruent 

with the message or disfluent.219 When done intentionally, disfluency between a message and the 
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typeface can serve as a poetic device for creating meaning within a design; however, when 

accidental, it can evoke a negative response from the reader. In a study done by Kulahcioglu and 

De Melo, they found that the attractiveness of a font was dependent upon its congruency with the 

message.220  

Social conventions, such as religion, values, social class, and levels of education, influence 

how an individual interprets the persona of a typeface.221 Research conducted in sociology and 

psychology has demonstrated that how we perceive and define reality is shaped by social 

constructs.222 An example of this is gender. Social norms and mass media have influenced our 

construct of male or female genders. These constructs unconsciously impact our perception of a 

font’s femininity or masculinity. 223 For example, in western culture, social conventions tell us that 

beauty and femininity are tall and thin; therefore, tall and thin fonts are feminine.224  

In prior research, I investigated “the effects of typeface disfluency and attractiveness on 

the persuasiveness of and memory for print advertisements.”225 My experimentation suggested that 

“the use of non-verbal factors that are associated with typefaces can increase the overall 

effectiveness of emotional and rational advertisements.”226 Similarly, Saemi Choi and Kiyoharu 
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Aizawa conducted an experiment entitled “Emotype: Expressing emotions by changing typeface 

in mobile messenger texting,” which investigated the impact of using mood-relevant typefaces in 

texting had on the meaning of a message and the user experience.227 They developed a prototype 

user interface that allowed users to alter their typeface to correlate with their mood for their 

experimentation. Their findings suggested “that the use of multiple typefaces in a message can 

affect and intensify the valence received by users and the use of multiple typefaces elicited an 

active response and brought about a livelier mood during texting.”228 

In their study “Typeface Personality Traits and Their Design Characteristics,” Ying Li and 

Ching Y Suen sought to identify what personality traits most closely relate to a particular 

typeface.229 Participants were shown a typeface using a mixture of capital and lowercase lettering 

and asked to assess the type on ten different characteristics: cheerful, fearful, legible, attractive, 

creative, formal, sloppy, relaxed, friendly, and confident. 230  See Table 3.1 for information 

regarding the top four typefaces per personality trait.  

Li and Suen conducted a factor analysis study231 on the data to identify key factors to create 

highly correlated groupings of typefaces. The identified factors were directness, gentleness, 

cheerfulness, and fearfulness. Li and Suen then took these four characteristics and analyzed the 

type attributes within each to determine Table 3.2 if there is a specific design attribute that could 
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be used to identify a font’s personality. depicts the four personality traits and the fonts that fall 

within each characteristic. 

Table 3.1: Typeface factor breakdown. An overview of which typefaces are perceived as being direct, gentle, 

cheerful, and fearful, along with their traits and use cases. Adapted from Li, Ying, and Ching Y Suen. 

“Typeface Personality Traits and Their Design Characteristics.” Paper presented at the DAS '10: 9th IAPR 

International Workshop on Document Analysis Systems, Boston, MA, June 9, 2010, 231-38. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/1815330.1815360. 
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Table 3.2: Average type parameters. Typeface parameter analysis for directness, gentleness, cheerfulness, 

and fearfulness calculated using the parameters of all of the typefaces within each factor. Adapted from Li, 

Ying, and Ching Y Suen. “Typeface Personality Traits and Their Design Characteristics.” Paper presented at 

the DAS '10: 9th IAPR International Workshop on Document Analysis Systems, Boston, MA, June 9, 2010, 

231-38. https://doi.org/10.1145/1815330.1815360. 

  

A shortcoming of Li and Suen's research is their lack of knowledge of the field of type 

design. However, their research produced interesting results that help to provide evidence for 

claims made by designers, Li and Suen’s lack of knowledge of the overall process for designing 

typefaces resulted in missed opportunities for analysis. For example, all typefaces are designed to 

an axis that contains five clearly defined values: x-height (height of lowercase letters); cap height 

(height of capital letters); baseline (the line that all letters sit on); descender line (“height of the 

capital letters within a typeface”); 232 and ascender line (the point that any ascenders of a typeface 

reach).233 Li and Suen’s study calculated their values for ascender and descender heights using the 
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difference between the baseline and their axis points, which were then compared to the cap-

height.234 Where this becomes problematic is the cap-height only includes part of the ascender, 

and it disregards the descenders. A more accurate means of analysis would be comparing the 

ascender and descender heights to the x-height and looking at that value.  

Table 3.3: Factor additional analysis. The following table depicts the difference between the average 

ascender/height and the average descender/height for directness, gentleness, cheerfulness, and fearfulness. 

The values outlined in pink were identified as having a large variance in average ascender/height and average 

descender/height, and had higher perceived factors of emotion. Adapted from Li, Ying, and Ching Y Suen. 

“Typeface Personality Traits and Their Design Characteristics.” Paper presented at the DAS '10: 9th IAPR 

International Workshop on Document Analysis Systems, Boston, MA, June 9, 2010, 231-38. 

https://doi.org/10.1145/1815330.1815360. 

 

Looking at Li and Suen’s research from a designer’s lens, the following conclusions can 

be drawn: the difference between the average ascender and average descender heights is greater 

for the factors that evoke stronger emotional responses, fearfulness and cheerfulness versus 

directness and gentleness. For additional details see. This suggests that as the perceived factor of 
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an emotion increases so does variance in ascender and descender sizing, however additional 

research would be needed to conclude whether or not that is the case. 

3.1.3 Critical Design and Typography  

Since the advent of Guttenberg’s printing press, tension has existed between the printed 

word and the body.235 In her text Thinking with Type Ellen Lupton writes: 

Words originated as gestures of the body. The first typefaces were directly modeled on the forms of 

calligraphy. Typefaces, however, are not bodily gestures—they are manufactured images designed for 

infinite repetition. The history of typography reflects a continual tension between the hand and the 

machine, the organic and the geometric, the human body and the abstract system. These tensions, which 

marked the birth of printed letters over five hundred years ago, continue to energize typography today.236  

In her text Type Design: Radical Innovations and Experimentations Teal Triggs writes: 

“Typography functions in the construction of a reader’s experience by combining visual and 

textual strategies to enhance the message and the meaning.”237 What Triggs is referring to has 

come to be referred to as visual rhetoric. Graphic designers and artists can shape how a viewer 

interacts with a piece using visual techniques. For example, rhythm and pace of reading can be 

regulated through word spacing.238 Meanings can also be enhanced within a composition through 

things like color, grids, Gestalt, proximity, and scale.  

Critical creative practitioners have generated works that have both broadened our 

understanding of the practice as well as questioned the construct of what makes a typeface a 
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typeface. Some of these creatives include but are not limited to Erik van Blokland, El Lissitzky, 

and David Carson. These designers, and others like them, have gone against the grain with their 

unconventional approaches to the practice, creating works that evoked critical reflection from their 

audience while also propelling the field of design forward. 

 Critical creative practitioners are design leaders that through their innovative and radical 

work, have shaped the discipline and destabilized public perceptions. The following is a curated 

list of artists and designers that I have deemed critical creative practitioners. These critical 

creatives, along with the others that I have previously mentioned within this text, have developed 

work that has either deepened our understanding of the history of typography and/or rebelled 

against the status quo of visual design and typography. Many of these critical creatives are not 

self-identified designers or artists. Representative of where I see the discipline needing to evolve 

to, these critical creatives exist within a space where design, art, and programming intersect. By 

living outside of disciplinary bounds, these critical creatives exist as nomads, traveling between 

the disciplines using whatever tools and methodologies are needed to best achieve their goals. 

3.1.3.1  El Lissitzky (1890 — 1941)  

El Lissitzky was a designer, photographer, artist, architect, and typographer who lived in 

Russia during the early 20th century.239 Given the political state of Russia in the early 20th century, 

much of El Lissitzky’s work was propaganda for the Soviet Union.240 El Lissitzky believed that 

visual communication was a way to convey information to the uneducated, which allowed for 
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social and political change. El Lissitzky pioneered the use of diagonal axes, asymmetry, white 

space, and bold san serif font.241 

El Lissitzky’s work serves as an early example of Critical Graphic Design. His visual 

compositions aimed to communicate with the uneducated, who were primarily illiterate. Lissitzky 

explored the notion of meaning in the absence of the written word.242 Using simple shapes and 

vibrant colors, primarily red and black, Lissitzky was able to generate controversial compositions 

that effectively communicated his message and ideas to the masses through the construction of 

what has come to be known as a visual language. Much like the practice of Critical Design, the 

controversial nature of Lissitzky’s work evoked critical discussion and debate from his audiences; 

however, where he differed was in his medium for displaying his work. While Critical Design 

practice today primarily exists in the sterile museum space that restricts its audience, Lissitzky 

aimed for increased exposure through the use of “effective conduits for reaching the public.”243 

Throughout his work and experimentation, Lissitzky came to identify these conduits to be books, 

posters, and architectural work, because they allowed for the greatest exposure and visibility.  

3.1.3.2 The Bauhaus (1919 — 1933) 

To some historians, the opening of The Bauhaus signified the start of formalized design.244 

Founded by Walter Gropius in 1919, The Bauhaus represented the first formalized institute that 

included typography and type design within its Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7 
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curriculum.245 During its early years, The Bauhaus existed as more of a craftsman-guild, however 

by the early-to-mid 1920s, the vision of the institute grew into a space for the coming together of 

art and industrial design.246  

Walter Gropius, the founder of The Bauhaus, was influenced by the movements of the late-

19th century and early 20th century that were concerned with the dividing between fine and applied 

arts, as well, ultimately wanting to “reunite creativity and manufacturing.” Among these 

aforementioned movements were the Arts and Craft movement and Art Nouveau.247 The Bauhaus 

and the Bauhaus movement were driven by “anxieties about the soullessness of modern 

manufacturing, and fears about art’s loss of social relevance.”248  

The Bauhaus played an influential role in the development of critical creative practices 

within design and, ultimately, led to the establishment of Critical Design. The primary influence 

of this stems from the movement’s and institute’s goal “to reunite fine art and functional design, 

creating practical objects with the soul of artworks.”249 There are a variety of ways this can be 

interpreted depending on how you define the disciplines, but to me, this reads as the creation of 

design works that are practical, which means that they are something that they can be ‘used’ and 

have an established ‘purpose,’ but contain within them a subjectivity and expressivity. Rather than 
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being minimalist and standardized, these works are unique and have a communicative potential 

beyond their function, which is indicative of critical creative practices.  

Although the institute was only open for 14 years before it was forced to close by the Nazis 

in 1933,250 the effects that it has had on society, technology, and the disciplines of both art and 

design are undeniable. The Bauhaus’ inclusion of typography within its curriculum created space 

for design within institutions, allowing for the field to grow beyond ‘craftsmanship.’ In addition, 

within the institute, the use and development of san serif typefaces was encouraged, and these 

typographic forms and their descendants are still widely used today.251 

3.1.3.3 U&LC: Upper and Lower Case (1970 — 1999)  

Upper and Lower Case was one of the first publications that were intended to be just for 

designers.252 The publication was intended to advertise and display new typefaces. U&LC ran from 

1970 until 1999 under the direction of Herb Lubalin, during which it released over 126 issues.  

The publication often featured experimental, typographic compositions juxtaposed with 

illustrations, cartoons, imagery, and rhetoric talking about the benefits of the new type of design.253 

U&LC, as well as other publications that came after it, offers early examples of visual poetics. Its 

use of experimental typographic design perpetuates the further promotion and practicing of design 
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styles and methodologies similar to that of predecessors like El Lissitzky, who understood the 

communicative potential of design elements like colors and shapes.254  

3.1.3.4 Type: Rider  

Type:Rider is an application/game created by Agat Films & Cie — Ex Nihilo and published 

by BulkyPix and Arte.255 As the user plays the game, they are exposed to different typefaces and 

historical figures who have influenced the production and development of typography. In the 

game, users “[p]lay as [two] dots and travel through the ages of typographic styles and 

techniques.”256 The description in the Google Play store contains the following:  

From the rock paintings of prehistoric times to Pixel art of the 2000s, solve all the riddles by riding the 

most popular fonts and characters (Garamond, Helvetica, Times New Roman, Pixel, Comic Sans...) in 

a very captivating musical and visual environment.257 

Type: Rider is an example of a critical game design that aims to educate the public on the 

history of fonts. By educating the public on the history of type, the game brings forth an often-

overlooked history of the graphically depicted word.  
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3.1.3.5 LettError 

LettError is a design studio created by Erik van Blokland that primarily focuses on type 

design, typography, and tool development. 258  LettError uses typefaces as a tool for critical 

inquiry.259 Much of their design work emphasizes a flaw within a system or accentuates a flaw and 

exploits it as a tool for critical evocation.  

FF Beowolf is a re-imagining of ‘RandomFont’—a PostScript font that was created by Erik 

van Blokland and Just van Rossum in 1989. 260  Both FF Beowolf and RandomFont create a 

randomized output based on an input. The original RandomFont used the idea that PostScript files 

have a different file for depicting on a screen and printing to a printer to create a disconnect 

between what was shown to the user while they were inputting the text and what was outputted by 

the printer.261  

While the original font was created using PostScript,262 the outdated technology required a 

recreation of the typeface, which led to the development of FF Beowolf. FF Beowolf was created 

using OpenType font file format. Although the creation of the font required a great deal of ‘over-

engineering,’ Erik van Blokland was able to successfully develop it using the hinting capability 

that exists within OpenType font file formats.  

Prior to the development of Erik van Blokland’s FF Beowolf, the full potential of 

OpenType font file formats had yet to be realized. Through his implementation of the technology 
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Erik van Blokland was able to generate a critical work that not only sheds light on an unexplored 

capability of typefaces but also adds a level of disfluency to the user’s experience.  

3.1.4 Variable Fonts  

Microsoft defines variable fonts as: “A font resource that supports multiple font faces in a 

family along designer-defined axes of variation using OpenType Font Variations mechanisms — 

that is, by means of variation tables and other variation data in tables generally.”263 In laymen 

terms, variable fonts are single font files that can act as a full font family. Every variable font 

contains a set of masters264 that represent the extreme points that a typeface rendering can exist 

within. The planning and mapping out of this space are called the design space blueprints and they 

are saved in a .designspace file: “the design space blueprint is an XML-based description of a 

multi-modal interpolation space. This file contains all of the characteristics that are variable for 

the typeface, such as the weight and x-height.”265 Once created, a user can interpolate between the 

individual axes of their design space. In most applications of variable fonts, the interpolation is 

controlled by a user interface containing a slider or by interacting with the type using your cursor.  

Although variable fonts have been around for more than 20 years, 266  limitations in 

technology and a lack of understanding of their affordances rendered them inefficient and too 

costly to further develop. The resurgence of these responsive type forms emerged out of 

necessity—as user interface research further developed and designs became more intricate, the 
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amount of font files that were needed to recreate the designs became taxing for servers and 

negatively impacted load times. Variable fonts served as a viable solution to allow for designs to 

be created without having to worry about the impact on the user’s load times.  

There are currently five registered font axes for implementing variable fonts using CSS: 

ital (italics); ‘opsz’ (optical size); ‘slnt’ (slant); wdth (width); and wght (weight).267 In addition to 

registered axes, designers and developers can also use custom axes within their applications using 

font-variation-settings.268 

3.1.5 Case Study 1: Variable Font Axis  

In an effort to better understand the potential of variable fonts, a case study was conducted. 

A frequency analysis was conducted examining the 325 variable fonts that are listed on “Variable 

Fonts v0.2,” which is the largest database of variable fonts publicly available.269  

3.1.5.1 Methodology  

Prior to conducting a frequency analysis, all of the typefaces listed on the “Variable Fonts 

v0.2” website were recorded into a local database. For each entry the following was collected: font 

name; axes present; and the maximum and minimum value of each axis. After generating the 

database of fonts, a frequency analysis was conducted for each axis that was present in the 

database. In addition, information was recorded regard the total number of axes per font.  
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3.1.5.2 Results  

Descriptive statistics were calculated for the information collected during the frequency 

analysis, see Table 3.4Table 3.4. On average, the variable fonts listed in the database had a total 

of 1.88 axes, with the minimum number being 1 axis and the maximum being 17. Of the 325 

variable fonts listed in the database, 243 of them (74.7%) contain an axis to control weight. After 

weight, the next most frequently used axis was width at 16 of the 325 (4.9%).  

Table 3.4: Descriptive statistics for case study 1: variable font axis. 
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Table 3.5: Frequency breakdown of variable fonts. The three most frequently present  

axes in the Variable Font database. 

  
 

3.1.5.3 Discussion 

The frequency analysis found that weight, width, and optical sizing were the three most 

represented axes in the variable font, all of which are also among the five registered font axes for 

implementing variable fonts using CSS.270 Additionally, the large variance between the frequency 

of weight axis and the frequencies of optical sizing and width paired with the low average number 

of axes that a font has, suggests that although there are a great deal of variable fonts that exist, 

most of them are not using the full potential of the technology.  

When working with variable fonts and creating an interactive interpolator this is something 

that will need to be taken into consideration. Specifically, the emphasis that will need to be placed 

on weight because of how frequently it appears in variable fonts.  

3.1.6 Case Study 2: Graphic Explorations (Visual Poetics)  

 A key element to variable fonts is the ability to interpolate from one typeface master to 

another—one extreme to the other. Therefore, in order to gain a better understanding of the 
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considerations that need to be made while designing these typefaces, a series of visual explorations 

were conducted. 

3.1.6.1  Methodology  

1. Select a starting typeface . 

2. Select an ending typeface  

3. Blend from start to finish. 

3.1.6.2  Documentation 

Some of the outputted graphics can be seen below in Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3, and Figure 

3.4. 

 

Figure 3.2: Graphic exploration 1. Morphing Adelle Heavy into Davis Sans Regular. 
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Figure 3.3: Graphic exploration 2. Morphing Adelle Heavy into Adelle Ultrathin. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Graphic exploration 3. Morphing Davis Sans Bold into Davis Sans Thin. 
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3.1.6.3 Results  

Based on my experimentations, it is evident that not every font can be turned into a variable 

font because of how the font was initially created. For example, Figure 3.3 depicts the transitioning 

from Adelle Heavy to Adelle Ultrathin. In blending from one heavy to ultrathin the points within 

the letter start to behave erratically not allowing for a smooth and seamless transitioning between 

states. However, in Figure 3.2, which depicts the blending of Adelle Heavy into Davis Sans 

Regular, and Figure 3.4, which depicts the blending of Davis Sans Bold into Davis Sans Thin, the 

characters are able to blend without any issues.  

Additional research is needed to speculate why some fonts are able to blend more fluidly 

than others. However, because I have decided not to create a variable font, there is no need for 

further investigation at this time.   

3.2 Behavioral Biometrics and Data as Identity  

The term biometrics comes from the Greek words bio (life) and metrics (to measure).271 

Although there is evidence of biometric identifiers being used to represent an individual that date 

back to as early as 500 B.C., automated biometric systems have only become available in the last 

few decades. 272  Biometrics can be defined as “the science of establishing the identity of an 

individual based on the physical, chemical, or behavioral attributes of a person.” 273  While 

advancements in digital technology are what has enabled the development of these technological 
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systems,274 the advent and implementation of them have been perpetuated by the public’s desire 

for technologies that improve upon the quality of life by making things easier and tailored to the 

individual. Developing these digital systems requires information—data—on an individual’s 

usage, this form of biometrics is referred to as behavioral biometrics.  

Digital behavioral biometric systems are multi-dimensional, relying on multiple forms of 

an individual’s biometric information for them to function. These complex systems make use of 

different combinations of behavioral (keystroke biometrics, gait, and mouse tracking) and 

traditional (fingerprint scanners and handprints) biometrics for surveillance, encryption, market 

research, and technological development. 275  Social applications like Facebook, TikTok, and 

SnapChat have created complex business models that have turned their users’ behavioral biometric 

data into a commodity. Rather than having to pay monetary fees for using these social platforms, 

users—often unknowingly—pay for these systems with their behavioral biometric data.  

Behavioral biometrics is a category of biometric technologies that involves the use of an 

individual’s unique behaviors for identification and verification.276 These behaviors include but 

are not limited to handwriting, gait, and keystrokes. In most cases, behavioral biometric technology 

is developed to use the unconscious identifiers of human perception for technological 

authentication.277 
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Since the early 2000s, the study of behavioral biometrics has flooded the disciplines of 

Human-Computer Interaction, Cybersecurity, and Machine Learning. As more technologies have 

been developed, behavioral biometrics have served as an essential tool for security technologies 

that verify identity, including signature verification, voice recognition, and speech recognition.278 

Present day computing technology, such as smartphones and computers have a greater potential 

for receiving an abundance of information and processing it quickly, as a result, data can be 

collected and implemented within embedded biometric279 systems allowing for data to be collected 

for complex information such as hand tremors, hand-eye coordination, finger movements, and 

keystrokes.  

Much of the conversation surrounding the use of biometrics within digital spaces focuses 

on the development of user authentication systems that rely on the comparison of inputted data to 

information that has been stored under the profile for the individual. These secure systems are 

dependent upon the user taking part in an enrollment period. Enrollment happens when a user first 

creates their secure account or turns on the biometric authentication within an already existing 

account., The data collected during enrollment—while the user is registering for the system—

serves as their baseline. During the authenticate process, the user’s new data will be compared to 

their baseline, how variable the two sets of data are, also known as the entropy between them, is 

used to determine/verify identity.280 
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One of the most widespread implementations of a biometric systems is “large-scale identity 

management systems whose functionality relies on the accurate determination of an individual’s 

identity in the context of several different applications.”281 These identity-management systems 

have a central location where an individual’s personal data is stored. Systems can send information 

to this system when they need to verify an individual’s identity.282 An example of this would be 

the ability to use facial recognition to sign into different apps on the iPhone. User’s can grant 

applications permission to use Facial ID for sign in. When this feature is enabled, Apple does not 

share any of the user’s authentication data with the application. Instead, the application sends a 

request to the large-scale identity management system asking it to confirm the user’s identity. After 

completing the authentication test, the results are then returned to the application that had sent the 

request. In most cases, these large-scale identity management systems will contain multiple forms 

of biometric data for an individual. 283  Within large-scale identity management systems, the 

complete catalog of information that exists for an individual is referred to as their identity.284 

Biometrics & Communication 

When it comes to communication, biometrics—more specifically behavioral biometrics—

is all about the non-verbal. Non-verbal communication like gestures, tone of voice, body language, 
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and facial expressions not only communicate information about what an individual is thinking, 

contextualizing the message, they also provide insight into who an individual is.285  

The closer, more intimate, the relationship is between people, the more perceptive they are 

of each other’s non-verbal communication.286 Non-verbal communication is reminiscent of the 

homo erectus’ instinctual communication practices. Prior to formalized language, human 

predecessors like the homo erectus created their own language between two people, or a small 

group of people, through the use of gestures, body language, and utterances.287 This language was 

not only representative of human’s natural desire for communication and connectiveness, but it 

also demonstrates that in the absence of words, human’s natural instinct is the non-verbal. Whether 

referring to the communication between homo erectus or two-individuals, the ability for them to 

understand each other is contingent upon the intimacy between them, more specifically whether 

or not they can interpret each other’s non-verbal communication.  

Within digital communication, the same intimacy exists, but instead of being between two 

people, it exists between an individual and a technological system(s). Behavioral biometrics allows 

complex integrated systems to construct a profile for you containing key behavioral identifiers and 

patterns, so that it can adapt to your changes in behavior.  

The evolution of behavioral biometrics has allowed for the development of pattern 

recognition software that uses algorithms to generate features (identifiers/characteristics) for an 

individual.288 The human brain unconsciously seeks to understand the meaning behind things. 
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Each time we interact with a person, we are unconsciously recording and analyzing the interaction 

looking for patterns of behavior to help our brain to consciously understand an individual’s 

reaction or behavior. Behavior analysis systems and algorithms were built on a similar principle. 

Each time you interact with the system, your behavioral biometric data is recorded. This data is 

then stored and compiled into a database for analysis. What the system does with the data depends 

on its purpose. In the case of Facebook pixel, the system’s goal is to categorize an individual to 

find like profiles, allowing for the creation of look-a-like audiences289, targeted advertisements, 

and other forms of tailored content.290 

A responsive behavioral biometric system—more commonly known as an embedded 

behavioral biometric system—can update the template feature, or enrollment feature, in real time. 

This is because responsive biometric systems construct their features using standard deviation and 

descriptive statistics. Standard deviation is used within these responsive systems to adjust for 

outliers; because this template feature is evolving, a more fitting term for it would be a 

‘baseline.’291 Responsive behavioral biometric systems are particularly useful in systems where 

continual authentication is required or changes of behavior are tracked.  

An example of a responsive behavioral biometric system is a long-input keystroke dynamic 

system. Unlike short-input systems, long-text input keystroke dynamic technologies continually 

read a user’s input data and alters the user’s features with every keystroke.292 When it comes to 
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keystroke dynamics, responsive behavioral biometric systems are particularly useful because they 

allow for adjustments to be made to compensate for the Power of Repetition which states that 

repetition increases performance.293  

3.2.1 Keystroke Dynamics   

Keystroke dynamics are the behavioral biometric data points that can be captured when a 

person types. The earliest historical mention of keystroke dynamics is in relation to the telegraph, 

specifically during World War II, as demonstrated in the following quote by Avi Turgeman from 

their article “Behavioral Bometrics Are Not, New So Why Are They So Hot Right Now”:  

As telegraph operators got more experienced in using the new machine, they became recognizable by 

the way they would send dash and dot signals. In fact, Allied forces in World War II would verify the 

authenticity of messages they received by how they were sent.294 

What Avi Turgeman, CEO and founder of BioCatch, is referring to is a methodology implemented 

during WW2 called the “fist of the sender.”295 Telegraph operators would develop their own 

unique pattern, or signature, for sending messages. This unique pattern was called their ‘fist.’296 

Recipients would then examen the ‘fists’ of the messages they received to determine its 

authenticity.  
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New authentication and verification systems that deploy keystroke dynamics practices, 

function similarly to the ‘fists of the sender’ methodology from WW2. Unlike fists of the sender,’ 

which relied on an individual to identify the authenticity of the message, new systems use 

machines. In both present and historical technologies, a level of knowledge about the operator and 

their typing style is needed to effectively validate the individual’s identity. In present day systems, 

this is referred to as the enrollment period.  

Enrollment processes use predefined phrases to capture an individual’s keystroke 

dynamics.297 Enrollment phrases are carefully tailored to ensure that enough data can be extracted 

to generate the user’s unique typing DNA or fingerprint. When authenticating, the application will 

compare the present session to the previous session to determine the amount of variance between 

the two datasets. If the variance is below the system’s threshold, then it confirms the identity. If 

the variance exceeds the systems threshold, then it denies the identity.  

Keystroke dynamics are calculated using di- and tri-graphs, also known as two and three 

sequential keypresses, see figures 3.5 and 3.6.298  

 
 

297. Jain, Flynn, and Ross, Handbook of Biometrics. 

298. Revett, Behavioral Biometrics, 74. Scan Code: unique identifying value given to a key—significant in the case of 

left shift versus right shift key; Dwell Time: keypress duration time; Time of Flight: The difference between keypress and 

release.  
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Figure 3.5: Keystroke di-graph. Visualization of the components of a keystroke di-graph. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Keystroke tri-graph. Visualization of components of a keystroke tri-graph. 

 

In Keystroke Dynamics key preference plays a part in verifying an individual’s identity. 

This key preference is captured through scan codes, which is the unique identifying value given to 

a key—significant in the case of left shift versus right shift key (Figure 3.7). 
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Figure 3.7: Unique identifier keys. Qwerty keyboard with keys used for type preferences highlighted. 

There are five fundamental attributes that can be captured from an individual’s keystrokes: 

dwell time, latency, flight time, up to up, and interval. For additional information on these 

keystroke biometric features see Figure 3.8. 

 

Figure 3.8: Keystroke biometric features. Overview of features extracted from keystroke biometrics. 
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Figure 3.9: Keystroke press and release features. 

 

Looking at an individual’s keystroke dynamics can tell a lot about their typing session. For 

example, let’s say that the value t1 represents the press time of the second key in a digraph minus 

the release time of the first key. If t1 is a positive value, then we can assume that the two keystrokes 

were not overlapping, indicating that the two keys were not pressed down at the same time.299 If t1 

is a negative value, then it can be assumed that key two was pressed before key one was released, 

which means the keystrokes are overlapping.300 

The research into keystroke dynamics can be divided into two primary categories short text 

vs. long text input systems. Short-text input systems are keystroke dynamic authentication systems 

that use one word or a short-sequence of text to verify an individual’s identity.301 Long-text input 

 
 

299. Liang Wang, Behavioral Biometrics for Human Identification: Intelligent Applications, ed. Xin Geng Liang Wang 

(Hershey, PA: Medical Information Science Reference, 2010), 343.  

300. Wang, Behavioral Biometrics for Human Identification. 

301. Revett, Behavioral Biometrics, 77. 
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systems use all the type-activity during a user’s session for authentication and verification.302 

Much of present-day research is centered around short-text input authentication, rather than long. 

303 The emphasis on short text inputs is partially because of two-reasons: 1) short-text inputs have 

a lower amount of information that is collected making analysis and comparison easier; 2) short-

text inputs—password authentication—benefit from Power Law of Practice.304 

Short-text input systems are keystroke dynamic authentication systems that uses one word 

or a short-sequence of text to verify an individual’s identity.305 An example of this is password 

authentication systems. Password authentication systems use surrogate representations of 

identity 306  for verification and authentication. 307  By adding keystroke dynamics to password 

authentication technology, a more secure system is created that improves upon the old one without 

altering the user experience.308  

Long-text input systems use all the type-activity during a user’s session for authentication 

and verification.309 This continual analysis of a user’s typing makes it possible for systems to 

contain dynamic verification: the continual verification of the individual throughout the user’s 

 
 

302. Jingyan Wang et al., “An Effective Multi-Biometrics Solution for Embedded Device” in the 2009 IEEE 

International Conference on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, (San Antonio, TX: IEEE Press, 2009), 360.  

303. Revett, Behavioral Biometrics, 77. 

304. Revett, Behavioral Biometrics. 

305. Revett, Behavioral Biometrics, 77. 

306. Arun, Karthik, and Anil, Handbook of Multibiometrics, 1; Jain, Flynn, and Ross, Handbook of biometrics, 478. 

The name Surrogate representations of identity are artificial extensions of an individual that can be easily taken on by another 

person, through the loss, stealing, or sharing of them. This ease of transfer makes them an ineffective way of applying 

authentication within a security systems. 

307. Arun, Karthik, and Anil, Handbook of Multibiometrics, 1; Jain, Flynn, and Ross, Handbook of Biometrics.  

308. Wang, Behavioral Biometrics for Human Identification, 343. 

309. Wang et al., “An Effective Multi-Biometrics Solution for Embedded Device,” 360.  
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session. Results of these experimentations have showed that situational factors can impact a user’s 

typing. These include but are not limited to 1) keyboard apparatus the user is typing on; 2) the 

content that the user is inputting; 3) the mental/emotional state of the user.310 

An experiment conducted by Po-Ming Lee, Wei-Hsuan Tsui, and Tzu-Chien Hsiao entitled 

“The Influence of Emotion on Keyboard Typing: An Experimental Study Using Visual Stimuli” 

found there to be significant effect between emotional state—valence and arousal311—and specific 

keystroke features—duration, latency, and accuracy.312 It is important to note, though, that even 

though the results were significant, the size of the effect was relatively small; however, individual 

variability was relatively high. Based on the findings from their experimentation Lee et al 

concluded that although keystroke dynamics can be used to gain insight on an individual’s 

emotional state, the accuracy can be increased through the development of personalized models.313  

A German programmer by the name of Leon Eckert conducted an experiment similar to 

the one done by Lee et al  during his masters at NYU.314 Entitled “Biometric Intimacy” Eckert’s 

thesis “Explor[ed] the possibility of making inferences about a typist’s mental state by analyzing 

keystroke rhythms.”315 In his thesis presentation, Eckert discusses his findings that while the 

 
 

310. Nanavati, Thieme, and Nanavati, Biometrics, 20. 

311. Po-Ming Lee, Wei-Hsuan Tsui, and Tzu-Chien Hsiao, “The Influence of Emotion on Keyboard Typing: An 

Experimental Study Using Auditory Stimuli,” PloS one 10, no. 6 (June 11, 2015), https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0129056. 

Valence: Valence, as used in psychology, especially in discussing emotions, means the intrinsic attractiveness/ ‘good’-ness 

(positive valence) or averseness / ‘bad’-ness (negative valence) of an event, object, emotion, or situation. Arousal: increased 

physiological activity. 

312. Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao, “The Influence of Emotion on Keyboard Typing.” 

313. Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao, “The Influence of Emotion on Keyboard Typing.” 

314. Leon Eckert, “Biometric Intimacy”, Filmed [2017], YouTube video, 9:53, Posted [August 2017], 

https://youtu.be/koICfiod-vE. 

315. Eckert, “Biometric Intimacy”. 
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analysis of dwell time and flight time proved useful for identifying individuals, there were 

particular digraphs that served as greater indicators—meaning they differed the most among 

individuals.316 An example that Eckert mentions in his presentation is a digraph containing ‘py,’ 

where ‘p’ is the first character, and ‘y’ is the second character. When comparing his keystrokes to 

that of his friend Chino, this digraph consistently differed from one-another. Although Eckert has 

since shifted his focus to security technology and data visualization, 317  his data analysis on 

consistency and separability of dwell and flight time suggests that by augmenting the impact that 

these particular digraphs have on the overall metrics of the rendering of a typeface, the presence 

of the individual can be maximized within their message.  

3.2.2 Case Study 2: Susan the Logger of Keys: Understanding Keystroke 

Dynamic Technology 

A key-logger is a behavioral biometric technology that corporations and cyber security 

firms use to record all keystrokes made on a device or in a system.318 Susan the Logger of Keys is 

a key-logger built with C++ that was intended to serve as the start of my exploration of biometrics 

to capture or communicate identity. The key-logger itself was built using Hacking: How to Make 

Your Own Keylogger in C++ Programming Language by Alan Norman.319 The application was 

modified to store keystrokes in a file on my local device. At the end of a user’s interaction, the 

participant can choose to print a receipt of their session. This exploration focused on making visible 

 
 

316. Eckert, “Biometric Intimacy.” 
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318. Arun, Karthik, and Anil, Handbook of Multibiometrics. 
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the invisible. The user is unaware that their keys are being logged while they are typing, it isn’t 

until they end their session that they can see the full record. 

3.3 Digital Penmanship Application  

Digital Penmanship is a variable font interpolator that maps an individual’s keystrokes to 

the rendering of their textual input. While the testing framework was built as a React web 

application that uses Redux and TypeScript, the actual interpolating is done using vanilla 

JavaScript, which means it can easily integrate with any JS framework. I chose to use the React.JS 

framework to build the application because it is built and supported by Facebook. Because this 

technology is intended to add disfluency to the communication process within these many-to-many 

communication systems, using Facebook’s frameworks helps to create overlapping functionality, 

as well as serves as a proof of concept of the potential of the technology to exist within these many-

to-many communication systems (see Figure 3.10 for an example of what the end user interface 

looked like).  

In addition to the React application, an express server was created so that data could be 

securely sent to a Mongo database through an API connection where it could then be securely 

accessed later for analysis.  

Both the express server and web application were hosted using a Linode Server that I 

secured and maintained myself. In addition, both the express server and the web application had 

an SSL certificate installed on them.  
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Figure 3.10: Digital Penmanship application interface. 

PubNub, an IaaS service, was used to achieve real-time chat functionality. PubNub was 

used to add the necessary encryptions and profanity monitoring for user testing.  

To build the Digital Penmanship application, there were several JavaScript libraries that 

were needed. Among these libraries is Draft.JS. Draft.JS is a JS library that is owned and 

maintained by Facebook. In fact, it is the basis for Facebook’s messaging feature. Therefore, if I 

could configure Digital Penmanship to work in my application that used Facebook’s framework 

and Rich Text library, then it is safe to assume that the technology should be able to work within 

the Facebook platform. A few other noteworthy libraries that were used in the Digital 

Penmanship web app are the following: Lodash, Math.JS, Regression.JS, and Dompurify.  

For a complete list of libraries used within the application and an overview of the code 

see Appendix A.1. 
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3.3.1 Keystroke Mapping  

Throughout the research, design, and development process more than five different 

mapping methodologies were experimented with; however, due to the limited axes available within 

the font used for the application, not all of the mapping methodologies were used in the end design. 

Some of the additional mapping methodologies that were developed but are not listed below are 

the following: Logarithmic Regression (was used in the end design for mapping the width of the 

characters); variance of typing rhythm; error adjustments; and attempts were made to try and 

calculate keystroke force. Below is a brief overview of two of the mapping methodologies that 

were used in the test application. For information on some of the other mapping methodologies 

see Appendix E. 

3.3.1.1 Hand Dominance 

Hand dominance is calculated using the ratio of actual versus possible overlapping 

keystrokes for the left and right hands. Key location was determined using the Qwerty keyboard. 

Careful consideration was given to the diversity of typing styles when determining hand mapping 

values. Keys ‘q’, ‘w’, ‘e’,     ‘a’, ‘s’, ‘d’, ‘f’, ‘z’, ‘x’, and ‘c’ were designated to the left hand. Keys 

‘u’, ‘i’, ‘o’, ‘p’, ‘h’, ‘j’, ‘k’, ‘l’, ‘n’, and ‘m’ were designated to the right hand. The remaining 

keys— ‘r’, ‘t’, ‘y’, ‘g’, ‘v’, and ‘b’ —were assigned neither left nor right hand because they were 

in the center of the keyboard and could be pressed by either the right or left hands.  

Keyboard instances were determined using a series of digraphs, sequential keystrokes. 

Each time a key is pressed, its location is temporarily stored in the application. If the current 

keystroke's location is the same as the previous key’s location, it is registered as a potential instance 

for the same hand overlapping strokes. Each time a potential instance is registered, it increases the 

Potential Instance Score (PIS) for the registered hand by one. Initially, time of flight (TOF) was 
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used to determine the Actual Instance Score (AIS). As previously mentioned in section 3.2.1, TOF 

is the difference between when key1 is released and key2 is pressed. A negative TOF indicates 

two keys being in the down position at the same time. While TOF is a valuable metric, it requires 

the release time from the first key to be calculated. The problem is if two keys are both in the down 

state, then you will not have the release time of the first key available. Retrospectively, TOF can 

serve as a valuable tool for understanding keystrokes; however, it is not best suited for real-time 

metrics.  

After discovering the shortcomings of TOF and determining that it was not a viable option 

for real-time responsive keystroke biometrics calculations, alternative solutions needed to be 

explored to determine if two keys were pressed simultaneously. One approach was to add and 

remove a key from a list when pressed and released, respectively. Using this methodology, when 

a key is pressed, if the list length is greater than one, two keys are in the down state. While this 

methodology can give us a specific answer regarding whether two keys are being pressed 

simultaneously, it assumes that only two sequential keys can be pressed down at the same time. 

The usage of trigraphs in keystroke feature extraction tells us that this is not the case. Using this 

methodology will give us the correct answer most of the time; however, it is not absolute. 

An alternative methodology would be to check to see if the release time for the prior key 

exists, and if it does not exist, you can assume it is still pressed. Logically this methodology should 

always return the correct value however to ensure that the lack of release time is not because of an 

error somewhere else in the code, we can combine this methodology with the previous one. The 

resulting new method is the following:  

1. A key is pressed by the individual triggering an event. 

2. The system registers the value of the key that was pressed and determines its location.  
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3. If the value is in middle, meaning it is neither left- nor right-hand, then the function 

returns a no-potential-overlap value and is concluded. If the pressed key is assigned 

either a left or right hand for its location value, the system looks to see the location 

value for the prior key press. If the prior key location matches the current key location, 

then a potential instance is recorded for that location. If the values do not match, the 

function returns a no-potential-overlap value and concludes. 

4. If a potential instance is recorded, then the system checks the active keypress list. If the 

length is greater than one, then there is a high likelihood that two keys are pressed. If 

the value is less than two, then there is only one key pressed at a time, and the system 

returns a no-overlap-present value and is concluded. 

5. If the key locations match and the keypress list is greater than one, then the function 

checks to see if the prior keypress has a release time. If it does have a release time, then 

the system returns a no-overlap-present value and is concluded. If it does not have a 

release time, then an actual overlap value is recorded for the key location.  

After each key press has occurred and the function has determined if there was an overlap, 

then the proportion of AIS to PIS is calculated for each hand. The resulting value should be some 

number between zero and one. We then need to determine the ratio of left hand to right hand.  

𝐴𝐼𝑆

𝑃𝐼𝑆
 

By the end of this process, we need to know the following: 1) if one hand is more dominant 

than the other; 2) if there is a dominant hand, which hand is it.  

To determine the direction of dominance, a range needs to be established where the 

leftmost value signifies the left hand, and the rightmost value represents the right hand. No 

dominance is indicated by a value directly in the center of the left and right values. To keep it 

(1) 
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simple, we can negate the left hand’s values, which creates a range from -1 to 1, where 0 represents 

an individual whose hands are equally weighted. The distance of the value from zero represents 

the strength of the dominance.  

The value of the resulting dominance can be calculated by adding the negated left-hand 

values (subtracting them) from the right-hand value. The number that we are left with will be some 

value between -1 and 1, which is indicative of the individual’s hand dominance.  

To apply the resulting value to the rendered character, we will need to map the resulting 

values to the variable font's slant property. This will be a one-to-one relationship where -1 to 1 will 

be mapped to the maximum and minimum values for the variable fonts slant axis. A previously 

defined mapping function will be used for the linear mapping (see Appendix E.1 for mapping 

function).  

3.3.1.2 Dynamic Scaling 

Dynamic scaling uses a combination of di- and tri-graphs to generate a ‘Keystroke Score’ 

for each keypress that an individual makes. The ‘Keystroke Score’ is built using a ‘scoring model.’ 

A scoring model is a mathematical formula used by companies to assess an individual’s credit 

history, generating a credit score. Every company can have their own scoring model, however one 

of the most well-known ones is the FICO model. A FICO score is calculated using a series of data 

points on an individual that are categorized and analyzed to assess the financial health of the 

individual. The Fico Score uses five distinct categories for organizing their data points, all of which 

hold varying weights in the end score. The five categories and their weights on the end value 

include the following: available credit (30%); new credit (10%); length of credit history (15%); 

credit mix (10%); payment history (35%).  
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Using the scoring model as a framework, multiple keystroke features can be combined to 

generate a system that is sensitive to changes, but also balanced in how drastic those changes 

appear in the output. This high sensitivity with built-in smoothing makes this mapping 

methodology an ideal choice for interpolating font weight.  

“Keystroke Score” is centered around the individual’s typing speed, but it focuses on 

different ways of capturing speed within keystroke biometrics and where variances in speed might 

exist.  

The mapping process is triggered each time a key is pressed. The process begins by 

capturing the ‘press time’ for the current keystroke. Once the press time has been recorded it is 

passed along with the key value to the weight mapping function. The weight mapping function is 

responsible for taking the press time and key value and returning the outputted typeface weight.  

At the start of the weight function the keypress instance is analyzed to determine if a lapse 

in typing had occurred. A lapse in typing can be defined as a period of time where the individual 

pauses their typing for an unknown reason that is irrelevant to their recorded typing biometrics. 

Checking for lapses in keystrokes is being implemented to try and minimize the amount of 

inaccurate data existing within the system. A lapse in typing is calculated by subtracting the current 

press time from the previous press time. If the passed time is greater than _______ seconds, a lapse 

is said to have occurred. The time that passes between press times is referred to as the interval or 

the release-press time in keystroke biometrics. If a lapse is detected, then a reset will occur causing 

the start value to be reset to the moment when the lapse was triggered, and the number of keys 

pressed value will start back at one.  
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 Within the “Keystroke Score” there are three categories that are being calculated for local 

(tri-graph), global (overall), and individual (di-graph) scores. Each of these values impact the 

outputted weight value, however the amount of impact varies.  

Calculating speed. Speed is calculated using the following equation, 

𝑇𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟 − 𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 
 

Where 𝑇𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟 is the current key’s press time; 𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the press time of the first key in the 

sequence; and 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠  is the total number of keys in the given sequence. 𝑇𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟 will remain 

constant between the three different values—global, local, and individual—but 𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡  and 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 will vary. Once speed has been calculated it is stored within an array that contains all 

of the speeds that have been recorded during the current session.   

There are three components that factor into the global score: average speed for all key 

presses, variance in speeds for all key presses, current speed. For each of the aforementioned 

values, the values are mapped to a pre-determined range, using the maximum and minimum values 

within the data sets. After mapping each parameter, the values are added up and mapped to the 

allotted global range, which is representative of the part of the whole that is made up of the global 

score. For the global score, 𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the recorded start time, which is either the start of the typing 

session or when the lapse was recorded; and  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 is the number of keys pressed since the 

start of the session or it is the number of keys pressed since the last lapse in keystrokes.  

Much like with the global score there are three components that factor into the local score: 

average speed for the sequence, variance in speeds within the sequence, and current speed. For 

each of the aforementioned values, the values are mapped to a pre-determined range, using the 

maximum and minimum values within the data sets. After mapping each parameter, the values are 

(2) 
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added up and mapped to the allotted local range, which is representative of the part of the whole 

that is made up of the local score.  

For the local score, 𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the recorded start time, which is either the press time of the 

first key in the tri-graph or, if there has not been three consecutive keystrokes, it is the fist key in 

the new sequence; and  𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐾𝑒𝑦𝑠 is either three or if there has not been three consecutive 

keystrokes then the number is the quantity of keystrokes there has been, the number of keys pressed 

since the start of the session or it is the amount of keys pressed since the last lapse in keystrokes.  

Much like the global and local calculations, there are three components that factor into the 

individual key score: average speed for all instances that the key was pressed, variance in speeds 

among instances where the key was pressed, current speed, however they are only being considered 

in respect to the other instances where that key was pressed. In addition, if a key has only been 

pressed one time, then the value is added to the array, but there is not an individual score that 

exists, instead, the mapping ranges adjust accordingly.  

If a key has been pressed more than one time, then the average, variance, and current speed 

is considered in respect to the previous instances. For each of the aforementioned values, the values 

are mapped to a pre-determined range, using the maximum and minimum values within the data 

sets. After mapping each parameter, the values are added up and mapped to the allotted individual 

key range. 

After calculating each of the different areas of the score, the values are added up, generating 

an overall keystroke speed score. The outputted value is then mapped to the weight using the fonts 

maximum and minimum potential values and the minimum and maximum possible values for the 

outputted Keystroke Scores, see Appendix E.2 for linear mapping function. The outputted values 

are representative of the weight of the pressed letter.  
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3.3.2 Font Choice  

The Digital Penmanship functionality can be applied to any variable font by assigning a 

computed value to a specific variable font axis. When trying to decide which variable font to use 

for the application, there were several different options tested, which included but are not limited 

to the following: Noboto Flex, Pathway Extreme, Roboto Flex, IBM Plex Sans Variable, 

Recursive, and Space Grotesque Variable. In the end, I chose to use a trial version of Grtsk 

Variable320 because of its unique ability to angle letters to the left and right.  

Grtsk Varaible is a variable font that was created in August of 2019 by Ilya Naumoff and 

Benjamin Blaess.321 The variable font features three variable axes: weight (min and max values), 

width (min and max values), and slant (min and max values). Although the number of axes that 

can be manipulated for the font are limited, it does include the most highly used axis types, weight 

and width, and it is one of the few fonts that are available for free use that allow for both left and 

right letter slants.  

3.3.3 User Testing  

The purpose of this research was to gain quantitative and qualitative data for assessing the 

impact of a new font technology on an individual’s typing experience within many-to-many 

communication systems.  

Subjects were recruited via posts on many-to-many communication platforms, such as 

Facebook, Linkedin, and Instagram. In addition to posts, on Facebook participants were recruited 

using Facebook Events and the creation of a business page (see Appendix F). 

 
 

320 Benjamin Blaess Ilya Naumoff, Grtsk Variable, 2019. 

321 Ilya Naumoff, Grtsk Variable. 
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Upon arriving at the Digital Penmanship website, participants were required to complete a 

consent form (see Appendix B.2). The consent form was required to be completed each time the 

individual visited the site or refreshed their browser.  

After completing the consent form and verified that they are over the age of eighteen, 

participants were redirected to the chat application and are presented with a modal explaining what 

the technology is and how to use it (see Appendix D). 

After dismissing the modal, the individual can begin interacting with the chat application. 

The platform featured a standard chatroom application that contained a message feed and a text 

input field. As the user types, the application alters the depiction of the font using their keystroke 

biometrics, causing the font characters to interpolate stroke weight, contrast, font-size, etc.  

Participants could type in the text field and see their characters vary in real-time. To send 

messages, participants could select send or press enter on their keyboard. Once a message has been 

sent, the participant can hover over the message with their mouse and see information about the 

keystroke biometrics for that message (see Figure 3.11 for an example).  

 

Figure 3.11: Digital Penmanship type features. 

After engaging with the application for a period of time, users were prompted with a request 

for them to complete a survey (see Figure 3.12). The survey was optional and consisted of ten 
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questions surrounding their overall experience using the chat application. The questions consisted 

of the following types of inputs: rating scales, multiple choice, multi-select lists, and one long text 

input.  

 

Figure 3.12: User feedback survey. The above graphic represents what the user sees when they have sent 

enough messages to trigger them as being eligible to complete the user feedback survey. 

After completing the survey, users could decide to leave the experiment or return to the 

chatroom interface. Since we were not collecting any personal user data during the survey process, 

users were asked to please only participate in the survey if they have not already done so.  

3.4 Results 

There was a total of 336 consent forms completed for the Digital Penmanship application 

and a total of 389 messages sent using the application. A total of eighteen responses were submitted 

to the optional user survey. When asked “How did you find out about the Digital Penmanship 

Application?” nine of the participants responded, “Verbally from a family member or friend”; 
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three said “Facebook Event of Group”; two said “Social Media Post”; two said “Email”; and three 

“Other.” 

3.4.1 Detecting Changes  

The participant’s ability to detect a change in the rendering of the characters was assessed 

using a yes or no response, where yes was coded as 1 and no was coded as 2. See Table 3.6 for a 

break down of the participants detected change.  

Table 3.6: Breakdown of the number of participants that did and did not detect changes.  

 Yes No Total 

Change Detected 16 2 18 

 

To assess whether or not the sixteen participants who detected the change in typeface 

rendering knew what was causing it, the sixteen participants ability to identify the cause of the 

change was assessed using a yes or no response, where yes was coded as 1 and no was coded as 2. 

Those who answered yes were asked to provide justification in the form field provided. See Table 

3.7 for a breakdown of participants ability to detect the cause of the change.  

Table 3.7: The number of participants who were able to detect the cause of change. 

 Yes No Total 

Detect Cause of Change 7 9 16 

 

3.4.2 Disfluency of Typeface 

The disfluency of the outputted type was assessed using yes, no, or unsure response, where 

yes was coded as 0, no was coded as 2, and unsure was coded as 3. See for a Table 3.8 break down 

of the perceived disfluency of the typeface. 
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Table 3.8: The participant's perception of how disfluent the responsive typeface was to their experience.  

 Yes No Unsure N/A Total 

Disfluency 8 4 4 2 18 

 

3.4.3 Usability Test  

The usability of the application was assessed using a series of 1 to 10 rating scales. There 

was a total of four questions asked and descriptive statistics and a distribution were calculated for 

each. See Table 3.9 for breakdown.  

Table 3.9: The descriptive statistics for the individual questions in the usability test for Digital Penmanship.  

Question Mean Max Min MED STDev 

How would you rate the font's overall successfulness at 

communicating the intent of your message, where 1 is not 

very successful and 10 is very successful?” 

5.28 10 1 7 2.765 

Historically, how likely were you to give careful 

consideration to the fonts that you used in your own 

projects? 

6.06 10 1 10 2.915 

Historically, how likely were you to spend time thinking 

about the fonts that were being used in the applications that 

you used? 

5.39 10 1 4 2.87 

After using Digital Penmanship, how likely are you to spend 

time thinking about the fonts that you use in your projects? 
5.31 10 1 7 2.567 

After using Digital Penmanship, how likely are you to spend 

time thinking about the fonts that are being used in the 

applications that you use? 

5.75 7 4 7 1.299 

If Digital Penmanship were to be implemented in social 

media applications like Facebook, twitter etc.  how likely 

would you be to use it? 

4.83 10 1 5 2.651 
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3.5 Discussion 

After sending a minimum of three messages, participants were given the option to partake 

in a usability survey. Although over 300 consent forms were completed for the platform, only 

eighteen usability surveys were submitted. The discrepancy in the completed surveys verses 

consent forms could be attributed to the following:  

1. Participants needed to complete the consent form every time they visited the website, 

so if the participant visited the site multiple times, they would have completed multiple 

consent forms. 

2. Participants were only eligible to complete the survey if they sent a minimum of three 

messages during their session. Given the fact that there were 336 consent forms 

completed and only 389 messages sent, then it is highly probable that the majority of 

people who visited the site did not send enough messages to be eligible to complete the 

survey.  

3. Being the survey was optional, participants could have simply chosen not to participate 

in it.  

The hope was for the majority of participants to be recruited via social media channels; 

however, when asked “How did you find out about the Digital Penmanship Application?” half of 

the survey participants responded, “Verbally from a family member or friend.” It is safe to assume 

that most of these individuals were my friends and family, which means the responses could be 

biased. This potential bias should be taken into consideration when assessing the survey results.  

The survey results did, however, suggest that most participants were able to see that a 

change was happening to the characters of the typeface, with sixteen of the eighteen noticing the 

change. Of the sixteen that detected the change, a little more than half could not tell what was 
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causing the change to happen. Because of the wording of the question, it is unclear if this means 

that the participants could not make any relationships between the changes and their keystrokes, 

or if they were simply unable to determine what aspect of their keystrokes was causing the typeface 

to vary.   

In addition, the survey responses did show that of the sixteen people that responded to the 

question, “Did you find that the varying font disrupted your communication experience at all?” 

half of them responded ‘yes.’ Given the fact that we are attempting to demonstrate the use of social 

disfluency within the context of Identity Centered design this disruption was the desired outcome.  

3.5.1 Limitations 

There were several limitations that occurred throughout the scope of this project. The first 

being lack of knowledge and experience with machine learning and backend development. 

Overcoming some of these lapses in knowledge took a significant amount of time and in some 

cases, compromises had to be made. For example, the initial intent was to create a platform that 

could function without requiring an enrollment period, however due to my limited knowledge of 

machine learning technologies and predictive analytics, it was only able to be pushed so far within 

the application. As such, because the platform did not have an enrollment period the system 

required the participant to authentically interact with it for an extended period of time so that their 

baseline could be established. Unfortunately, people either did not spend enough time typing in 

the application for that baseline to be established or they immediately started typing erratically in 

ways that they assumed their typing style would change if they were experiencing a particular 

emotion.  
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Another limitation within this project was ensuring that when a participant visited the 

application, they would have someone to communicate with. There were several options explored 

for how this limitation might be overcome:  

1. Scheduled Events: In an attempt to get multiple people to visit the platform at the same 

time, a series of events were scheduled where I would log on and remain online for the 

duration of the time frame. Each event was created on Facebook and linked to the 

Digital Penmanship fan page. In addition, the majority of my connections were invited 

to the events. Unfortunately, there was only one individual who visited during a 

scheduled event.  

2. Building a Chat Bot: A brief period of time was spent looking into the practicality of 

integrating with a chatbot. Unfortunately, due to limited knowledge, this did not seem 

like a feasible option.  

 

Not having another person to communicate with while in the chat application appeared to 

drastically impact the participant’s experience. For example, some people went to the application 

and did not read the instructions in the modal, so they were unsure what to do within the 

application, resulting in erratic typing. In addition, not having anyone to talk to in the chatroom 

could have Another impact of not having anyone to communicate with in the chatroom could be 

attributed to the participants shorter engagement times. Visually looking at the messages, it did 

appear that those who had someone else to talk to while using the tool were less likely to behave 

erratically while typing and seemed to get more out of their interaction with the tool. In an attempt 

to overcome this, a series of events were scheduled via Facebook for open chatroom times, 

however only a handful of people actually attended the events. 
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3.5.2 Mapping Types  

There were varying levels of success for the different mapping types. The most successful 

parameter was the ‘Hand Dominance’ calculator.  

3.5.2.1 Hand Dominance  

While the majority of participants were weighted to the right, I consistently had my 

keystrokes weighted to the left, suggesting that I am left hand dominant. This became an 

identifying attribute for me in the chat, resulting in people being able to tell if one of the 

participants in the chat was me because of the angle of the letters. The angle also REMAINED 

consistent despite the keyboard or device I used. While scan code and key preference are currently 

being used within keystroke biometrics, I have not found any studies that compare the left hands 

typing style to that of the right, suggesting it could prove to be an innovative new feature to be 

explored within these biometric systems. Additionally, the Hand Dominance function is light-

weight and not overly taxing on a platform’s server, which suggests that it could prove useful when 

developing long-text authentication systems that feature real-time authentication systems.  

3.5.3 Keystroke Score 

Keystroke score was designed in a way that should have allowed for it to be responsive to 

the individual’s keystrokes but regulated the variances in weight to help maintain legibility. 

However, in practice, it was found that the rendered output was erratic in the character weights 

and did not respond in the way the individual was expecting. Therefore, additional research was 

needed to determine why this was the case, see section 3.6 for an overview of the revised weight 

mapping.  
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3.6  Revised Weight Mapping  

Additional research was done in an effort to determine why weight mapping was not 

performing as anticipated. It was learned that the discrepancy in the outputted mapping and the 

intended outcome can be attributed to the multi-dimensional nature of emotions. The circumplex 

model of affect that was created by Russel J. A. in his article “A circumplex model of affect” uses 

two dimensions to map emotions: valence and arousal.322 Under Russell’s model, valence is how 

pleasurable the emotion is and arousal is the energy behind it.323  

Based on the results from a series of experiments by Po-Ming Lee, Wei-Hsuan Tsui and 

Tzu-Chien Hsiao entitled “The influence of emotion on keyboard typing: an experimental study 

using visual stimuli” and “The Influence of Emotion on Keyboard Typing: An Experimental Study 

Using Auditory Stimuli” it was realized that the weight mapping issue was the biproduct of the 

varying effects that valence and arousal have on an individual’s keystrokes. 324 For example, in 

their 2015 study Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao’s found that emotions that have a higher arousal level have 

shorter dwell times, also known as the keystroke duration, when compared to those with lower 

arousal levels.325 This can be attributed to energy encompassed within the action. If a person is 

experiencing an emotion that is higher in arousal, then the emotion is higher in energy. This high 

energy level is then translated into their keypresses that are shorter in duration because of the 

 
 

322 James A. Russell, “A Circumplex Model of Affect,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 39, no. 6 

(1980): 1164, https://doi.org/10.1037/h0077714. 

323 Russell, “A Circumplex Model of Affect,” 1163. 

324 Po-Ming Lee, Wei-Hsuan Tsui, and Tzu-Chien Hsiao, “The Influence of Emotion on Keyboard Typing: An 

Experimental Study Using Visual Stimuli,” BioMedical Engineering OnLine 13, no. 1 (2014): 1-12, https:// 

doi.org/10.1186/1475-925x-13-81. 

325 Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao, “The Influence of Emotion on Keyboard Typing: An Experimental Study Using Visual 

Stimuli.” 
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greater amount of force being applied to them. Examples of emotions that are said to be lower in 

arousal level are tired or bored.  

When it comes to keyboard latency, Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao’s research found that changes in 

valence of emotions can impact keyboard latency, where negative emotions result in slower 

keyboard latency values.326 In addition, Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao’s results also demonstrated that in 

respect to negative emotions, the fastest keyboard latency values were found for medium arousal 

levels.327 For positive emotions that are high in energy the fastest keyboard latency values were 

found for the highest arousal levels.    

Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao’s research also found there to be an effect between the arousal level 

and the number of errors, where the higher the arousal level the more errors the participants 

make.328  

The current weight mapping process is indirectly influenced by the dwell time of the 

keystrokes; however, it is primarily built using keystroke latency. Based on Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao’s 

research it can be assumed that if an emotion is positive and high energy, then the outputted value 

for font-weight will be mapped correctly.  However, if the emotion has a negative valence, then 

stroke duration will map correctly, but keystroke latency will most likely not. Therefore, a new 

computational method needs to be generated that isolates the valence and arousal components of 

emotion from one-another. This can be achieved by focusing solely on the dwell time.    

 
 

326 Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao. 

327 Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao. 

328 Lee, Tsui, and Hsiao. 
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Dwell time has been found to be a key factor when assessing the effects of emotions on 

keystroke biometrics. To calculate dwell time, the key press time is subtracted from the key release 

time. Much like time of flight, which also requires a release time to be calculated, dwell time is 

ill-suited for real time typeface interpolation. For dwell time to be used in real time calculations, 

we would need to generate a predictive model that would allow us to use other keystroke data and 

patterns within the individual’s typing to try and predict what the outputted dwell time will be.  

Given my limited knowledge on predictive modeling, as a proof of concept, the following 

analysis was done on pre-existing keystroke data. In addition to testing the new weight mapping 

method, the revised code also explores the inclusion of an enrollment period where a randomized 

sample of the data set is first passed through the application to establish a baseline distribution.  

3.6.1 Data Distribution Mapping  

The new weight mapping function starts by taking in the following parameters:  

• key value  

• start time  

• press number—what number press is it in the sequence 

• release time  

• pass number—used to control whether or not the current instance is for rendering 

text or creating the baseline distribution  

• final—if the current key is the last item in the sequence 

The weight mapping function starts by running the keypress through a series of processes 

to clean up the input data to help minimize errors. After ensuring the data is clean, the dwell time 

is calculated by subtracting the press time from the release time. The dwell time is then checked 

to make sure that it exists before passing it through the mapping distribution process, this will help 

to minimize errors and code breaking.  
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If the current pass is the first pass, meaning it is for building the baseline, then the key data 

is passed through the foundationBuild function that takes in the parameters key name, dwell time, 

and final. The foundationBuild function takes in the data that is passed to it and uses it to build an 

array. The function continues to do this until the value of final equals 1, which means that it is 

true. The foundationBuild then goes through the following steps to build out the baseline 

distribution:  

1. Before the data distribution can be generated, we need to first filter out any outliers that 

could skew the data and reorder the data set in order from least to greatest. We will be 

accounting for these removed values in the rendered font weights later on.  

2. Next, we will need to generate the quantiles. To do so, the simplified data point list 

along with the median value is passed to the quantile_Generator function. The quantile 

generator then takes the median and the list array of datapoints and uses it to construct 

two new arrays of data separated by the median value. The new data arrays are then 

returned to the foundationBuild function.  

3. Now that we have our data split in half, we can use each of the halfs to generate our 

quantiles by passing each of the halves through the quantile_Generator function.  

4. Next, we store the maximum and minimum values for each of the quantiles into an 

array, this will be used for mapping our new outputted weight value.    

5. To make sure that we are accounting for outliers in our end mapping function, 

especially because when it comes to Digital Penmanship the outliers are where the 

changes in emotions exist. We can do so by saving the minimum value from q1 

(quantile 1) and the maximum value of q4 (quantile 4).  
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6. Once we have stored our quantile values, we need to return the information to the 

weight calculation function.  

Now that we have generated our baseline distribution, we can now pass the full dataset into 

the new weight calculation function, the process for which can be found below:  

1. Before beginning the mapping process the data is checked to make sure that there are 

not any missing dwell time values. If there are any dwell time values missing. If there 

are any missing dwell times, then the function returns the last used weight value. If the 

dwell time does exist, then the function proceeds to the next step.  

2. Next the application runs the dwell time through a series of if-then statements to 

determine which quantile the dwell time belongs in. The data point can exist in one of 

six areas: lower bound; quantile 1; quantile 2; quantile 3; quantile 4; and upper bound. 

3. Once the quantile for the data point has been identified, it is passed to a mappingWeight 

function along with the dwell time value, key that was pressed, quantile minimum value 

and quantile maximum value. 

4. The mapping weight function then uses the quadrant location to define the minimum 

and maximum values for that particular segment and then passes those values to the 

linear mapping function located in Appendix E.2.  

The output of this new mapping style can be seen in figures Figure 3.13 andFigure 3.14. 

These figures were generated using keystroke data collected during a previous testing session. 

Both character width and letter angle were rendered using the original data. The value for weight 

was recalculated using the model outlined above. As depicted below, the new model allowed for 

a greater amount of contrast within the rendered output, while still maintaining legibility. 
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Additional research would need to be done to better understand the successfulness of this mapping 

style compared to the original one (keystroke score).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Example #1 of previously recorded data mapped using revised methods.  

Figure 3.14: Example #2 of previously recorded data mapped using revised methods. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

Throughout this dissertation, the intersection of critical creative practices and HCI was 

explored in an effort to create a framework for developing material speculations in the form of 

communication tools that evoke critical reflection. The resulting framework, entitled Identity 

Centered Design focuses on the integration of critical creative practices into the field of HCI by 

emphasizing interaction and physicality.  Under this new framework, a situated artifact was created 

in the form of an interactive chat application that uses keystrokes to interpolate a variable font. 

The application, entitled Digital Penmanship, relied on the use of disfluency through the encoded 

presence of the communicator as a way to induce critical reflection on the limitations of modern-

day communication systems.  

Over the last few years, within the context of the humanities, arts, and science technologies 

studies there has been an increase in the awareness of the need for critical reflection within HCI. 

However, while some members of the HCI discipline have begun to engage in this critical dialogue 

and acknowledge that the field could benefit from the addition of critical discussion, there is little 

information on how to apply criticality within the context of HCI practices.  

Building upon Christopher Frauenburger’s idea of Entanglement HCI, Identity Centered 

Design was explored as a way to answer two research questions:  

1. How can criticality be used as a methodology for developing HCI technologies that cause 

the users to engage in critical discussion about the systems and technologies created by 

HCI practices?  

2. How can space be created for individuality in communication systems that use option-

oriented making (OOM)? 

In an effort to answer the first question “How can criticality be used as a methodology for 

developing HCI technologies that cause the users to engage in critical discussion about the systems 

and technologies created by HCI practices?” research was conducted on the disciplines of critical 
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creative practices and HCI. Through this research, it was realized that HCI suffers from two 

shortcomings: 1) An emphasis placed on optimizing for the novice vs. the expert; 2) An over-

simplification of the construct of human to a user, resulting in the condition of the post-

discretionary user. In this context, the post-discretionary user is the user who believes they have a 

choice whether or not they use technology, however social norms, manipulative technology, and 

an innate desire to form connections prevents them from being in control. The resulting condition 

of the post-discretionary user is the loss of individuality and identity. 

The methodology, Identity Centered Design, rejects the post-discretionary user’s 

condition, and uses design as a way of offering an alternative reality to the individual. Identity 

Centered Design is an alternative conceptual framework for approaching HCI design that 

diversifies the ‘user,’ giving emphasis to the ‘individual-as-user.’ Under Identity Centered Design, 

when creating new technology, we should ask ourselves is this the type of              I want to 

become, where the ‘             ’ is the perceived identity of the individual using the technology.  

While researching critical creative practices and HCI, it became evident that before people 

could think critically about the technologies that they use, they first needed to be made aware of 

the limitations of their present reality. Therefore, the research was re-prioritized to centralize the 

empowerment of the post-discretionary user, by making visible the invisible. It is believed that 

should the methodology continue to be applied, the post-discretionary user’s condition will 

improve, and eventually, the same methodology can be used to provoke critical discussion from 

participants.   

It was hypothesized that Identity Centered Design could serve as a way of creating space 

for individuality in communication systems that use option-oriented making. To test this 

hypothesis, a case study was conducted. The case study focused on applying Identity Centered 
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Design to create Digital Penmanship—a variable font interpolator. Initially, the perceived identity 

for Digital Penmanship was ‘user as maker’, and the focus was on OOM systems. However, after 

going through the process, I think that limiting the user to one identity is doing them a disservice. 

It is important to acknowledge that the advent of new technologies does not impact just one 

identity. Therefore, considering this, the perceived identities should be expanded to include ‘user 

as communicator.’ This means that in Digital Penmanship, both OOM systems and Option-

oriented Communication (OOC) systems should be analyzed. 329  In addition to the perceived 

identities of the user, it is also vital that ‘user as individual’ is emphasized throughout the process.  

The concept of Digital Penmanship was derived from the centralizing of the ‘user as 

individual’ within option-oriented communication systems, and how identity was communicated 

in earlier modes of text-based communication. Combining these two ideas led to the translation of 

keystroke dynamic methodologies to the personalized depiction of the rendered characters. It was 

because of the centralizing of the ‘user as individual’ and the emphasizing of where that 

individuality existed in the previous technologies that the resulting technology was able to create 

a fingerprint like uniqueness for each individual’s digital penmanship.  

While initially, Identity Centered Design considered a singular identity, the realization that 

it should include multiple identities means that it will need to be revised to be more inclusive. The 

resulting definition of Identity Centered Design is the focus on the creation of technology and 

seeking out of places within Option-oriented (OO) systems to make space for the individual. 

Identity Centered Design achieves this through the development of design practices that add 

 
 

329 A potential example of OOC systems are glyphs and emojis.  
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disfluency to the traditional flow. The goal of Identity Centered Design is to educate the individual 

on their current reality by making visible the obfuscated. Identity Centered Design is about 

empowering the individual. It does not dismiss the value that User Centered Design has brought 

to modern-day society. Instead, Identity Centered Design focuses on creating functional 

technologies that present the individual with alternative ways of looking at and interacting with 

tools and systems. Whether or not the individual sees value in the alternative technology is for 

them to decide. Identity Centered Design is of the belief that the individual should be able to make 

educated decisions about the technologies that they use that could have long-lasting impacts on 

the definition of the individual.  
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APPENDIX A. CODE RESOURCES 
A.1 JS Libraries 

PubNub (realtime messaging)  

 Draft.Js  

MongoDB  

PingDom 

“lodash”: “^4.17.21”, 

“math.js”: “^1.1.46”, 

Regression.js 

D3.js 

Dompurify  

“@types/dompurify”: “^2.2.1”, 

 “@types/draft-js”: “0.10.38”, 

“@types/invariant”: “^2.2.31”, 

“@types/mathjs”: “^6.0.11”, 

“@types/pubnub”: “^4.28.2”, 

“@types/react”: “^16.9.25”, 

“@types/react-dom”: “^16.9.1”, 

“@types/react-redux”: “^7.1.2”, 

“@types/styled-components”: “^5.0.1”, 

“axios”: “^0.21.1”, 

“babel-loader”: “^8.1.0”, 

“d3”: “^6.6.0”, 

“dompurify”: “^2.2.7”, 
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“draft-js”: “^0.10.4”, 

“draft-js-custom-styles”: “^2.1.1”, 

“draft-js-export-html”: “^1.4.1”, 

“draft-js-raw-content-state”: “^1.2.7”, 

“draftjs-utils”: “^0.10.2”, 

“file-save”: “^0.2.0”, 

“file-saver”: “^2.0.5”, 

“framer-motion”: “^1.10.2”, 

“htmlparser”: “^1.7.7”, 

““immutable”: “^3.7.6”, 

“invariant”: “^2.2.4”, 

“lodash”: “^4.17.21”, 

“math.js”: “^1.1.46”, 

“mathjs”: “^9.3.0”, 

“polished”: “^3.5.1”, 

“pubnub”: “^4.28.3”, 

“pubnub-react”: “^2.0.0”, 

“pubnub-redux”: “0.0.12”, 

“react”: “^16.13.1”, 

“react-avatar”: “^3.10.0”, 

“react-contenteditable”: “^3.3.5”, 

“react-dom”: “^16.13.1”, 

“react-redux”: “^7.2.0”, 
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“react-rte”: “^0.16.3”, 

“realm”: “^10.4.0”, 

“redux”: “^4.0.4”, 

“redux-thunk”: “^2.3.0”, 

“regression”: “^2.0.1”, 

“reselect”: “^4.0.0”, 

“styled-components”: “^5.0.1”, 

“styled-system”: “^5.1.5”, 

“survey-react”: “^1.8.43”, 

“uuid”: “^8.3.2”, 

“webpack”: “^4.42 
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APPENDIX B. IRB DOCUMENTATION 
B.1 IRB Submission Form 
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B.2 IRB Consent Form 
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APPENDIX C. TYPEFACE ANATOMY 
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APPENDIX D. DIGITAL PENMANSHIP MODAL TEXT  

Thank you for taking the time to participate in the user testing of my application: Digital Penmanship. 

Digital Penmanship is a chat-based application that has been created to showcase a technology that I have 

developed to fulfill the practice component of my doctoral dissertation at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

(RPI) in Upstate, NY. 

Digital Penmanship was designed to allow for the inclusion of the author within their messages. Research has 

demonstrated that every person has their own unique way of typing, and by capturing a user’s keystroke data, 

we can successfully verify an individual's identity. Although you may not be aware of it, the applications we 

use everyday capture data on how we interact with their system, including your keystroke data. 

The goal behind Digital Penmanship is to take back ownership of our biometric data within the digital 

platforms that we use and repurpose it as a way to solve issues surrounding miscommunication and authorship 

within social media and chat-based applications. 

To participate in the study, you have to click into the text box at the bottom of the page and start typing. 

As you type, you should notice that the letters shown on the screen don't all look the same. Some might be 

angled to the right or left, others super bold, etc. 

Don't Panic This is by design. 

Why are the letters changing? The letters are changing to respond to your keystrokes. It looks at the speed 

you are typing, where the letters are on the keyboard, how long keys are pressed, etc., and maps your type data 

onto the variation axes of a variable font. 

But wait, doesn't that mean you are also storing/tracking my data? Going into this project, I made a conscious 

decision to design the system in a way that would be 100% responsive without needing to store or collect any 

user data to function. Each time you visit the page, a new 'baseline' or 'dataset' is generated for you, and then 

when you close the browser window, your history is cleared. The trade-off for not maintaining a data profile 

for each user is that as the program generates your new profile, you may experience some drastic changes in 

how the characters are rendered. This should only last for the first couple of letters, and then they should begin 

to regulate. 
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Disclaimers  

Please note that because this is a user test, your data is being collected for later analysis, but it cannot be tied 

back to you. It will not be shared with anyone aside from my committee members for assistance during 

analysis.  

Although the application works on mobile and web browsers, it has been designed for standard keyboards and 

not touchscreens. While you will see changes on touchscreen devices, I am unsure of the accuracy of the 

changes that you will be shown. If possible, I recommend using the application with a standard or mechanical 

computer keyboard. 
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APPENDIX E. APPLICATION CODE FILES  
E.1 typing.js 

1. import { avgDwell, keyDwell, dwellTime } from “./font-interpolation/dwell-time”; 

2. import { nesting, record, tempCapt, dataLoad } from “./data-mapping”; 

3. import { 

4.    compWeight, 

5.    dwellTm, 

6.    patVariance 

7.  } from “./font-interpolation/weight-mapping”; 

8.   

9. // eslint-disable-next-line 

10. import { map_variance } from “./font-interpolation”; 

11. import kScore from “./font-interpolation/keyPress_score.json”; 

12. import { widthVar } from “./font-interpolation/width-mapping”; 

13. import { strokeString } from “./font-interpolation/letter-angle”; 

14.   

15. //keypress and release 

16. var pressTime; 

17. var releaseTime; 

18. var vwidth = 300; 

19. //Create Dictionary with Object 

20. // eslint-disable-next-line 

21. var strokeLog = {}; 

22. var dict = []; 

23. var recordNo = []; 

24. var rate; 

25. var press = 0; 

26. var thickVals; 

27. var newMessage = []; 

28. var fontSettings; 

29. var fontSetLog = []; 

30. var varParm; 

31. var vSize; 

32.  

33. function typing(key) { 

34.    if (press === 0) { 

35.      dataLoad(); 

36.      press++; 

37.    } 

38.   

39.  kScore.key_Pressed[key]++; 

40.    var dstart = new Date(); //register the date that the key is first being pressed 

41.    pressTime = dstart.getTime(); //pull the time that the key was first pressed and save  

42.      that time as pressTime 

43.   

44.    dict = removeEmptyOrNull(dict); 

45.   

46.    if (dict[key]) { 

47.    } else { 

48.      dict[key] = pressTime; //adds the pressed key to the dictionary, and saves the time  

49.       the letter is pressed to the key 

50.    } 

51.    strokeString(key); 

52.   

53.    thickVals = compWeight(key); 

54.    varParm = patVariance(); 

55.    vSize = widthVar(key); 

56.    newMessage.push({ 

57.      style: 

58.        “font-variation-settings: 'wght' “ + thickVals[0] + “'wdth' “ + vwidth, 

59.      letter: key 

60.    }); 

61.    if (dict.length > 1) { 
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62.      // varParm = varParm(spaStore, space,0, 200); 

63.   

64.      fontSettings = 

65.        “'wght' “ + 

66.        roundVal(thickVals[0]) + 

67.        “, 'SPAC'“ + 

68.        roundVal(vSize[1]) + 

69.        “, 'ASCE'“ + 

70.        roundVal(vSize[2]) + 

71.        “, 'DESC'“ + 

72.        roundVal(vSize[3]) + 

73.        “, 'HEIG' “ + 

74.        roundVal(vSize[0]) + 

75.        “, 'CURV'“ + 

76.        roundVal(thickVals[1]) + 

77.        “, 'MONO'“ + 

78.        roundVal(varParm); 

79.    } else { 

80.      fontSettings = 

81.        “'wght' “ + 

82.        roundVal(thickVals[0]) + 

83.        “, 'ASCE'“ + 

84.        roundVal(vSize[2]) + 

85.        “, 'DESC'“ + 

86.        roundVal(vSize[3]) + 

87.        “, 'HEIG' “ + 

88.        roundVal(vSize[0]) + 

89.        “, 'SPAC'“ + 

90.        roundVal(vSize[1]) + 

91.        “, 'CURV'“ + 

92.        roundVal(thickVals[1]) + 

93.        “, 'MONO'“ + 

94.        roundVal(varParm); 

95.    } 

96.   

97.    function roundVal(number) { 

98.      return Math.round(number * 10) / 10; 

99.    } 

100.    fontSetLog.push({ 

101.      key: key, 

102.      “font settings used”: fontSettings 

103.    }); 

104.    return { 

105.      1: fontSettings, 

106.      2: newMessage 

107.    }; 

108.  } 

109.   

110.   
111.  function typeRelease(key) { 

112.    var dend = new Date(); 

113.    releaseTime = dend.getTime(); //release time is equal to the time that the key  

114.     was released 

115.    const keydwellTm = keyDwell(releaseTime, key, dict); 

116.    tempCapt(key, releaseTime, dict); //temporary store the last two keys 

117.    dwellTm(key, dict, releaseTime); 

118.    const gdTime = avgDwell(releaseTime, dict); 

119.    // vwidth = map_variance(gdTime, 0, 0.25, 25, 151); //using the variance  

120.     mapping function to map the global average dwellTime onto the width of the  

121.     individual characters 

122.    nesting(key, dict, pressTime, vwidth, rate, dwellTime); 

123.    kScore.key_Pressed[key]--; 

124.    recordNo++; 

125.    record( 

126.      recordNo, 

127.      key, 
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128.      releaseTime, 

129.      keydwellTm, 

130.      vwidth, 

131.      gdTime, 

132.      rate, 

133.      dict, 

134.      dwellTime, 

135.      thickVals, 

136.      fontSettings, 

137.      varParm, 

138.      vSize 

139.    ); 

140.    //nesting(key); 

141.    // var typelog = JSON.stringify(strokeLog, null, “ “); 

142.    // console.log(typelog); 

143.   

144.   
145.    delete dict.key; //when the key is released, delete the key that has been  

146.     released from the dictionary 

147.    delete dict[key.toString()]; 

148.    dict = removeEmptyOrNull(dict); 

149.  } 

150.   

151.   
152.  const removeEmptyOrNull = obj => { 

153.    Object.keys(obj).forEach( 

154.      k => 

155.        (obj[k] && typeof obj[k] === “object” && removeEmptyOrNull(obj[k])) || 

156.        (!obj[k] && obj[k] !== undefined && delete obj[k]) 

157.    ); 

158.   

159.   
160.    return obj; 

161.  }; 

162.   

163.   
164.  export { typeRelease, typing, dict, fontSetLog }; 
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E.2 Linear Mapping  

1. //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

2. // //////////////////////////       Mapping Values      //////////////////////////// 

3. function mapFactor(data, value, min_value, max_value) { 

4.   let sum = 0; // stores sum of elements 

5.   let sumsq = 0; // stores sum of squares 

6.  

7.   for (var i = 0; i < data.length; ++i) { 

8.     sum += data[i]; 

9.     sumsq += data[i] * data[i]; 

10.   } 

11.  

12.   const l = data.length; 

13.   const mean = math.mean(data); 

14.   const varience = sumsq / l - mean * mean; 

15.   const sd = Math.sqrt(varience); 

16.   const data3 = []; // uses for data which is 3 standard deviations from the mean 

17.  

18.   for (var i = 0; i < data.length; ++i) { 

19.     if (data[i] > mean - 3 * sd && data[i] < mean + 3 * sd) data3.push(data[i]); 

20.   } 

21.   

22.   // let temp_list = tempList(list_item); 

23.   const minimum = Math.min.apply(null, data3); 

24.   const maximum = Math.max.apply(null, data3); 

25.   

26.   if (value > maximum) { 

27.     const varItems = [value, maximum]; 

28.     const variation = dataVariability(varItems); 

29.     return { 

30.       0: 1, 

31.       1: maximum 

32.     }; 

33.   } else if (value < minimum) { 

34.     const varItems = [value, minimum]; 

35.     const variation = dataVariability(varItems); 

36.     return { 

37.       0: 2, 

38.       1: maximum 

39.     }; 

40.   } else { 

41.     const temp_mappedValue = map_variance( 

42.       value, 

43.       minimum, 

44.       maximum, 

45.       min_value, 

46.       max_value 

47.     ); 

48.   

49.     return temp_mappedValue; 

50.   } 

51. } 

52.   
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E.3 data-mapping.js  

1. import datas from “./datas/log_new.json”; 

2. // key press duration and latencies, typing rate, and typing pressure 

3. // Cluster Analysis:  

4. // Gathering information about keystroke features to form a homogenous cluster  

5. // The feature data contained within a cluster are closely related to each other, and very  

6. // different from others 

7.   

8.  // D = R1 - P1 

9.  //Ftype1 = P2 - R1 

10.  //Ftype2 = R2 - R1 

11.  //Ftype3 = P2 - P1 

12.  //Ftype4 = R2 - P1 

13.   

14.  var captData = []; 

15.  var fullreglog = []; 

16.  var fullregCompLog = []; 

17.   

18.  var temp = []; 

19.   

20.  var captCount = 0; 

21.  var pressNo = 1; 

22.   

23.  var cap = 0; 

24.  var strokeLog = []; 

25.   

26.  function myTime() { 

27.    var d = new Date(); 

28.    var startTime = d.getTime(); 

29.   

30.    return startTime; 

31.   

32.  function getRandomInt(max) { 

33.    return Math.floor(Math.random() * Math.floor(max)); 

34.  } 

35.  var sampleSet = []; 

36.   

37.  function dataLoad() { 

38.    var sampleSize = 30; 

39.    for (var i = 0; i < sampleSize; i += 1) { 

40.      var randX = getRandomInt(306); 

41.      // eslint-disable-next-line 

42.      let dscope = { 

43.        x: randX 

44.      }; 

45.    } 

46.    sampleSet.push(datas[randX]); 

47.   

48.    fullreglog = sampleSet; 

49.    //  console.log(fullreglog); 

50.  } 

51.   

52.  function fillIn(key, dict, releaseTime) { 

53.    temp.push({ 

54.      press: key, 

55.      start: dict[key], 

56.      number: pressNo, 

57.      release: releaseTime 

58.    }); 

59.  } 

60.   

61.   

62.  function sampleGen() { 
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63.    var sampleSize = 30; 

64.    for (var i = 0; i < sampleSize; i += 1) { 

65.      var randX = getRandomInt(306); 

66.      // eslint-disable-next-line 

67.      let dscope = { 

68.        x: randX 

69.      }; 

70.      var sampleSet = []; 

71.      sampleSet.push(datas[randX]); 

72.    } 

73.    fullreglog = sampleSet; 

74.    cap = fullreglog.length; //get the length of the array at this point so that a 'cap' can  

75.     be generated to ensure that the list will never exceed that length 

76.  } 

77.  var firstkey; 

78.  var counter = 1; 

79.  function nesting(key, dict, startTime, vwidth, rate) { 

80.    if (counter === 1) { 

81.    //if the counter is equal to 1 then it is the first time the function is running 

82.   

83.    // fullreglog = datas; //store all values of data to fullreglog 

84.      cap = fullreglog.length; //get the length of the array at this point so that a 'cap'  

85.       can be generated to ensure that the list will never exceed that length 

86.      counter++; //next increase counter by 1 

87.    } 

88.    var secondkey = key; //secondKey is equal to 'key' 

89.    counter++; 

90.    if (temp.length < 1) { 

91.      //if temp only has one value in it 

92.      firstkey = secondkey; 

93.    } else { 

94.      firstkey = temp[0].press; 

95.    } 

96.    var tof = dict[secondkey] - temp[0].release; //time of flight is equal to the pressTime 

97.     of the second key minus the release time of the first key 

98.   

99.    fullreglog.push({ 

100.      id: counter, 

101.      first_key: firstkey, 

102.      second_key: secondkey, 

103.      start: dict[key], 

104.      end: temp[0].release, 

105.      timeofflight: tof 

106.    }); 

107.   

108.   fullregCompLog.push({ 

109.      id: counter, 

110.      first_key: firstkey, 

111.      second_key: secondkey, 

112.      start: dict[key], 

113.      end: temp[0].release, 

114.      timeofflight: tof 

115.    }); 

116.     

117.    captData = []; 

118.   
119.    return fullreglog; 

120.   

121.     if (counter <= cap) { 

122.      fullreglog.shift(); 

123.    } else if (fullreglog > cap) { 

124.    } 

125.   

126.   function tempCapt(key, releaseTime, dict) { 

127.  //function used to generate the array for storing the temporary data that will  

128.           be used to calculate TOF 
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129.    pressNo = pressNo + 1; 

130.   

131.   
132.    if (captCount <= 1) { 

133.      //if capture count is 1 or less than do this 

134.      captCount = captCount + 1; 

135.      fillIn(key, dict, releaseTime); 

136.    } else { 

137.      //otherwise do this and maintain captCount=2 

138.   

139.   
140.      captCount = 2; 

141.      fillIn(key, dict, releaseTime); 

142.    } 

143.   

144.  } 

145.   

146.  
147.         //push the actual information to record so that we have the data on the keystrokes 

148.  function record(  

149.  
150.    recordNo, 

151.    key, 

152.    releaseTime, 

153.    keydwellTm, 

154.    vwidth, 

155.    gdTime, 

156.    rate, 

157.    dict, 

158.    dwellTime, 

159.    thickVals, 

160.    fontSettings, 

161.    varParm, 

162.    vSize 

163.  
164.  ) { 

165.  

166.    if (recordNo <= 1) { 

167.  
168.    } else{ 

169.  
170.      strokeLog[recordNo] = [ 

171.        { 

172.          key: key, 

173.          start: dict[key], 

174.          end: releaseTime, 

175.          ldwellTm: dwellTime(dict[key], releaseTime), 

176.          keydwellTm: keydwellTm, 

177.          width: thickVals, 

178.          avgdwellTime: gdTime, 

179.          “font output settings”: fontSettings, 

180.          “variance parameter”: varParm 

181.   

182.        } 

183.      ]; 

184.  
185.  } 

186.  // eslint-disable-next-line 

187.  function updateNest(curNum, release) { 

188.    fullreglog[curNum].push({ 

189.  
190.  // if the release time is  

191.           // missing then go back and find the input and add the release time to the array 

192.  
193.    }); 

194.  } 
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195.   

196.   
197.  export { 

198.    sampleGen, 

199.    nesting, 

200.    record, 

201.    myTime, 

202.    tempCapt, 

203.    dataLoad, 

204.    fullreglog, 

205.    strokeLog, 

206.    counter, 

207.    cap, 

208.    captData, 

209.    fullregCompLog 

210.            } 
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E.4 derivative.js 

1. import * as math from “mathjs”; 

2. import _ from “lodash”; 

3. import { renderGraph, dataEqs } from “./render-graph”; 

4.   

5.  var m = 0; 

6.   

7.  // The derivative of a function y = f(x) of a variable x is a measure of the rate  

8.   at which the value y of the function changes with respect to the change of the variable x. 

9.   It is called the derivative of f with respect to x. 

10.  // The sign of the first derivative tells you whether a function is increasing or 

11.   decreasing. The sign of the second derivative tells you whether a function is concave up 

12.   or concave down.  

13.   “Inflection point” means a point where the second derivative changes sign. 

14.  // The second derivative may be used to determine local extrema of a function under    

15.   certain conditions. If a function has a critical point for which f′(x) = 0 and the second 

16.   derivative is positive at this point, then f has a local minimum here. 

17.   

18.  const e = 2.71828; 

19.   

20.  function rocRender(value, pass) { 

21.  var yTOF = value; 

22.   

23.    var xTOF; 

24.    //set the equation for the polynomial regresion 

25.    var eq = dataEqs[dataEqs.length - 1].log;  

26.   

27.    var eq1Fix = eq.replace(“ ln”, “*log”); 

28.    var eqFix = eq1Fix.replace(“y = “, ““); 

29.     

30.    var eqRash = math.simplify(eqFix); 

31.    var eqInverse = invertEq(eqRash); 

32.    var equationCalc = eqRash; 

33.   

34.    let scope = { 

35.      y: yTOF 

36.    }; 

37.   

38.    xTOF = math.evaluate(eqInverse, scope); 

39.    m = math.derivative(equationCalc, “x”).evaluate({ x: xTOF }); 

40.     

41.    var derivEq = math.derivative(equationCalc, “x”); 

42.  

43.    var derivEqString = derivEq.toString(); 

44.   

45.    if (pass < 1) { 

46.      var slopeExt = derivGraph(derivEqString); 

47.    } 

48.   

49.    eqInverse = derivInverse(derivEq); 

50.    // eslint-disable-next-line 

51.    let dscope = { 

52.      y: 0 

53.    }; 

54.   

55.    return { 

56.      slope: m 

57.    }; 

58.     

59.    return false; 

60.  } 

61.  var a; 

62.  var b; 
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63.  function derivInverse(strDeriv) { 

64.    strDeriv = strDeriv.toString(); 

65.    var indices = []; 

66.   

67.    for (var i = 0; i < strDeriv.length; i++) { 

68.      if (strDeriv[i] === “/”) indices.push(i); 

69.    } 

70.   

71.    var dcalculation = []; 

72.   

73.    for (i = 0; i < indices.length; i += 1) { 

74.      var dpiece = []; 

75.      var dpieces = []; 

76.   

77.      if (i < 1) { 

78.        a = 0; 

79.        b = indices[i]; 

80.        dpiece = strDeriv.slice(a, b); 

81.      } else { 

82.        a = indices[i]; 

83.        b = indices[i - 1]; 

84.        dpiece = strDeriv.slice(b, a); 

85.      } 

86.  

87.      var dleftEq = []; 

88.      dleftEq = “y”; 

89.      var n = 0; 

90.   

91.      dpieces = “*” + “(“ + dpiece.slice(1, dpiece.length) + “)”; 

92.      dcalculation.push(dpieces.toString()); 

93.   

94.   

95.      // eslint-disable-next-line 

96.      _.forEach(dcalculation, (inside, outside) => { 

97.        const store = []; 

98.   

99.        store.push(dleftEq); 

100.        store.push(dcalculation[n]); 

101.   
102.        dleftEq = “(“ + store[0] + store[1] + “)”; 

103.   

104.   
105.        n++; 

106.      }); 

107.    } 

108.   

109.   

110.    return dleftEq; 

111.  } 

112.   

113.  function invertEq(str) { 

114.    var storing = []; 

115.   

116.    var splitters = [“-”, “+”, “*”]; 

117.    str = str.toString(); 

118.    var editsParm = []; 

119.    var spot = 0; 

120.    _.forEach(splitters, (inside, outside) => { 

121.      var location = str.indexOf(inside); 

122.      spot = spot + 1; 

123.      if (location < 0) { 

124.      } else { 

125.        editsParm.push({ 

126.          symbol: inside, 

127.          index: location, 

128.          loc: spot 
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129.        }); 

130.   

131.      } 

132.    }); 

133.   

134.   

135.    var i; 

136.    var calculation = []; 

137.    var calcDefer = []; 

138.    var stopper; 

139.    if (editsParm.length >= 3) { 

140.      var tempEdits = editsParm; 

141.   
142.      tempEdits.sort(function (a, b) { 

143.        return a.index - b.index; 

144.      }); 

145.   

146.      var di = 0; 

147.   

148.      _.forEach(tempEdits, (inside, outside) => { 

149.        di = di + 1; 

150.        storing.push({ 

151.          index: inside.index, 

152.          symbol: inside.symbol, 

153.          spot: inside.loc, 

154.          id: di 

155.        }); 

156.        storing.sort(function (a, b) { 

157.          return a.spot - b.spot; 

158.        }); 

159.        editsParm = storing; 

160.   

161.      }); 

162.    } 

163.   

164.   
165.    for (i = 0; i < editsParm.length - 1; i += 1) { 

166.      var piece = []; 

167.      var pieces = []; 

168.   

169.   
170.      if (editsParm.length === 3) { 

171.        if (editsParm[i].id > i) { 

172.          if (editsParm[i].id === 3) { 

173.            var b = str.length; 

174.            var a = editsParm[i].index; 

175.            piece = str.slice(a, b); 

176.  
177.          } else if (editsParm[i].id !== 3) { 

178.            var zPos = editsParm[i].id; 

179.            // eslint-disable-next-line 

180.            var item = _.forEach(editsParm, (inside, outside) => { 

181.              if (inside.id === zPos + 1) { 

182.                stopper = inside.index; 

183.              } 

184.            }); 

185.   

186.   
187.            b = stopper; 

188.            a = editsParm[i].index; 

189.            piece = str.slice(a, b); 

190.   

191.          } 

192.        } else if (editsParm[i].id < i) { 

193.          zPos = editsParm[i].id; 

194.          // eslint-disable-next-line 
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195.          item = _.forEach(editsParm, (inside, outside) => { 

196.            if (inside.id === zPos + 1) { 

197.              stopper = inside.index; 

198.            } 

199.          }); 

200.          b = stopper; 

201.          a = editsParm[i].index; 

202.          piece = str.slice(a, b); 

203.        } else if (editsParm[i].id === i) { 

204.          if (i === 2) { 

205.            b = str.length; 

206.            a = editsParm[i].index; 

207.            piece = str.slice(a, b); 

208.          } else { 

209.            b = editsParm[i + 1].index; 

210.            a = editsParm[i].index; 

211.            piece = str.slice(a, b); 

212.   

213.          } 

214.        } 

215.      } else if (editsParm[0].index > editsParm[1].index) { 

216.        b = str.length; 

217.        a = editsParm[i].index; 

218.        piece = str.slice(a, b); 

219.   

220.      } else { 

221.        if ((i = 1)) { 

222.          b = str.length; 

223.          a = editsParm[i].index; 

224.          piece = str.slice(a, b); 

225.        } else { 

226.          b = editsParm[i + 1].index; 

227.          a = editsParm[i].index; 

228.          // console.log('1 was greater than 0') 

229.          piece = str.slice(a, b); 

230.        } 

231.      } 

232.   

233.   
234.      if (editsParm[i].symbol === “-”) { 

235.        pieces = “+” + “(“ + piece.slice(1, piece.length) + “)”; 

236.   

237.   
238.        calculation.push(pieces.toString()); 

239.      } else if (editsParm[i].symbol === “+”) { 

240.        pieces = “-” + “(“ + piece.slice(1, piece.length) + “)”; 

241.   

242.        calculation.push(pieces.toString()); 

243.      } else if (editsParm[i].symbol === “*”) { 

244.        var mlogCheck = pieces.includes(“log”); 

245.        if (mlogCheck === true) { 

246.          pieces = “(“ + piece.slice(1, piece.length) + “))”; 

247.        } else { 

248.          pieces = “/” + “(“ + piece.slice(1, piece.length) + “)”; 

249.   

250.          calculation.push(pieces.toString()); 

251.        } 

252.      } else if (editsParm[i].symbol === “/”) { 

253.        pieces = “*” + “(“ + piece.slice(1, piece.length) + “)”; 

254.   

255.        calculation.push(pieces.toString()); 

256.      } 

257.   
258.      var logCheck = pieces.includes(“log”); 

259.   

260.   
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261.      if (logCheck === true) { 

262.        calculation.splice(-1, 1); 

263.        calcDefer.push(“e” + “^” + “(“ + “leftEq” + “)”); 

264.      } 

265.   

266.   

267.      if (i >= 2) { 

268.        calculation.push(calcDefer[0]); 

269.      } 

270.   

271.   
272.    } 

273.    var leftEq = []; 

274.    leftEq = “y”; 

275.    var n = 0; 

276.   

277.   
278.    _.forEach(calculation, (inside, outside) => { 

279.      const store = []; 

280.   
281.      store.push(leftEq); 

282.      store.push(calculation[n]); 

283.   
284.      var eCheck = store[1].includes(“e”); 

285.   
286.      if (eCheck === true) { 

287.        leftEq = e + “^” + “(“ + store[0] + “)”; 

288.      } else { 

289.        leftEq = “(“ + store[0] + store[1] + “)”; 

290.      } 

291.   

292.      n = n + 1; 

293.    }); 

294.   

295.   
296.    return leftEq; 

297.  } 

298.   

299.   
300.  //graphing the derivative 

301.  function derivGraph(derivEq) { 

302.    var derivPts = []; 

303.   

304.   
305.    var sampleSize = 30; 

306.    for (var i = 0; i < sampleSize; i += 1) { 

307.      var randX = getRandomInt(300); 

308.      let dscope = { 

309.        x: randX 

310.      }; 

311.   

312.   
313.      var yVal = math.evaluate(derivEq, dscope); 

314.   
315.      derivPts.push([yVal, randX]); 

316.    } 

317.   

318.    var dvPts = []; 

319.   

320.   
321.    var sortdvPts = []; 

322.    sortdvPts = derivPts.sort(function (a, b) { 

323.      return +a[0] - +b[0]; 

324.    }); 

325.   

326.   
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327.    _.forEach(sortdvPts, (inside, outside) => { 

328.      dvPts.push([inside[0], inside[1]]); 

329.    }); 

330.    renderGraph(dvPts, 0); 

331.    var maxMin = []; 

332.    maxMin.push(dvPts[0][0]); 

333.    maxMin.push(dvPts[dvPts.length - 1][0]); 

334.     

335.    return maxMin; 

336.  } 

337.   

338.   
339.  function getRandomInt(max) { 

340.    return Math.floor(Math.random() * Math.floor(max)); 

341.  } 

342.   

343.   
344.  export { rocRender }; 

345.   
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E.5 sorting-data.js 

1. import _ from “lodash”; 

2.  import datas from “./datas/log_new.json”; 

3.   

4.  var sortedMore = []; 

5.   

6.  var data = datas; 

7.   

8.  function sortDataPR(datas) { 

9.  

10.    var sorted = datas.sort(function (a, b) { 

11.      return +a.timeofflight - +b.timeofflight; 

12.    }); 

13.    var h = 1; 

14.   

15.    _.forEach(sorted, (inside, outside) => { 

16.      h = h + 1; 

17.      var num = []; 

18.      num.push(Number(inside.timeofflight)); 

19.   

20.      num.push(h); 

21.   

22.      data.push(num); 

23.    }); 

24.  

25.    return data; 

26.  } 

27.   

28.  function sortData(data) { 

29.    var sorted = data.sort(function (a, b) { 

30.      return +a.timeofflight - +b.timeofflight; 

31.    }); 

32.    var h = 1; 

33.   

34.    _.forEach(sorted, (inside, outside) => { 

35.      h = h + 1; 

36.      sortedMore.push([inside.timeofflight, h]); 

37.    }); 

38.   

39.    return sortedMore; 

40.  } 

41.   

42.  export { sortData, sortDataPR }; 

43.  
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E.6  render-graph.js 

1. import * as d3 from “d3”; 

2. import _ from “lodash”; 

3. import regression from “regression”; 

4. import fullreglog from “./data-mapping”; 

5. var dataEqs = []; 

6.   

7.   

8. function renderGraph(dataNew, q) { 

9.    var dataEdit = []; 

10.    var minD = d3.min(dataNew, function (d) { 

11.      return d[0]; 

12.    }); 

13.   

14.    var updater; 

15.    // console.log(“this was passed to here 1”) 

16.    if (minD < 0) { 

17.      updater = 0 - minD; 

18.    } else { 

19.      updater = 0; 

20.    } 

21.   

22.    _.forEach(dataNew, (d, outside) => { 

23.      var dataVal = []; 

24.      dataVal.push(d[1], d[0] + updater); 

25.      dataEdit.push(dataVal); 

26.    }); 

27.   

28.    if (q > 0) { 

29.      var logReg = regression.logarithmic(dataEdit); 

30.   

31.      var logRegEq = logReg.string; 

32.   

33.      dataEqs.push({ 

34.        log: logRegEq 

35.      }); 

36.   

37.      return dataEdit; 

38.    } 

39.  } 

40.   

41.  export { renderGraph, dataEqs }; 

42.   
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E.7 font-interpolation.js 

1. //////////////////////////  mapping variance  //////////////////////////// 

2.   

3.   

4.  function map_variance(value, low1, high1, low2, high2) { 

5.    return low2 + ((high2 - low2) * (value - low1)) / (high1 - low1); 

6.  } 

7.   

8.   

9.  function variance_smoother(value, valueTot_avg) { 

10.    return (value + valueTot_avg) / 2; 

11.  } 

12.   

13.   

14.  function adj_Parameters(valueTot, ntotal) { 

15.    return valueTot / ntotal; 

16.  } 

17.   

18.   

19.  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

20.   

21.   

22.  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

23.   

24.   

25.  export { map_variance, variance_smoother, adj_Parameters }; 
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E.8 features.js 

1. //calculating features 

2. import { captData } from “./data-mapping”; 

3. var D = 0; 

4. var Ftype1 = 0; 

5. var Ftype2 = 0; 

6. var Ftype3 = 0; 

7. var Ftype4 = 0; 

8.   

9.   

10. function renderFeatures(captData) { 

11.  

12.   // D = R1 - P1 

13.  D = captData[0].R1 - captData[0].P1; 

14.   

15.   

16.  //Ftype1 = P2 - R1 

17.  Ftype1 = captData[0].P2 - captData[0].R1; 

18.   

19.   //Ftype2 = R2 - R1 

20.  Ftype2 = captData[0].R2 - captData[0].R1; 

21.   

22.  //Ftype3 = P2 - P1 

23.  Ftype3 = captData[0].P2 - captData[0].P1; 

24.   

25.  //Ftype4 = R2 - P1 

26.  Ftype4 = captData[0].R2 - captData[0].P1; 

27.   

28.  return { 

29.      0: D, 

30.      1: Ftype1, 

31.      2: Ftype2, 

32.      3: Ftype3, 

33.      4: Ftype4 

34.    }; 

35.  } 

36.  export { renderFeatures }; 
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E.9 dwell-time.js 

1. var keydwellTm; 

2. var dTime; 

3. var dwTime; 

4. var dwellLog = []; 

5. var gdTime; 

6.   

7. //////////////////////////  dwell time  //////////////////////////// 

8. //function for calculating dwellTime for each individual key press interaction 

9.  

10. function dwellTime(pressTime, releaseTime) { 

11.    dTime = releaseTime - pressTime; 

12.    dwTime = dTime / 1000; 

13.    return dwTime; 

14.  } 

15.   

16. function keyDwell(releaseTime, key, dict) { 

17.  

18.    keydwellTm = dwellTime(dict[key], releaseTime); //pass the press time from the 

19.     dictionary and the current release time through the dwellTime calculator function. 

20.  

21.    dwellLog[key] = keydwellTm; //in the dwellLog, add a new entry for the current key being 

22.     pressed and then set it equal to the current local 

23.     

24.     if (dwellLog[key]) { 

25.      //if the current key that is being pressed is already in the dictionary then perform 

26.       the following function 

27.      dwellLog[key] = (dwellLog[key] + keydwellTm) / 2; //calculates an average dwellTime 

28.       for each letter 

29.    } 

30.   

31.    return keydwellTm; 

32.  } 

33.   

34.  function avgDwell(dict) { 

35.    //for loop to calculate a 'global' average dwellTime 

36.    let sum = 0; 

37.    let i = 0; //counter to register the amount of keys in the dictionary 

38.   

39.    for (let key in dwellLog) { 

40.      sum += dwellLog[key]; 

41.      i = i + 1; 

42.    } 

43.   

44.    gdTime = sum / i; //global dwelltime is equalto the sum divided by the total number of 

45.     items in the dictionary 

46.   

47.    return gdTime; 

48.  } 

49.   

50.  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

51.   

52.  export { avgDwell, keyDwell, dwellTime }; 
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E.10 letter-angle.js 

1. import keydata from “./keyboard_map.json”; 

2. import kData from “./keyPress_score.json”; 

3. import _ from “lodash”; 

4. import { dict } from “../typing”; 

5.   

6. var strokes = ““; 

7. var potOverlap = { left: 0, right: 0 }; 

8. var dominanceMapping = { left: 0, right: 0 }; 

9.   

10. function strokeString(key) { 

11.    keyMap(key); 

12.    strokes = strokes + key; 

13.  } 

14.   

15. function keyMap(key) { 

16.  var arr = 0; 

17.  .forEach(kData.key_Pressed, (inside, outside) => { 

18.      arr = arr + inside; 

19.    }); 

20.     

21.   var lnum = strokes.length; 

22.  var key1 = strokes.charAt(lnum - 1); 

23.  var key2 = key; 

24.  var key1_side = keydata.key_location[key1]; 

25.  var key2_side = keydata.key_location[key2]; 

26.   

27.  if (key1_side === key2_side && key1 !== key2) { 

28.     

29.     var side = keydata.key1; 

30.   

31.    if (dict.length >= 2) { 

32.      } 

33.     

34.    } 

35.  

36.  var left_map = dominanceMapping.left / potOverlap.left; 

37.     

38.  var right_map = dominanceMapping.right / potOverlap.right; 

39.   

40.  var proportion = right_map / left_map; 

41.   

42.  } 

43.   

44.  export { strokeString }; 
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E.11 weight-mapping.js 

1. import { myTime } from “../data-mapping”; 

2. import { map_variance } from “../font-interpolation”; 

3. import force from “../avg_force.json”; 

4. import * as math from “mathjs”; 

5.   

6. //acceleration = delta v / t; [change in velocity over elapsed time]; 

7.   

8. //force = mass * acceleration 

9. //mass is a constant in this instance, so force increases as acceleration increases 

10.   

11. // //----parameters------// 

12.   

13. var speed = 0; //speed of typing 

14. var total = 0; //total number of characters that have been typed 

15.   

16. var curve; 

17. var weight = 180; 

18. var rateList = [0]; 

19. var accList = [0]; 

20. var pressTmList = [0]; 

21. var press = 0; 

22. var intStart; 

23. var lapseTime; 

24. var startValue; 

25.  

26. // ////////////////////////////   weight mapping   //////////////////////////// 

27.   

28. function startTimeReg() { 

29.   

30.  if (press === 0) { 

31.  

32.    startValue = getStart(press); 

33.      press++; 

34.      return startValue; 

35.  

36.    } else if (press < 50) { 

37.  

38.      press++; 

39.      let temp_lapCheck = lapseChecker(intStart); 

40.      if (temp_lapCheck === “true”) { 

41.        startValue = getStart(press); 

42.        press = 2; 

43.  

44.      } 

45.  

46.      return startValue; 

47.  

48.    } else if (press === 50) { 

49.  

50.      startValue = getStart(press); 

51.      press = 2; 

52.      return startValue; 

53.  

54.    } 

55.  } 

56.   

57.  function getStart() { 

58.  

59.    let dnew = new Date(); 

60.    let temp_cTime = dnew.getTime(); 

61.    intStart = temp_cTime; 

62.    // console.log(intStart); 
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63.    return intStart; 

64.  } 

65.   

66.  function lapseChecker(intStart) { 

67.    let dnew = new Date(); 

68.    let temp_lapcTime = dnew.getTime(); 

69.    lapseTime = (temp_lapcTime - intStart) / 1000; 

70.   

71.   

72.    if (lapseTime > 15) { 

73.      return “true”; 

74.    } else { 

75.      return “false”; 

76.    } 

77.  } 

78.   

79.   

80.  function elapseTm(startTime, currentTime) { 

81.    let elapseTime = currentTime - startTime; 

82.    let elapseTimeSec = elapseTime / 1000; 

83.    // console.log(elapseTimeSec) 

84.    return elapseTimeSec; 

85.  } 

86.   

87.   

88.  function tempList(input) { 

89.    let tempRList = input.sort((a, b) => a - b); // Sort numerically, ascending 

90.   

91.   

92.    return tempRList; 

93.  } 

94.   

95.   

96.  function rateCalc(elapseTm, press) { 

97.    if (elapseTm === 0) { 

98.      speed = 0; 

99.    } else { 

100.      // console.log(press); 

101.      // console.log(elapseTm); 

102.      // console.log(speed); 

103.      speed = press / elapseTm; 

104.      rateList.push(speed); 

105.      // console.log(rateList); 

106.    } 

107.    return speed; 

108.  } 

109.   

110.   
111.   function mapFactor(list_item, value, min_value, max_value) { 

112.    let temp_list = tempList(list_item); 

113.   

114.   
115.    let temp_mappedValue = map_variance( 

116.      value, 

117.      temp_list[0], 

118.      temp_list[temp_list.length - 1], 

119.      min_value, 

120.      max_value 

121.    ); 

122.   

123.   
124.    return temp_mappedValue; 

125.  } 

126.   

127.   
128.  function keyAvgSpeed(key, value) { 
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129.    let newAvgValue = 0; 

130.    if (force.avg_force[key].avgSpeed === 0) { 

131.      newAvgValue = value; 

132.    } else { 

133.      let old_value = force.avg_force[key].avgSpeed; 

134.      let old_total = force.avg_force[key].tot; 

135.      let old_compute = old_value * old_total; 

136.      newAvgValue = (old_compute + value) / (old_total + 1); 

137.    } 

138.    //  force.avg_force[key].tot++; 

139.    force.avg_force[key].avgSpeed = newAvgValue; 

140.    // console.log(force.avg_force[key].tot); 

141.    return newAvgValue; 

142.  } 

143.   

144.   

145.  function keyAvgAcc(key, value) { 

146.    let newAvgValue = 0; 

147.    if (force.avg_force[key].avg === 0) { 

148.      newAvgValue = value; 

149.    } else { 

150.      let old_value = force.avg_force[key].avg; 

151.      let old_total = force.avg_force[key].tot; 

152.      let old_compute = old_value * old_total; 

153.      newAvgValue = (old_compute + value) / (old_total + 1); 

154.    } 

155.    force.avg_force[key].tot++; 

156.    force.avg_force[key].avg = newAvgValue; 

157.    // console.log(force.avg_force[key].tot) 

158.    return newAvgValue; 

159.  } 

160.   

161.   
162.  function accelerationCalc(speed, storeVelocity, currentTime, pastTime) { 

163.    let temp_elapse = elapseTm(pastTime, currentTime); 

164.   

165.   

166.    if (temp_elapse === 0) { 

167.      // eslint-disable-next-line 

168.      let acceleration = 0; 

169.    } else { 

170.      let acceleration = (speed - storeVelocity) / temp_elapse; 

171.      accList.push(acceleration); 

172.      return acceleration; 

173.    } 

174.  } 

175.   

176.  function forceVariance(acceleration, key) { 

177.    var pWeight = force.avg_force[key]; 

178.    if (pWeight.avg === 0) { 

179.    } else { 

180.      var aVar = 

181.        (acceleration - force.avg_force[key].avg) / force.avg_force[key].avg; 

182.      var variance = map_variance(aVar, 0, 1, 0, 20); 

183.      return variance; 

184.    } 

185.   

186.    

187.  } 

188.   

189.   
190.  var pushNo = 0; 

191.  // var startStore = [0, 0]; 

192.  var currentValues = []; 

193.   

194.   
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195.  function compWeight(key) { 

196.    if (force.avg_force[key]) { 

197.  
198.      if (pushNo === 0) { 

199.        let currentTime = myTime(); 

200.        pressTmList.push(currentTime); 

201.        let temp_dStart = startTimeReg(); 

202.        // eslint-disable-next-line 

203.        let temp_elapseTm = elapseTm(temp_dStart, currentTime); 

204.        pushNo++; 

205.      } 

206.  
207.      let currentTime = myTime(); 

208.      pressTmList.push(currentTime); 

209.  
210.      let temp_dStart = startTimeReg(); 

211.      let temp_elapseTm = elapseTm(temp_dStart, currentTime); 

212.      let temp_speed = rateCalc(temp_elapseTm, press); 

213.   
214.      var storeVelocity = rateList[rateList.length - 2]; 

215.      force.avg_force[key].key_speeds.push(temp_speed); 

216.      // speed factor calculations 70% of 40% of weight 

217.      let temp_speedTotal = addArrayNums(rateList); 

218.      let temp_avg_Speed = temp_speedTotal / rateList.length; 

219.      let temp_keySpeedAvg = keyAvgSpeed(key, temp_speed); 

220.      let temp_avgSpeedFactor = mapFactor(rateList, temp_avg_Speed, 0, 60); 

221.      let temp_speedFactor = mapFactor(rateList, temp_speed, 0, 20); 

222.      let temp_keySpeedFactor = mapFactor( 

223.        force.avg_force[key].key_speeds, 

224.        temp_keySpeedAvg, 

225.        0, 

226.        20 

227.      ); 

228.      let temp_speedScore = 

229.      temp_speedFactor + temp_keySpeedFactor + temp_avgSpeedFactor; 

230.  
231.      let temp_speedTotFactor = map_variance(temp_speedScore, 0, 100, 0, 40); 

232.   
233.      //avg acceleration factor calculations 70% of 40% of weight 

234.      let temp_pastPressSTime = pressTmList[pressTmList.length - 2]; 

235.   

236.      let temp_acceleration = accelerationCalc( 

237.        temp_speed, 

238.        storeVelocity, 

239.        currentTime, 

240.        temp_pastPressSTime 

241.      ); 

242.  
243.      force.avg_force[key].key_acc.push(temp_acceleration); 

244.  
245.      let temp_accTotal = addArrayNums(accList); 

246.      let temp_avg_Acceleration = temp_accTotal / accList.length; 

247.      let temp_keyAccAvg = keyAvgAcc(key, temp_acceleration); 

248.      let temp_accFactor = mapFactor(accList, temp_acceleration, 0, 20); 

249.   

250.   
251.      let temp_keyAccAvgFactor = mapFactor( 

252.        force.avg_force[key].key_acc, 

253.        temp_keyAccAvg, 

254.        0, 

255.        20 

256.      ); 

257.      let temp_accelerationFactor = mapFactor(accList, temp_acceleration, 0, 60); 

258.      // console.log(“temp_accelerationFactor” + temp_accelerationFactor); 

259.      let temp_accelerationScore = 

260.        temp_accelerationFactor + temp_keyAccAvgFactor + temp_accFactor; 
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261.      let temp_accTotFactor = map_variance(temp_accelerationScore, 0, 100, 0, 40); 

262.      let temp_force_Variation = forceVariance(temp_acceleration, key); 

263.      let temp_factorTotal = 

264.        temp_accTotFactor + temp_speedTotFactor + temp_force_Variation; 

265.   

266.   

267.      let temp_weightValue = map_variance(temp_factorTotal, 0, 100, 120, 300); 

268.      let curveVal = map_variance(temp_speedScore, 0, 80, 0, 100); 

269.   

270.   
271.      currentValues.push({ 

272.        “current Time”: currentTime, 

273.        “temp start”: temp_dStart, 

274.        “elapse Time”: temp_elapseTm, 

275.        “store velocity”: storeVelocity, 

276.        “temp speed”: temp_speed, 

277.        “temp speedTotal”: temp_speedTotal, 

278.        “temp avg Speed”: temp_avg_Speed, 

279.        “temp key Speed Avg”: temp_keySpeedAvg, 

280.        “temp avg Speed Factor”: temp_avgSpeedFactor, 

281.        “temp speed Factor”: temp_speedFactor, 

282.        “temp keySpeedFactor”: temp_keySpeedFactor, 

283.        “temp speed Score”: temp_speedScore, 

284.        “temp speedTotFactor”: temp_speedTotFactor, 

285.        “temp pastPressSTime”: temp_pastPressSTime, 

286.        “ temp acceleration”: temp_acceleration, 

287.        “temp accTotal”: temp_accTotal, 

288.        “temp avg Acceleration”: temp_avg_Acceleration, 

289.        “temp keyAccAvg”: temp_keyAccAvg, 

290.        “temp accFactor”: temp_accFactor, 

291.        “temp key Acc Avg Factor”: temp_keyAccAvgFactor, 

292.        “temp acceleration Factor”: temp_accelerationFactor, 

293.        “temp acceleration Score”: temp_accelerationScore, 

294.        “temp acc Tot Factor”: temp_accTotFactor, 

295.        “temp factor Total”: temp_factorTotal, 

296.        “temp weight Value”: temp_weightValue 

297.      }); 

298.   

299.   
300.      // console.log(currentValues); 

301.   

302.   
303.      if (isNaN(temp_weightValue)) { 

304.        temp_weightValue = 180; 

305.        weight = 180; 

306.      } 

307.      weight = temp_weightValue; 

308.      curve = curveVal; 

309.    } else { 

310.    } 

311.   

312.   
313.    return { 

314.      0: weight, 

315.      1: curve 

316.    }; 

317.  } 

318.   

319.   
320.  function compCurve(key) {} 

321.  var dwellTimeValues = []; 

322.  function dwellTm(key, dict, releaseTime) { 

323.    if (force.avg_force[key]) { 

324.      let beginPress = dict[key]; 

325.   

326.   
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327.      let dwellTime = releaseTime / 1000 - beginPress / 1000; 

328.      // console.log(dwellTime); 

329.      force.avg_force[key].dwellTm = dwellTime; 

330.   

331.   
332.      // console.log(releaseTime + “ - “ + beginPress + “ = “ + dwellTime); 

333.      if (total < 1) { 

334.        force.avg_force[key].avgDT = dwellTime; 

335.        // console.log(0 + “% variance”); 

336.   

337.   
338.        dwellTimeValues.push({ 

339.          “key pressed”: key, 

340.          “time the press began”: beginPress, 

341.          “release time”: releaseTime, 

342.          “current dwell time”: dwellTime, 

343.          “average dwell time for key”: “n/a”, 

344.          “dwell time variance”: “n/a” 

345.        }); 

346.      } else { 

347.        let avgDT = force.avg_force[key].avgDT; 

348.        force.avg_force[key].avgDT = (avgDT * total + dwellTime) / (total + 1); 

349.        let varDT = (dwellTime - avgDT) / avgDT; 

350.   

351.   
352.        if (varDT >= 1.5) { 

353.        } 

354.        if (varDT <= -1.5) { 

355.        } else { 

356.          varDT = 1; 

357.        } 

358.        return varDT; 

359.        // eslint-disable-next-line 

360.        // console.log(varDT + “% variance”); 

361.        dwellTimeValues.push({ 

362.          “key pressed”: key, 

363.          “time the press began”: beginPress, 

364.          “release time”: releaseTime, 

365.          “current dwell time”: dwellTime, 

366.          “average dwell time for key”: avgDT, 

367.          “dwell time variance”: varDT 

368.        }); 

369.      } 

370.    } 

371.  } 

372.   

373.   

374.  var vScoreList = []; 

375.  var invVScoreList = []; 

376.  var rateVarianceValues = []; 

377.  function patVariance() { 

378.    let varScore = math.variance(rateList); 

379.    vScoreList.push(varScore); 

380.    // console.log(varScore); 

381.   

382.   
383.    let temp_vMono = mapFactor(vScoreList, varScore, 0, 100); 

384.   

385.   
386.    let temp_vMonoFactor = map_variance(temp_vMono, 0, 100, 0, 60); 

387.   

388.   
389.    let temp_vMonoTOTAL = addArrayNums(vScoreList); 

390.   

391.   
392.    let temp_vMonoAVG = temp_vMonoTOTAL / vScoreList.length; 
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393.    let temp_vMonoMAPAVG = mapFactor(vScoreList, temp_vMonoAVG, 0, 100); 

394.    // console.log(temp_vMonoMAPAVG); 

395.    let temp_vMonoAVGFactor = map_variance(temp_vMonoMAPAVG, 0, 100, 0, 40); 

396.   

397.   
398.    let temp_vMonoVal = temp_vMonoFactor + temp_vMonoAVGFactor; 

399.   

400.   
401.    let temp_mapMonoOutput = map_variance(temp_vMonoVal, 0, 100, 0, 60); 

402.    // console.log(temp_vMonoFactor + temp_vMonoAVGFactor); 

403.   

404.   
405.    rateVarianceValues.push({ 

406.      “rate list variance”: varScore, 

407.      “mapped rate variance from 0-100”: temp_vMono, 

408.      “mapped rate variance comp factor”: temp_vMonoFactor, 

409.      “overall average variance scores”: temp_vMonoAVG, 

410.      “mapped average variance scores 0-100”: temp_vMonoMAPAVG, 

411.      “outputted mono spacing”: temp_vMonoVal, 

412.      “0 to 100 controller incase of outlier”: temp_mapMonoOutput 

413.    }); 

414.   
415.    return temp_mapMonoOutput; 

416.  } 

417.   
418.  function addArrayNums(arr) { 

419.    let total = 0; 

420.    for (let i = 0; i < arr.length - 1; i++) { 

421.      //  console.log(arr[i]); 

422.      if (i === 0) { 

423.        if (isNaN(arr[i])) { 

424.          arr[i] = 0; 

425.        } 

426.        total = arr[i]; 

427.      } else { 

428.        total = arr[i] + total; 

429.      } 

430.      //  console.log(total); 

431.    } 

432.    return total; 

433.  } 

434.  // //////////////////////////// end weight mapping //////////////////////////// 

435.  export { 

436.    compWeight, 

437.    dwellTm, 

438.    compCurve, 

439.    patVariance, 

440.    mapFactor, 

441.    pushNo, 

442.    invVScoreList, 

443.    currentValues, 

444.    dwellTimeValues, 

445.    rateVarianceValues 

446.  }; 
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E.12 width-mapping.js 

1. import { sortData } from “../sorting-data”; 

2. import { renderGraph } from “../render-graph”; 

3. import { rocRender } from “../derivative”; 

4. import { myTime, fullreglog } from “../data-mapping”; 

5. import { mapFactor } from “./weight-mapping”; 

6. import blacklist from “./blacklist.json”; 

7.   

8.   

9.  //----parameters------// 

10.   

11.   

12.  var total = 0; //total number of characters that have been typed 

13.   

14.   

15.  // eslint-disable-next-line 

16.  var elapseTimeSec; 

17.   

18.   

19.  var startTime; 

20.  var currentTime; 

21.  var elapseTime; 

22.  var space = 100; 

23.  var height; 

24.  var ascender = 730; 

25.  var ascStore = [0]; 

26.  var desStore = [0]; 

27.  var spaStore = [0]; 

28.  var descender = 730; 

29.  var height_store = 200; 

30.  var desc_store = 730; 

31.  var asc_store = 730; 

32.  var space_store = 100; 

33.  var runner = 0; 

34.  var runLevel = 2; 

35.  var runCont; 

36.   

37.   

38.  var render; 

39.  ////////////////////////////   width mapping   //////////////////////////// 

40.  var past = 200; 

41.   

42.   

43.  function widthVar(key) { 

44.    total = total + 1; 

45.   

46.   

47.    if (total < 2) { 

48.      myTime(); 

49.      elapseTime = startTime; 

50.      elapseTimeSec = elapseTime / 1000; 

51.      height = 200; 

52.    } else { 

53.      var dnew = new Date(); 

54.      currentTime = dnew.getTime(); 

55.      elapseTime = currentTime - startTime; 

56.      elapseTimeSec = elapseTime / 1000; 

57.      // width = (300-((rate*17.76)+4)); 

58.   

59.   

60.      var toRender = graphCont(); 

61.   

62.   
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63.      if (toRender === “true”) { 

64.        const dataNew = sortData(fullreglog); 

65.        render = renderGraph(dataNew, 3); 

66.      } else { 

67.        // console.log(render); 

68.      } 

69.   

70.   

71.      // render = render; 

72.      try { 

73.        // code... 

74.        var vm = rocRender(render[render.length - 1][1], 0); 

75.        if (!vm) { 

76.          throw vm; 

77.        } 

78.   

79.   

80.        var vCheck = vm.slope * height; 

81.   

82.   

83.        // var vCheck = 20; 

84.        if (vCheck < past) { 

85.          past = vCheck; 

86.   

87.   

88.          vCheck = vCheck * 1; 

89.        } else if (vCheck > past) { 

90.          past = vCheck; 

91.          vCheck = vCheck * -1; 

92.        } 

93.   

94.   

95.        height = vCheck + height; 

96.   

97.   

98.        if (total <= 3) { 

99.        } else { 

100.          var vSpace = vm.slope * space; 

101.          var vAscender = vm.slope * ascender; 

102.          var vDescender = vm.slope * descender; 

103.          space = vSpace + space; 

104.          if (isNaN(space)) { 

105.            space = space_store; 

106.            space_store = 100; 

107.          } 

108.          spaStore.push(space); 

109.          ascender = vAscender + ascender; 

110.          if (isNaN(ascender)) { 

111.            ascender = asc_store; 

112.            asc_store = 730; 

113.          } 

114.          ascStore.push(ascender); 

115.   

116.   
117.          descender = vDescender + descender; 

118.          if (isNaN(descender)) { 

119.            descender = desc_store; 

120.            desc_store = 730; 

121.          } 

122.          desStore.push(descender); 

123.          ascender = mapFactor(ascStore, ascender, 600, 1000); 

124.           

125.          descender = mapFactor(desStore, descender, 600, 1000); 

126.   

127.   
128.          space = mapFactor(spaStore, space, 0, 120); 
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129.        } 

130.      } catch (err) {} 

131.    } 

132.   

133.   
134.    if (height < 165) { 

135.      height = 165; 

136.    } 

137.   
138.    if (height > 456) { 

139.      height = 456; 

140.    } 

141.    height_store = height; 

142.   

143.   
144.    if (isNaN(height)) { 

145.      height = height_store; 

146.      height_store = 200; 

147.    } 

148.   
149.    return { 

150.      0: height, 

151.      1: space, 

152.      2: ascender, 

153.      3: descender 

154.    }; 

155.  } 

156.   
157.  function graphCont() { 

158.    runner++; 

159.    if (runner < runLevel) { 

160.      runCont = “false”; 

161.    } else if (runner === runLevel) { 

162.      runCont = “true”; 

163.      runLevel = runLevel * runLevel; 

164.    } 

165.   

166.   
167.    return runCont; 

168.  } 

169.   

170.   
171.  //////////////////////////// end width mapping //////////////////////////// 

172.   

173.   
174.  export { widthVar, runCont }; 
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E.13 keyPress.js  

The following code is from the first working prototype of the technology.  

 

1. // //-----generating new elements to wrap characters in----// 

2.  var h1 = document.querySelector(“h1”); //where the elements are being appended to 

3.  var weight = 0; //weight of character 

4.  var uwild = 0; //new id unique number 

5.   

6.   

7.  //----parameters------// 

8.  var contents = ““; //string of text 

9.   

10.   

11.  var rate = 0; //speed of typing 

12.  var total = 0; //total number of characters that have been typed 

13.  var variance = 0; //how much to change the font weight by 

14.  var gap = 0; 

15.  var kern; //spacing between characters 

16.   

17.   

18.  var startTime; 

19.  var currentTime; 

20.  var elapseTime; 

21.  var elapseTimeSec; 

22.  //Calculating new parameters: 

23.  var tweight; 

24.  //--------- 

25.   

26.   

27.  //weight adjustments to minimize errors 

28.  var weightTot_avg = 0; 

29.  var weightTotal = 62; 

30.   

31.   

32.  var startTime; 

33.  var currentTime; 

34.  var elapseTime; 

35.   

36.   

37.  //keypress and release 

38.  var pressTime; 

39.  var releaseTime; 

40.  var dTime; 

41.  var dwTime; 

42.  var vwidth; 

43.   

44.   

45.  //----parameters------// 

46.  var total = 0; //total number of characters that have been typed 

47.  var variance = 0; //how much to change the font weight by 

48.   

49.   

50.  // var FileSaver = require('file-saver'); 

51.   

52.   

53.  //keypress and release 

54.  var pressTime; 

55.  var releaseTime; 

56.  var dTime; 

57.  var dwTime; 

58.  var vwidth = 50; 
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59.  var keydwellTm; 

60.  //Create Dictionary with Object 

61.  var dict = {}; 

62.  var dwellLog = {}; 

63.  var gdTime; 

64.  var strokeLog = {}; 

65.   

66.   

67.  var fullrecord = {}; 

68.  var fullreglog = []; 

69.   

70.   

71.  var letterCombos = {}; 

72.  var letterRecord = []; 

73.  var temp = []; 

74.   

75.   

76.  var captCount = 0; 

77.  var pressNo = 1; 

78.   

79.   

80.  async function getData() { 

81.    // console.log(“this worked yay”) 

82.    const keysDataResponse = await fetch(“./data/log_new.json”); 

83.    data = await keysDataResponse.json(); 

84.    fullreglog = data; 

85.    // console.log(fullreglog); 

86.    renderTable(fullreglog); 

87.    const dataNew = sortDatac(data); 

88.  } 

89.   

90.   

91.  function myTime() { 

92.    var d = new Date(); 

93.    startTime = d.getTime(); 

94.  } 

95.   

96.   

97.  //-------elapsed time-------// 

98.  function timeStamp() { 

99.    var d = new Date(); 

100.    time = d.getTime(); 

101.    return time; 

102.  } 

103.   

104.   
105.  function timeConvert(value) { 

106.    if (value < 1) { 

107.      startTime = timeStamp(); 

108.      elapseTime = startTime; 

109.    } else { 

110.      var dnew = new Date(); 

111.      currentTime = dnew.getTime(); 

112.      elapseTime = currentTime - startTime; 

113.      return elapseTime / 1000; 

114.    } 

115.  } 

116.   

117.   
118.  //////////////////////////  mapping variance  //////////////////////////// 

119.   

120.   
121.  function map_variance(value, low1, high1, low2, high2) { 

122.    return low2 + ((high2 - low2) * (value - low1)) / (high1 - low1); 

123.  } 

124.   
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125.   
126.  function variance_smoother(value, valueTot_avg) { 

127.    return (value + valueTot_avg) / 2; 

128.  } 

129.   

130.   

131.  function adj_Parameters(valueTot, ntotal) { 

132.    return valueTot / ntotal; 

133.  } 

134.   

135.   
136.  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

137.   

138.   
139.  /////////////////////////////  rendering text  ///////////////////////////// 

140.   

141.   
142.  function newText(key, nweight_avg, uwild, nwidth) { 

143.    var e = document.getElementById(“logger”); 

144.   

145.   
146.    if (key == “Backspace”) { 

147.      e.removeChild(e.lastChild); 

148.    } else { 

149.      var q = document.createElement(“div”); 

150.      e.appendChild(q); 

151.      q.id = “name” + uwild; 

152.      q.style.setProperty( 

153.        “font-variation-settings”, 

154.        “'wght'“ + “ “ + nweight_avg + “,” + “'wdth'“ + “ “ + nwidth 

155.      ); 

156.      q.style.setProperty(“font-stretch”, nwidth + “%”); 

157.      //q.style.setProperty(“letter-spacing”, kern + “px”); 

158.      q.innerHTML = key; 

159.      // console.log( 

160.      //   “printing” + 

161.      //     “\n” + 

162.      //     “key” + 

163.      //     key + 

164.      //     “\n” + 

165.      //     “nweight_avg” + 

166.      //     nweight_avg + 

167.      //     “\n” + 

168.      //     nwidth + 

169.      //     “\n” 

170.      // ); 

171.    } 

172.  } 

173.   

174.   
175.  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

176.   

177.   
178.  ////////////////////////////   weight mapping   //////////////////////////// 

179.  var past = 400; 

180.   

181.   

182.  function weightVar(key) { 

183.    if (total < 1) { 

184.      myTime(); 

185.      elapseTime = startTime; 

186.      elapseTimeSec = elapseTime / 1000; 

187.      weight = 400; 

188.    } else { 

189.      var dnew = new Date(); 

190.      currentTime = dnew.getTime(); 
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191.      elapseTime = currentTime - startTime; 

192.      elapseTimeSec = elapseTime / 1000; 

193.      rate = total / elapseTimeSec; //rate of typing is equal to the total keys pressed, divided by the amount of time that has 

passed 

194.      // weight = (300-((rate*17.76)+4)); 

195.   

196.   
197.      const dataNew = sortDatac(fullreglog); 

198.   

199.   
200.      var nrate = rate * -1; 

201.      var render = renderGraph(dataNew, 3); 

202.   

203.   
204.      var vm = rocRender(render[render.length - 1][1], 0); 

205.      //var vw = map_variance(vm.slope, vm.minSlope, vm.maxSlope, 100, 900); 

206.      // console.log(vw); 

207.   

208.   
209.      var vCheck = vm.slope * weight; 

210.      // console.log(“vCheck “ + vCheck); 

211.   

212.   
213.      if (vCheck < past) { 

214.        past = vCheck; 

215.   

216.   
217.        vCheck = vCheck * 1; 

218.      } else if (vCheck > past) { 

219.        past = vCheck; 

220.        vCheck = vCheck * -1; 

221.      } 

222.   

223.   
224.      weight = vCheck + weight; 

225.      // console.log(“vCheckTot “ + weight); 

226.      // else if (vw == past){ 

227.      //   past = vw; 

228.      //   vw = 0; 

229.   

230.   
231.      // } 

232.   

233.   
234.      // past = vw; 

235.    } 

236.   

237.   
238.    if (weight < 100) { 

239.      weight = 100; 

240.    } 

241.   

242.   
243.    if (weight > 900) { 

244.      weight = 900; 

245.    } 

246.    total = total + 1; 

247.    // console.log(“weight is equal to “ + weight); 

248.   

249.   
250.    return weight; 

251.  } 

252.   

253.   
254.  //////////////////////////// end weight mapping //////////////////////////// 

255.   
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256.   
257.  //function for calculating dwellTime for each individual key press interaction 

258.  function dwellTime(pressTime, releaseTime) { 

259.    dTime = releaseTime - pressTime; 

260.    dwTime = dTime / 1000; 

261.    return dwTime; 

262.  } 

263.   

264.   
265.  //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

266.   

267.   
268.  function keyDwell(endTime, key) { 

269.    keydwellTm = dwellTime(dict[key], releaseTime); //pass the press time from the 

270.             dictionary and the current release time through the dwellTime calculator  

271.             function. 

272.    dwellLog[key] = keydwellTm; //in the dwellLog, add a new entry for the current  

273.     key being pressed and then set it equal to the current local 

274.    if (dwellLog[key]) { 

275.      //if the current key that is being pressed is already in the dictionary then  

276.        perform the following function 

277.      dwellLog[key] = (dwellLog[key] + keydwellTm) / 2; //calculates an average  

278.       dwellTime for each letter 

279.    } 

280.    return keydwellTm; 

281.  } 

282.   

283.   
284.  function avgDwell() { 

285.    //for loop to calculate a 'global' average dwellTime 

286.    let sum = 0; 

287.    let i = 0; //counter to register the amount of keys in the dictionary 

288.    for (let key in dwellLog) { 

289.      sum += dwellLog[key]; 

290.      i = i + 1; 

291.    } 

292.    gdTime = sum / i; //global dwelltime is equalto the sum divided by the total  

293.    number of items in the dictionary 

294.    return gdTime; 

295.  } 

296.   

297.   
298.  function record(recordNo, key, releaseTime, keydwellTm, vwidth, gdTime) { 

299.    strokeLog[recordNo] = [ 

300.      { 

301.        key: key, 

302.        start: dict[key], 

303.        end: releaseTime, 

304.        ldwellTm: dwellTime(dict[key], releaseTime), 

305.        keydwellTm: keydwellTm, 

306.        width: vwidth, 

307.        avgdwellTime: gdTime 

308.        //cumWeight: “n/a” 

309.      } 

310.    ]; 

311.  } 

312.  var sortedMore = []; 

313.  function sortdataArray(data, field) { 

314.    var sorted = data.sort(function (a, b) { 

315.      return +a[field] - +b[field]; 

316.    }); 

317.    var x = 1; 

318.   

319.   
320.    _.forEach(sorted, (inside, outside) => { 

321.      x = x + 1; 
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322.      sortedMore.push({ 

323.        numX: JSON.stringify(x), 

324.        TOF: inside.timeofflight, 

325.        ldwellTm: inside.ldwellTm, 

326.        letter_1: inside.letter_1, 

327.        letter_2: inside.letter_2 

328.      }); 

329.    }); 

330.   

331.   
332.    //console.log(“sorted data “, sortedMore); 

333.    return sortedMore; 

334.  } 

335.   

336.   
337.  function sortDatac(data) { 

338.    var sorted = data.sort(function (a, b) { 

339.      return +a.timeofflight - +b.timeofflight; 

340.    }); 

341.    var h = 1; 

342.   

343.   
344.    _.forEach(sorted, (inside, outside) => { 

345.      h = h + 1; 

346.      sortedMore.push([inside.timeofflight, h]); 

347.    }); 

348.   

349.   
350.    return sortArrayMore; 

351.  } 

352.   

353.   
354.  function letterLoad() { 

355.    return 1; 

356.  } 

357.   

358.   

359.  function fillIn(key, captCount) { 

360.    temp.push({ 

361.      press: key, 

362.      start: dict[key], 

363.      number: pressNo, 

364.      release: releaseTime 

365.    }); 

366.  } 

367.   

368.   

369.  function nesting(key, releaseTime) { 

370.    var secondkey = key; 

371.   

372.   
373.    var order = fullreglog.length; 

374.   

375.   
376.    if (temp.length < 1) { 

377.      fullreglog.push({ 

378.        id: order, 

379.        first_key: secondkey, 

380.        second_key: “n/a”, 

381.        start: dict[key], 

382.        ldwellTm: “n/a”, 

383.        keydwellTm: “n/a”, 

384.        width: vwidth, 

385.        avgdwellTime: gdTime, 

386.        vrate: rate, 

387.        //cumWeight: “n/a” 
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388.        end: “n/a”, 

389.        timeofflight: 0 

390.      }); 

391.    } else { 

392.      var firstkey = temp[0].press; 

393.      var tof = dict[secondkey] - temp[0].release; 

394.      // console.log(dict[secondkey] + “ “ + temp[0].release + “ “ + tof ); 

395.      // if (!(firstkey in fullrecord)){ 

396.      //             fullrecord[firstkey] = {} 

397.      //                } 

398.      // if (!(secondkey in fullrecord[firstkey])){ 

399.      //             fullrecord[firstkey][secondkey] = [] 

400.      //             } 

401.      //fullrecord[firstkey][secondkey].push(tof) //put time here 

402.   

403.   

404.      fullreglog.push({ 

405.        id: order, 

406.        first_key: firstkey, 

407.        second_key: secondkey, 

408.        start: dict[key], 

409.        ldwellTm: dwellTime(dict[key], releaseTime), 

410.        keydwellTm: keydwellTm, 

411.        width: vwidth, 

412.        avgdwellTime: gdTime, 

413.        vrate: rate, 

414.        //cumWeight: “n/a” 

415.        end: releaseTime, 

416.        timeofflight: tof 

417.      }); 

418.    } 

419.  } 

420.   

421.   
422.  function tempCapt(key) { 

423.    pressNo = pressNo + 1; 

424.   

425.   
426.    if (captCount <= 1) { 

427.      captCount = captCount + 1; 

428.      fillIn(key, captCount); 

429.    } else { 

430.      let removed = temp.splice(0, 1); 

431.   

432.   
433.      captCount = 2; 

434.      fillIn(key, captCount); 

435.    } 

436.    //console.log(temp); 

437.  } 

438.   

439.   
440.  export { sortedMore, gdTime, keydwellTm, dwTime, weight, time, sortArrayMore }; 

441.  
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APPENDIX F. RECRUITING SUBJECTS 
F.1 Marketing Graphics and Media 

 

 

 

  

 

 

F.2  Facebook Page  
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F.3 Facebook Posts  
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F.4  Linkedin Posts  
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F.5 Open Chat Events 
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